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Due to increased costs of material
the subscription price of the
BULLETIN will be increased to $1.75
beginning September 1, 1951.
An INDEX to the first four volumes
of the BULLETIN will be available
in August, 1951. This index will be
published as a separate issue and
may be obtained for 250 a copy. The
current volume (IV) will end with
the July, 1951 issue and Volume V
will begin with the September, 1951
issue. Thereafter the volumes will
run September through July and an
annual index will be included with
each July issue. In requesting the
index to Volumes I-IV please enclose
payment (coins or stamps accepted)
with orders of less than four copies.
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New Titles for Children and Young People.
Bass, Althea. The thankful people; illus. by Walter
Richard West. Caxton, 1950. 155p. $5 Gr.4-6 (D59)
Emmaline is a small Seneca girl living with her
parents and two younger brothers on a farm in north-
eastern Oklahoma. In this story of one year in her life
the author has given a good picture of modern Indian
life with its blending of the old and the new. The
story is slight and the high price will limit the book
to large collections or those that have a great need
for Indian materials.
Bethers, Ray. Perhaps I'll be a railroad man; pictures
and story by Ray Bethers. Aladdin, 1951. 47p.
$1.75 trade; $2.25 library. Gr.5-7.
A brief but effective summary of all phases of
railroading with the emphasis on its vocational aspects.
Beginning with a brief history of the development of
railroads in the United States the author then gives
details of railroad construction, operation, and mainte-
nance. The style is easy enough for fifth and sixth
grade readers and interesting enough for older readers.
Clear detailed drawings add to the effectiveness of the
book.
Brown, Margaret Wise. Two little gardeners; by Margaret
Wise Brown and Edith Thacher Hurd; pictures by Gertrude
Elliott. Simon and Schuster, 1951. 27p. (A little
golden book) $.25
Two children prepare, plant, and cultivate their
garden through an entire season from spring through fall.
The text makes pleasant reading although most gardeners
will question the statements that moles are helpful and
lady bugs should be killed. There is not enough factual
information to make the book useful for young gardeners
nor enough story to give it appeal for pleasure reading.
Illustrations are highly stylized and lacking in charm.
Not recommended.
Brown, Vinson. Black treasure; drawings by Lester
Peterson. Little, 1951. 214p. $2.50
A melodramatic story of treasure hunting in the
Panamanian jungles. Two young men go into a wild
section that is supposed to be haunted and that is also
supposed to be the hiding place of an ancient treasure
trove. One of the men loses his legs and the other
almost loses his life as they battle wild beasts and
insane men. The author has attempted to combine lessons
in conservation with high adventure and has not been
entirely successful with either. Uneven writing that is
highly poetic in spots and quite labored in others. Not
recommended.
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ol1by, Carroll. "Gabbit" the magic rabbit; written and
illustrated by Carroll Colby. Coward-McCann, 1951.
26p. $1.50
Slight but amusing story of the rabbit in the ma-
gician's hat. "Gabbit" decided it was time someone
surprised the magician for a change so he did it by
sending up an old mitten, a cat, a teddy bear, before
he popped out of the hat as he was supposed to. The
Aew act was so popular the magician had to increase
his tent to three times its original size. Unfortu-
nately the story bogs down at the end to an extent that
nullifies the appeal of the surprise element of the
first part. Cartoon like drawings appropriate to the
story but lacking in quality and appeal. Board binding.
lot recommended.
Coombs, Charles I. Young readers mystery stories;
illus. by Charles Geer. Lantern pr., 1951. 192p.
$2.50
Mediocre collection of mystery stories ranging from
counterfeiting to the capture of a spy ring. The situ-
ations are within the realm of plausibility but solutions
are too dependent on coincidence to be realistic. Charac-
ters are poorly drawn and unconvincing. Not recommended.
Cormack, Maribelle. The first book of trees; pictures
by Helene Carter. Watts, 1951. 93 p. $1.75 Gr.5-5
A beginners guide to trees. Full page drawings of
the leaves, flowers, and fruit of 57 of the more common
herican trees, with small maps showing where most of
these are found. The simply written text explains the
how's and why's of trees' bark, buds, leaves, flowers,
seeds, and roots. Excellent drawings add to the value
of the book. A useful book for groups or individuals
ho are interested in tree identification.
Driggs, Howard Roscoe. Pitch pine tales; illus. by
L. F. Bjorklund. Aladdin, 1951. lOlp. $2 Gr.5-5
Twelve stories of pioneer and frontier life de-
signed for reading aloud. Many of the stories are of
familiar incidents in American history: Squanto's
friendship with the Pilgrims, Sacajawea's aid to the
Lewis and Clark Expedition, incidents from the Indian
wars. The stories are brief but they could be used for
reading aloud in classrooms or homes to stimulate an
interest in history.
Ivernden, Margery. The sword with the golden hilt;
illus. by William Soles. Caxton, 1950. 152p. $5
Gr.6-8
A slight story of two cousins who lived in Norway
during the time of the Danish rule. The two boys prove
their valor when they join the army that attempts to re-
place Olaf on the Norwegian throne. A well-written
story but rather slight for the price. Illustrations
are very poor and add nothing to the story.
Ferguson, Ruby. A stable for Jill; illus. by Caney.
Dodd, 1951. 152p. $2.50
Further adventures of Jill, heroine of A horse of her
ps, and her efforts to spend all her days on or near
horses. A chance for her mother to make a speaking tour
of America threatens Jill's happiness when she learns she
ust board her pony and spend her vacation with her
cousin, Cecilia. Jill is hardly the perfect house guest -
late for meals, scornful of her cousin's attempts to
Stertain her, and careless of her dress - even coming to
r cousin's birthday party in jodphurs. Jill's vacation
t made pleasant by her friendship with a minister's
%ildren who have several horses and she refuses to let
IAy slightest sense of her responsibility as a house
Nest interfere with her pleasure. By telling the story
a the first person the author has employed the careless
writing of a thirteen-year-old and has thereby been
relieved of all responsibility for grammar and style.
The result is only slightly above thirteen-year-old
quality of writing. Not recommended.
Freer, Marlorie (Mueller). Showcase for Diane.
Messner, 1951. 176p. $2.50
A story of career plus marriage that employes all
the cliches and stock characters of the typical career
story plus some incredibly bad dialog that reads like
a third-rate soap opera. Diane persuades her parents
to let her forego college and proceed at once on her
career of designing window displays. A husband slightly
complicates her plans but in a remarkably short time she
has both husband and job under control. There is no
reality to either the characters or the incidents. Not
recommended.
Gard, Robert E. Midnight, rodeo champion; illus. by
C. W. Anderson. Duell, 1951. 159p. $2.50 Gr.7-9
A horse story with a slightly different angle.
Instead of being stolen - as usually happens in horse
stories - Midnight is sold to the rodeo when his owner,
Sandy, realizes that he is the perfect rodeo horse -
good at bucking but not mean. Midnight becomes the
champion bronco - the horse no one can ride. After
many difficulties Sandy raises himself to the place
where he is the champion bronco rider. The two meet
again in Madison Square Garden in a ride that has a
satisfactory ending for both the man and the horse.
Superb illustrations by C. W. Anderson add greatly to
the book's value.
Goudey, Alice E. The merry fiddlers; illus. by Bernard
Garbutt. Aladdin, 1951. 43p. $1.75 trade; $2.25
library. Gr.2-4
As the little boy waited for the time when the
crickets would sing his mother told him about their
life and habits. Written in simple rhythmic prose that
is excellent for reading aloud. This story of the life
cycle of the cricket will make good nature study ma-
terial for home, school, or camp. Nice illustrations.
Grimes, Robert L. Grandpa Toggle's wonderful book; a
collection of stories; illus. by Beth Wilson. Caxton,
1951. 141p. $2
A collection of stories told by Grandpa Toggle to
his grandson. The stories relate the doings - exciting,
unusual, and sometimes amusing - of Grandpa Toggle and
B Good, the small Negro boy who lives with him. These
stories are of a tall-tale character and the reader
gets the impression that B Good is as unreal as the
magic saw handles or the itinerant toy mender and that
he is introduced merely to provide amusement. This is
a kind of stereotyping that is as unacceptable as the
misuse of dialect or of supposedly "typical" charac-
teristics and is more dangerous because it is more
subtle. Not recommended.
Hale, Kathleen. Orlando's home life. Coward-McCann,
1951. illus. 30p. $1
More adventures of Orlando, the marmalade cat.
This time Orlando and his wife are having trouble with
their children's education. This is less amusing than
the first Orlando stories. The binding is insubstantial
and the story too slight to make the book worth pre-
binding. Not recommended.
How, R. The friendly farm; illus. by John Moment.
Coward-McCann, 1951. 212p. $2.50
Two English children spend their Easter holidays on
a farm near London where they take part in all the farm
activities, help a gypsy boy who is hiding from his
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father, and recover a lost colt. The story is slow-
paced and written in a cozy tone that most readers will
tind annoying. Not recommended.
Jackson, Kathryn. A day at the beach; by Kathryn and
Byron Jackson; pictures by Corinne Malvern. Simon
and Schuster, 1951. 26p. (A little golden book)
$.25
Simple account of the activities of two small
children at the beach. The story which is told in in-
ferior rhyme, is too slight and the illustrations too
sentimental to have much appeal. Not recommended.
Jackson, Kathryn. Pantaloon; pictures by Leonard
Weisgard. Simon and Schuster, 1951. 26p. (A little
golden book) $.25 K-Gr.2
Pantaloon is a poodle who loves bakeries and bakery
goods. He tries to get a job with his favorite bakery
but is looked on with suspicion until he can prove his
worth. A slight but humorous story.
Justus, May. Lucky penny; illus. by Frederick T.
Chapman. Aladdin, 1951. 80p. $1.75 Gr.,-5
A slight story of the Tennessee Mountains that
follows the usual Justus pattern. Jimmy Greer runs
away from Si Clevenger for whom he has been working
and finds a real home with Davy Carr and his grand-
parents. Not outstanding but acceptable for Justus
fans.
Kay, Helen. Apple pie for Lewis; illus. by Elizabeth
P. Korn. Aladdin, 1951. 43p. $1.75 trade; $2.25
library.
When Lewis visits his grandmother the time he looks
forward to most of all is apple pie season. He watches
the trees from the time they bloom until the apples are
ripe and he even helps with the picking. A slight story
marred by exceedingly ugly pictures. Not recommended.
Lansing, Elizabeth Carleton (Hubbard). The pony that
ran away; illus. by Barbara Cooney. Crowell, 1951.
149p. $2 Gr.3-5
Amusing story of ten-year-old twins - brother and
sister - and their birthday gift of a pony named Twinkle.
The story concerns their experiences in learning to care
for the pony and their unsuccessful attempts to make him
happy in his new home. Robby, their small brother, un-
wittingly solves the problem of Twinkle's unhappiness
when he talks baby talk to the pony. The only animal
Robby can imitate is a duck and Twinkle is unhappy
because his duck friend has been left behind. Large
face type and the simple style make this suitable for
third grade readers. Pleasant illustrations.
Lingenfelter, Mary Rebecca. Vocations for girls; by
Mary Rebecca Lingenfelter and Harry Dexter Kitson.
Rev. ed. Harcourt, 1951. 364p. $3 Gr.7-9
A complete revision of the book first published in
1939. This brings the material up to date and adds some
Vocations that were not included in the first edition.
A very readable book that will have value for general
library collections as well as for guidance counselors.
ieGuire, Frances (Lynch). Wagon to a star; illus. by
Gertrude Williamson. Caxton, 1951. 200p. $5
An adult's reminiscences of her childhood days on
a Iowa farm. The author never makes her characters
tem like real people and the overtones of sentimentality
are too strong to appeal to most readers. There are some
questionable values, such as, the time the father forces
a man, at the point of a gun, to sell his farm and leave
the country, instead of bringing a law suit as he should
have done. Not recommended.
Mackay, Margaret. The poetic arrot; illus. by Kurt
Wiese. Day, 1951. 96p. $2.50
Percy, a parrot in the Central Park Zoo, could talk
in rhyme and spent most of his time insulting people.
One day he escaped from his cage and led the zoo
keeper, fireman, ASPCA workers and others a merry chase.
Before he was captured he managed to get into a toy
store and bring about the downfall of two robbers. The
story would be amusing had the author not given Percy
an unlimited vocabulary, an understanding of human
speech, and a human reasoning ability. Not recommended.
Mason, Haven A. Rainbow gold; illus. by Helen Hughes
Wilson. Caxton, 1951. 299p. $5.50
A story of 16th century England and a farmer's
daughter who finds a piece of gold at the end of a
rainbow and with it dispells the power of witchcraft in
her section of the country. The story is contrived,
slow-moving, and unrealistic. Poorly illustrated. Not
recommended.
MGM Cartoons. Tom and Jerry; story and pictures by MGM
cartoons; pictures adapted by Don MacLaughlin and
Harvey Eisenberg. Simon and Schuster, 1951.
26p. (A little golden book) $.25
Slight story of two mice and their adventures with
a cat. The two mice may be funny as animated cartoon
characters but here they only succeed in being dull.
Not recommended.
Millen, Nina. Off to Brazil; illus. by Janet Smalley.
Friendship pr., 1951. 127p. $2
An American family, en route from Detroit to SaZ
Paulo where the father has a job as a construction
engineer, stop in several Brazilian cities on the way
to see the sights and visit Protestant missionary schools
and churches. The descriptions of Brazilian ways and
customs are interesting but the whole is so tinged with
missionary fervor as to be of little use to general col-
lections. Could be used by church schools.
Nehru, Jawaharlal. The story of the world; a brief
account of the early days of the earth as told in
letters to his daughter; with sketches by Richard
Albany. Day, 1951. 128p. $2.50 Gr.5-7
A series of letters from Nehru to his daughter in
which he describes briefly the early days of the earth.
These are of more interest as Nehru's letters than for
their content although they have an Indian point of view
that will prove an interesting contrast to similar ma-
terials written from the English and American point of
view.
Pukui, Mary Kawena, comp. The water of Kane and other
legends of the Hawaiian Islands; col. and suggested
by Mary Kawena Pukui; retold by Caroline Curtis; illus.
by Richard Goings. Kamehameha schools pr., 1951.
249p. Gr.5-7
Retellings of legends from the Hawaiian Islands.
These stories are more simply told than the ones in
Colum's Legends of Hawaii (Yale University Press, 1937)
with fewer proper names and clearer explanations. The
format of the book is too textbookish to have much
appeal but the tales should have value for the story
teller's collection.
Schlein, Miriam. A day at the playground; pictures by
Eloise Wilkin. Simon and Schuster, 1951. 26p. (A
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little golden book) $.25
A picture book obviously intended to teach young
hildren to share their playthings. The lesson is
stated at the end of the story but is not brought out
in the actions of the characters so its value is lost.
Sentimental illustrations. Not recommended.
Smith, Theresa (Kalab). Poncho and the pink horse;
story and pictures by Theresa Kalab Smith. Steck,
1951. 25p. $1.50
Poncho is a small Spanish-American boy who always
logks sad when he is glad and glad when he is sad. One
day he earns the right to ride on the pink horse on the
merry-go-round and after that he looks glad when he is
glad and sad when he is sad. The story seems to have
been written for the pictures which are showy but static.
Not recommended.
Stevenson, Robert Louis. A child's garden of verses;
illus. by Alice and Martin Provensen. Simon and
Schuster, 1951. 76p. (A big golden book) $1.50
Gr.2-4
An acceptable version for those who like the
Provensen's style of drawing. The art work seems
rather sophisticated for the child like quality of
Stevenson's verse but is otherwise acceptable.
The story of our time, encyclopedia yearbook, 1951.
Grolier society, 1951. 4 32 p. $10
Major events in science, government, education, the
arts, entertainment, sports, and other fields of inter-
est brought up to date - through 1950. Many of the
events are reported in the words of persons who witnessed
them or participated in them at the time they occurred.
This gives the book its primary value. Coverage is
spotty, the literature section being particularly weak.
An interesting reference book but rather expensive for
most collections.
Tracy, Ray Palmer. Fighting sheepman. Little, 1951.307 p. $.75
Scott Lyman ran away from his uncle in Vermont after
the latter had cheated him out of his inheritance. In
Oregon he joined forces with Nick Barry, a sheep rancher,
and helped Nick fight against two men who were trying to
get control of the Barry ranch. There is little plot
development - just one fight after another - and the
implication that the best solution to problems is physi-
cal combat is a questionable value. Not recommended.
Tregarthen, Enys. The doll who came alive; ed. by
Elizabeth Yates; illus. by Nora S. Unwin. Day, 1951.
76p. $2.75 Gr.3-5
New edition of a story that has long been a favorite
both as a fairy tale and as a doll story.. Jyd Trewerry,
a small Cornish girl, loves her doll until she loves it
alive. Then the two set off on adventures that take
them straight to fairyland.
Verne, Jules. Five weeks in a balloon; introd. by
Norman and Madelyn Carlisle. Didier, 1951. 232p.
illus. $2.25
A new edition of Verne's story of the balloon trip
across Africa. Extremely poor format with crowded
pages and a heavy black type that makes difficult
reading. Not recommended.
Williams, Beryl. No pattern for love. Messner, 1951.
178p. $2.50
Another career story in which the vocational infor-
nation is slighted and the emphasis is on quick success
both in work and love. Tracy sets out to learn dress
designing and to win the love of Steve Dovato. She
divides her time and thought almost equally between
the two for the major portion of the book. Then Jo
Hunt appears on the scene and she realizes that he is
her true love. In typical career book style she ends
up with a job and Jo. The characters are all types,
with no reality in either actions or speech. Not
recommended.
Zarchy, Harry. Let's yo camping; a guide to outdoor
living; written and illus. by Harry Zarchy. Knopf,
1951. 176p. $3 Gr.5-7
A beginners guide to camping that starts with the
basic principle that camping need not be rugged and
uncomfortable to be fun. Includes directions for
buying and using camp equipment, safety and sanitary
measures, cooking suggestions, and recipes, and a
brief introduction to edible plants. There is a good
bibliography and index. A useful book for all
beginning campers and easy enough for most fifth
grade readers.
Instructional Materials, Supplementary Reading and
Sources of Material.
Arbuthnot, Mary Hill, comp. Time for poetry; illus.
by Salcia Bahne. A teacher's anthology to
accompany the New Basic Readers, Curriculum
Foundation Series.. Scott, Foresman, 1951. 438p.
Hurley, B. D. Children's books...for seventy-five
cents or less. Association for Childhood Education
International, 1200 Fifteenth Street, Washington 5,
D. C. 1951. $.50
Matson, Charlotte and Larson, Lola, comps. Books for
tired eyes; a list of books in large print; 4th ed.
75p. Chicago, American Library Association, 1951.
$1
Watson, K. W. Tales for telling. H. W. Wilson Co.,
1950. 267p. $2.75
A useful collection for radio storytellers. The
stories were selected and adapted for an actual radio
program. The selection is excellent, with some less
familiar stories included, and the adaptations have
been carefully and skillfully handled. This is not a
book for use in the general library collection since
the complete stories are available in other sources
and in more attractive form. There is a good, brief
introduction on the art of radio-story-telling.
1946 RE-EVALUATION (Books no longer in Center.
* indicates titles that were accepted at time of
publication)
*Long, G. E. Tiny tunes.
*Paullin, E. Karen is three.
Teal, V. Angel child.
Thompson, B. J. A candle burns for France.
*Tireman, L. S. Cocky.
*Tousey, S. Tinker Tim.
*Tousey, S. Treasure cave.
Tresselt, A. R. Rain drop splash.
,dor, T. Linsey Woolsey.
grmston, M. Mystery of the 5 bright keys.
fan Lissel, K. Connie, theatre director.
*Varble, R. M. Romance for Rosa.
Vassos, J. A. A little tale about two dogs: Rex and Lobo.
*Wadsworth, L. A. Mystery of the Spanish saber.
Walden, A. E. Gateway.
*Walker, J. My Bible book.
Watkins, T. The Spanish Galleon.
Webber, F. M. Peter Painter's merry-go-round.
Weber, L. M. Riding high.
*Ieil, A. The very first day.
*Weil, L. Jacoble tells the truth.
Weist, C. S. More sermon trails for boys and girls.
Wells, L. E. The mystery of the dark mountains.
Wells, P. Dolly Madison's surprise.
Werner, J. Wings of the morning.
White, R. The lion's paw.
White, R. Ollie the ostrich.
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*Whitehead, R. M. Peter opens the door.
*Widdemer, M. R. C. Washington Irving.
Wiedenbeck, E. A. The little duck who loved the rain.
*Williams, G. The chicken book.
*Williams, J. The sword and the scythe.
Willis, F. Clover.
Willis, F. Jelly and George.
Willson, D. Mystery of the scarlet staircase.
Windeatt, M. F. Song in the south.
Wolo. Friendship valley.
*Wolverton, E. T. The ghost town mystery.
Wolverton, E. T. The house on the desert.
*Wood, E. Airport summer.
Woodall, S. L. The animal ABC.
*Woodcock, L. P. This is the way the animals walk.
*Wright, F. F. The secret of the old Sampey place.
Wright, S. P. Half wolf.
Yeager, D. G. Bob Flame among the Navajo.
Young, B. The puppet man and other stories.
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Across the bridge. Beim. 4t52 Ap'51
Across the shining mountains. Tutt. 4:58 SA 1 S
Adams, Abigail. Wagoner. :10 D'4. : :
ADAMS,G.A. ABC picture book. :1 Ja'48
First things. 1:1 Ja'48
ADA1SK. Book of enchantment. 5:86 '50
ADAMS,S.H. Pony express. 4:1 lD i'50Q; .. •i
Adolescent character and perso• •ly. Bit Havigh ii
and Taba. 2:6 Jy'49
Adolescent development. Hurlock. : t I:':49
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Arizona State College. 2:5 S'49
Adrian. Firehouse mystery. 5:27 Mr'6
\_. •Mystery nature stories. 2:1 ' 49
Adshead. Inheritance of poetry*. 1:1 S'48
Adventure in Ireland. Martin. 2:6 Ap' 49
Adventure in Russia. Kennell. 1:i D#47
Adventure on the Potomac. Leavitt. 2:5 0'49
Adventure stories from Sto4 garad. 4: 25 F'51
Adventure to the Polar Sea. Lambert. S3:9 '650
Adventures for all. Minnesota State Department of
Education. 2:9 N'49
Aventures in folk songs. Gloria Chandler
Recordings, Inc. 3525 F'60
Aventures of a letter. Scloat. 5:9 D'49
Aventures of Danny Meadow Mouse. Burgess. 53:59
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entures of Mr. Toad. Diney. :11 D'49
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ALLEN,G.E. Tammy Chipmunk and his friends. 4:10 Ja'51
ALLEN,M.P. Battle lanterns. 2:1 Ap'49
SMake way for the brave. 5:49 Jy'50
Mudhen and "The Walrus". 5:27 Mr'50
_. Silver wolf. 4:52 Ap'51
AL. Buzz sessions about books. 4:25 F'51
Along laughing brook. Burgess. 2:1 S'49
ALTON. Gridiron courage. 5:15 Ja'50
ALTSTETER. Children's books...for seventy-five cents or
less." 1949ed. 5:19 Ja'50; 1950ed. 4:25 F'51
Aluminum from mine to sky. Metcalfe. 1:5 D'47
Always there is God. Trent. 5:57 Ap'50
Amateur naturalist's handbook. Brown. 2:1 S'49
Amazing journey of David Ingram. Kelly. 5:7 D'49
Amazon adventure. Price. 5:18 Ja'50
America in fiction. Coan and Lillard. 2:9 N'49
America, past and present. Rue. 1:8 Mr'48
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American adventure. Mitchell. 5:8 D'49
AMERICAN CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. Films interpreting
children and youth. 1:10 Mr'48
. Using audio-visual materials with children.
1:9 Mr'48
American children through their books 1700-1855.
Kiefer. 1:5 Jy'48
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION. Intergroup relations in
teaching materials. 2:6 Je'49
. Literature for human understanding. 1:9
Ap'48
SReading ladders for human relations. 2:6
Jy'49
American folk songs for children. Seeger. 2:6 D'48
American folklore and its Old-World backgrounds.
Carmer. 5:12 D'49
AMERICAN HERITAGE FOUNDATION. Documents on the
Freedom Train. 1:7 S'48
AMERICAN HOME ECONOICS ASSOCIATION. Books of fiction
dealing with home and family living. 5:57 S'50
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF GRAPHIC ARTS. Exhibition of
children's books: 1945-1950. 4:50 Mr'51
AMERICAN JEWISH CO&MITTEE. About 100 books. 2:12 F'49
. All Americans. 4:52 Je'51
. Reading list on children of various back-
grounds for five to six year olds. 4:52 Je'51
AMERICAN LEGION. Report on the evaluation of in-
structional materials. 5:20 Ja'50
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. Basic book collection
for elementary grades. 4:25 F'51
. Films for public libraries. 5:64 0'50
. Pubtielibrary plans for the teen-age. 2:12
F'49
American women of nursing. Yost. 1:8 Ap'48
Americans before Columbus. Baity. 4:49 Je'51
Americans from Holland. Mulder. 1:4 Ja'48
Americans from Hungary. Lengyel. 1:4 My'48
Americans of Negro lineage. Friendship Press. 1:8
Je'48
America's Ethan Allen. Holbrook. 5:5 D'49
Amik. Henderson. 1:5 My'48
AMIOT. Bijou, the little bear. 4:40 My'51
Amos and the moon. Balet. 2:1 D'48
Amos Fortune, free man. Yates. 5:45 My'50
Amos learns to talk. Bradbury. 4:55 Ap'51
Anabel's windows. Hewes. 5:28 Mr'50
Anchor man. Jackson. 1:4 Mr'48
And both were young. L'Engle. 5:29 Mr'50
ANDEREGG. One world through friendship. 4:10 Ja'51
ANDERSEN. Emperor's new clothes. 2:1 N'49
. Fairy tales. 4:25 Mr'51
ANDERSON,C.W. Blaze finds the trail. 4:1 D'50
. Bobcat. 3:13 Ja'50
. Horses are folks. 4:10 Ja'51
ANDERSON,E.T'. Rainbow campus. 5:58 O'50
__ . Scarlet bird. 1:1 0'48
ANDERSON,M.N. Sandra and the right prince. 4:40 My'51
ANDREA. Circus parade. 4:10 Ja'51
ANDRHES,F.E. For Charlemagnel 3:13 Ja'50
ANDREWS,R.C. Quest in the desert. 5:59 My'50
ANGELO. Bells of Bleecker Street. 2:1 Ap'49
Animal babies. Bauer. 5:14 Ja'50
Animal babies. Jackson. 1:4 Mr'48
Animal folk songs for children. Seeger. 4:15 Ja'51
Animal sounds. Mason. 2:5 My'49
Animal weapons. Mason. 2:4 0'49
Animals came first. Welch. 1:12 N'48
Animals from everywhere. Webb. 4:58 Ap'51
Ann of Bethany. Ceder. 4:41 My'51
Annotated list of books for supplementary reading.
Children's Reading Service. 1:11 0'48
Annotated list of phonograph records. Children's
Reading Service. 4:9 D'50
Annual fall inventory of new audio-visual materials,
See and Hear. 1:8 D'47; 4:9 D'50
Another spring. Eyre. 2:5 N'49
Anthology of children's literature. Johnson, Scott,
Sickels. 1:12 O'48
ANTHONY. Summer library service in Alton. 5:45 My'50o
ANTI-DEFAATION LEAGUE OF B'NAI BRITH. About people.
1:7 S'48
Antiquarian bookman. 5:12 D'49
Apache Indians. Bleeker. 4:41 My'51
APPEL. Comanche. 4:49 Je'51
Apple pie for Lewis. Kay. 4:56 Jy'51
Apple tree cottage. Voight. 5:10 D'49
Appleseed farm. Douglas. 1:2 Mr'48
APPLETON. Indian art of the Americas. 4:25 F'51
April showers. Love. 1:6 Ap'48
ARBUTHNOT. Children and books. 1:8 D'47
. Children's books too good to miss. 1:7 Je'g
" Keeping up with children and books. 4:16
Ja'51
. Time for poetry. 4:57 Jy'51
ARCHER. Stagecoach robbery. 5:15 Ja'50
ARCHIBALD. Hold that linel 4:18 F'51
. Touchdown glory. 2:1 N'49
Arctic venture. Gilbert. 5:35 Ap'50
ARDIZZONE. Tim to the rescue. 5:15 Ja'50
Arithmetic can be fun. Leaf. 5:7 D'49
ARIZONA STATE COLLEGE. Adolescent literature related U
adolescent tasks. 2:5 S'49
. Bibliography in library science, reading and
book selection. 2:5 S'49
. Library science bibliography. 2:5 S'49
Armchair land. Jennings. 4:28 Mr'51
ARMSTRONG. Turtle River filly. 4:1 D'50
ARNDT. You can teach for world citizenship. 4:9 D,
Art of Chinese paper folding. Soong. 1:7 Ap'48
ARTS IN CHILDHOOD. Enjoying music - dance, song, band.
4:9 D'50
.Understanding creative growth. 4:9 D'50
As the educator views the library. Hunt. 5:58 Ap'50
ASHWORTH. Story of an idea with seven league boots.
5:26 F'50
ASIMOV. Pebble in the sky. 4:25 Mr'51
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, INTERNATIONAL.
Bibliography of books for children. 1:11 0'48; 4:16
Ja'51
.Children's books for 75# or less, 1948. 1:s
O'48
.Told under the Christmas tree. 1:11 N'48
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS. Bibliography of
railway literature. 4:50 Mr'51
STrain and engine books for children. 2:10
Ap'49
ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN'S BOOK EDITORS. Selected list
of books for boys and girls. 1:6 My'48
ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES OF AMERICA, INC. Plays
for children's theatre. 1:7 S'48
At Paddy the beaver's pond. Burgess. 4:19 F'51
At the palace gates. Parish. 2:5 Jy'49
ATCIINSON. Book of enchantment. 5:66 N'50
Atomic energy. Junior Red Cross. 1:8 S'48
Atoms at work. Bischof. 4:41 My'51
ATTWOOD. Vavache, the cow who painted pictures. 5:39
My' 50
ATWATER. Smoke patrol. 2:1 N'49
Audio-visual aids for the English teacher. Newark B o
of Education. 5:52 Jy' 50
Audio-visual bookshelf for busy librarians. Myers. 2
My' 49
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Audio-visual materials of instruction. National Society
for the Study of Education. 2:11 Ap'49
dio-visual materials of instruction in home and family
life education* Michigan Department of Public In-
struction. 2:5 S'49
'o-visual school library service. Rufsvold. 2:5
S' 49
Audio-visual way. Florida State University. 1:7 My'48
AUERBACH. Current trends in books on sex education.
5:52 Mr'50
Augustus and the desert. Henderson. 2:5 F'49
Augustus Caesar's world. Foster. 1:2 D'47
AILAIRE,d' Benjamin Franklin. 4:1 D'50
. Foxie. 5:5 D'49
. Nile. 1:5 N'48
T Gabriel Churchkitten and the moths. 2:1 Ja'49
. Three silly kittens. 4:40 My'51
Austrian colt. Rowland. 4:6 D'50
AUSUBEL. Treasury of Jewish folklore. 1:1 N'48
Autumn comes to Meadow Brook Farm. Keeler. 2:2 Mr'49
Avenues and vistas for bringing library materials to
children and young people. Washington (State)
Institute of Government. 2:7 My'49
AVRULL. Jenny's first party. 1:1 Ap'48
Jenny's moonlight adventure. 2:1 My'49;
2:5 0'49
. King Philip, the Indian chief. 4:52 Ap'51
Aviation from the ground up. Floherty. 4:27 Mr'51
IDBAR. Treasury of sea stories. 2:1 S'49
Asor and the haddock. Crowley. 5:5 D'49
Babar and Father Christmas. Brunhoff. 5:11 D'49
Babar's cousin. Brunhoff. 1:2 S'48
Babar's picnic. Brunhoff. 5:21 F'50
BABCOCK. Expandable pig. 2:1 0'49
hbe Ruth. Weldon. 1:5 My'48
Pbes and cradles just outside the door. Spalding.
2:9 Ap'49
Baby is born. Levine and Seligman. 2:4 Je'49; 2:2
S'49
Baby Roo. Bannon. 1:1 D'47
Baby's house. McHugh. 5:29 Mr'50
Back in time for supper. Furth. 1:5 Mr'48
Backboard magic. Brier. 5:2 D'49
Background of literature series. Coronet Instruction-
al Films. 1:7 My'48
Back-seat driver. Robinson. 5:18 Ja'50
Backward day. Krauss. 4:15 Ja'51
BAER. How do the comics affect your child. 2:9 N'49
BAGNOLD. "National velvet". 5:11 D'49
BAIL= ,B.F. Picture book of Colorado. 5:44 Je'50
. Picture book of Indiana. 4:52 Ap'51
0. Picture book of Michigan. 4:40 My'51
. Picture book of New York. 5:44 Je'50
. Picture book of North Carolina. 4:25 Mr'51
.. Picture book of Ohio. 4:52 Ap'51
_. Picture book of Texas. 5:44 Je'50
BAI•EY,C.S. Enchanted village. 5:58 0'50
. Old Man Rabbit's dinner party. 5:21 F'50
BAILEY,F. Between the four mountains. 5:1 D'49
_ . Summer at Yellow Singer's. 1:1 Jy'48
BAILE,R.E. Sea hawks of empire. 2:1 Ja'49
BALM. SOS helicopter. 1:1 Ap'48
BAITY. Americans before Columbus. 4:49 Je'51
BAKELESS. Fighting frontiersman. 1:1 S'48
BAKER,A Books about Negro life for children. 5:52
Jy 50
pR ,E.W. Sonny-boy Sim. 2:1 My'49
,M.J. Castle and Sixpence. 4:25 Mr'51
.___ Four farthings and a thimble. 5:55 Ap'50
. Homer the tortoise. 5:55 Ap'50
BAKER,N.B. Next year in Jerusalem. 5355 Ap'50
SRobert Bruce. 2:1 My'49
. Sir Walter Raleigh. 4:10 Ja'51
. Ten American cities, then and now. 2:1 N'49
. William the Silent. 1:1 F'48
BAKER,R.M. Chaim Weizmann. 4:18 F'51
BALCH. Christmas horse. 5:1 D'49
Viking dog. 2:1 My'49
. Wild horse. 1:1 My'48
BALET. Amos and the moon. 2:1 D'48
Ned and Ed and the lion. 5:13 Ja'50
BALL,E. Ten days till harvest. 2:1 S'49
BALL,Z. Joe Panther. 4:1 D'50
Ball hawk. Bowen. 5:54 Ap'50
Bambi. Disney. 1:6 0'48; 2:5 N'49
Bambi's children. Salten. 4:15 Ja'51
Bamboo key. Wadsworth. 1:10 0'48
BANKS. Washington adventure. 4:1 D'50
BANNERMAN. Little Black Sambo. 2:7 F'49
BANNING. Pit pony. 1:1 Mr'48
BANNON. Baby Roo. 1:1 D'47
SBig brother. 5:44 Je'50
SBilly and the bear. 2:1 My'49
SWatchdog. 1:1 Jy'48
Bantam Books. 4:8 D'50
Barbara lamb. Cam. 4:11 Ja'51
Barkingtons. Palmer. 1:5 Je'48
BARLOW. Lisbeth Holly. 1:1 D'47
BARNE. Musical honors. 1:1 F'48
.Secret of the sand hills. 5:27 Mr'50
. Windmill mystery. 5:535 Ap'50
BARNETT. Dark island mystery. 2:1 Ap'49
Barney. O'Brien. 5:24 F'50
Barney hits the trail. Machetans. 4:14 Ja'51
BARNHART. Lord is my shepherd. 5:15 Ja'50
BARNWELL* Cindy for short. 4:10 Ja'51
Barnyard family. Hogner. 2:5 F'49
BARR,C. Smokey's big discovery. 5:56 Ap'50
BARR,J. Little circus dog. 5:15 Ja'50
Little prairie dog. 5:14 Ja'50
SSurprise for Nancy. 4:25 Mr'51
Texas Pete, lrttle cowboy. 4:25 Mr'51
BARR,S. Let's join the human race. 4:58 Ap'51
BARRETT. Little Benny wanted a pony. 4:10 Ja'51
BARRIE. Peter Pan. 5:66 N'50
BARRINGTON. Wind runner. 4:52 Ap'51
BARROWS. Pudgy, the little black bear. 2:1 Mr'49
. Scamper. 2:1 My'49
Bartholomew and the oobleck. Geisel. 5:4 D'49
BARTLETT. Sky pioneer. 1:1 F'48
Bartletts of Box B ranch. Campbell. 2:2 My'49
BASCOM. From crocus to snowman. 1:1 N'48
Baseball for everyone. DiMaggio. 1:2 My'48
Baseball's greatest teams. Meany. 2:4 Je'49
Bases loaded. McCormick. 5:29 Mr'50
Basic book collection for elementary grades. American
Library Association. 4:25 F'51
Basic book collection for high schools. Dawson. 5:26
F'50
Basic science education series. 2:6 Je'49
BASS, Thankful people. 4:54 Jy'51
BATCHELOR. Cap for Mul Chand. 4:1 D'50
Battle lanterns. Allen. 2:1 Ap'49
BAUER. Animal babies. 5:14 Ja'50
BAUM. Wizard of Oz. 4:10 Ja'51
BAUMANN. Idaho sprout. 5:55 S'50
BAUSCHER. Homogeneous grouping fosters progress in
reading. 5:26 F'50
Bay of the north. Syme. 5:51 Mr'50
BEALS. Story of Deerslayer. 4:40 My'51
Beany Malone. Weber. 1:5 My'48
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Bear on the balcony. Helm. 4:12 Ja'51
BEARD. From library - to library - to you. 2:7 My'49
Bears. Krauss. 1:6 N'48
Bears' famous invasion of Sicily. Buzzati. 1:2 Mr'48
BEATTY. Little Owl Indian. 4:40 My'51
___ . Little wild horse. 2:1 S'49
BECHDOLT. Dulcie and the gypsies. 2:1 Ja'49
. Going up. 2:1 D'48
. Horse stories. 5:49 Jy'50
. Little boy with a big horn. 4:52 Ap'51
BECK,H.L. Going to camp. 5:49 Jy'50
BECK,L.F. Human growth. 5:14 Ja'50
BECK,M.I. Tai-Lee's precious seed. 1:2 Jy'48
BECKER,C. Dickie boy and the three little steps. 2:1
Jy'49
_ . Hello, Judy. 4:25 Mr'51
___ . Three little Steps and the party. 5:49 Jy'50
_ Three little Steps and the spotted horse. 5:49
Jy'50
BECKER,E. 900 buckets of paint. 2:1 0'49
BECKER,M.L. First adventures in reading. 1:4 Ja'48
BECKMAN. Skylark farm. 4:2 D'50
BECKY. Tall-enough Tommy. 1:1 N'48
Bed time stories. Wonder book. 2:4 Jy'49
BEELER. Experiments with electricity. 2:1 Je'49
_. More experiments in science. 5:58 O'50
BEERY. Manners made easy. 5:1 D'49
Beginners guide to bibliography. Wiwer and Feagley.
1:9 Mr'48
Beginner's guide to fresh-water life. Hausman. 3:55
S'50
Beginner's guide to wild flowers. Hausman. 1:5 N'48
Behind the ranges. Meader. 1:5 F'48
BEHN. All kinds of time. 5:58 0'50
. Little hill. 2:1 N'49
BEIiL,J. Across the bridge. 4:52 Ap'51
.Country fireman. 1:1 N'48
SCountry train. 3:55 S'50
SDanny and the dog doctor. 5:27 Mr'50
.Smallest boy in the class. 2:1 N'49
Swimming hole. 4:25 Mr'51 «
BEIM,L.L. Alice's family. 1:1 0'48
. Hurry back. 5:1 D'49
.Just plain Maggie. 5:66 N'50
BELL,M.E. Ride out the storm. 4:52 Ap'51
. Totem casts a shadow. 2:1 Ap'49
. Watch for a tall white sail. 1:1 Mr'48
BELL,T.H. Pawnee. 3:55 Ap'50
Bells of Bleecker Street. Angelo. 2:1 Ap'49
Bells of heaven. Bick. 5:27 Mr'50
Bells on Finland Street. Cook. 4:26. Mr'51
Bells ring out. Luckhardt. 4:5 D'50
BELTING. Pierre of Kaskaskia. 4:55 Ap'51
BEMELMANS. Sunshine. 5:44 Je'50
BENDICK. All around you. 4:41 My'51
S___ Television works like this. 2:1 S'49
BENEDICT. In Henry's backyard. 1:1 0'48
BENET,L. Famous American poets. 5:55 Ap'50
. Thackeray, of the great heart and humorous pen.
1:,1 Mr'48
BENET,W.R. Timothy's angels. 1:1 Ap'48
BENJAMIN. Call to adventure. 5:58 0'50
BENNETT. Mick and Mack and Mary Jane. 2:1 F'49
Benny the bulldozer. Hurd. 1:5 D'47
Beno, the Riverburg mayor. Blough. 1:1 Je'48
BENTON. Reading aloud in the home. 1:12 N'48
BENZ. Commodore Barry, navy hero. 5:44 Je' 50
BERKLEY. Size of it. 5:58 0'50
BERMAN. Happy name day. 1:7 S'48
BERNINGHAUSEN. On keeping our reading free. 2:7 Ja'49
BERRY,E. pseud, see BEST,A.C.
BERTAIL. Complete nursery song book. 1:1 Ja'48
. Lullabies from every land. 1:1 Mr'48
Bertie makes a break. Felsen. 5:14 Ja'50
Bertie takes care. Felsen. 1:5 0'48
Bertie's escapade. Grahame. 2:4 N'49
Bertram and the ticklish rhinoceros. Gilbert. 1:1 Sdt
BEST,A.C. Forty-seven keys. 2:1 Ap'49
SRoad runs both ways. 4:18 F'51
BEST,H. Long portage. 1:1 N'48
_ Watergate. 4:41 My'51
Best Christmas. Kingman. 5:7 D'49
Best in baseball. Shoemaker. 5:24 F'50
BESTERMAN. Extraordinary education of Johnny Longfoot.
2:1 N'49
SQuaint and curious quest of Johnny Longfoot.
1:1 F'48
BETHEiS. Can you name them? 2:1 F'49
. Magic of oil. 2:1 My'49
SPerhaps I'll be a farmer. 5:59 My'50
. Perhaps I'll be a railroad man. 4:54 Jy'51
SPerhpas I'll be a sailor. 5:1 D'49
Betsy and Joe. Lovelace. 1:5 S'48
Betsy and the proud house. Urmston. 1:7 D'47
Betsy was a junior. Lovelace. 1:5 F'48
Betsy's little Star. Haywood. 5:55 S'50
Better food, clothing, and housing through education.
Sloan Foundation. 1:6-7 Je'48
Better Homes and Gardens story book. O'Connor. 4:29
Mr'51
Better known as Johnny Appleseed. Hunt. 5:61 0'50
BETTINA pseud, see EHRLICH,B.
BETTS. Readability: its application to the elementary
school. 2:7 My'49; 5:52 Jy'50
Betty Bets career book. Betz. 5:21 F'50
Between the four mountains. Bailey. 5:1 D'49
BETZ. Betty Bets career book. 5:21 F'50
BEUSCHLEIN. List of free and inexpensive teaching ai
for the science teacher. 2:10 Ap'49; 2:9 N'49
BEUST. Books to help build international understanding
2:12 F'49
SChild's home library. 5:58 Ap'50
SElementary school library in today's educational
scene. 5:52 Jy'50
Bewitched caverns. Rienow. 1:7 Ap'48
BIALK. Horse called Pete. 1:1 Ap'48
. Ride 'em, Peggyt 5:35 Ap'50
STaffy's foal. 2:2 Ap'49
SWild horse island. 4:55 Ap'51
BIANCO,M.W. Herbert's zoo. 5:15 Ja'50
BIANCO,P. Joy and the Christmas angel. 2:1 N'49
SParadise Square. 4:2 D'50
.Playtime in Cherry street. 2:1 D'48
BIBBY. How life is handed on. 1:1 My'48
BIBLE. Rainbow book of Bible stories. 2:1 My'49
Bible stories and books about religion for children.
Child Study Association of America. 4:59 Ap'51
Bible story for boys and girls; New Testament. Bowie.
4:41 My'51
Bibliography in library science, reading and book
selection. Arizona State College. 2:5 S'49
Bibliography in library science reading guidance and
book selection. Rue. 2:6 Jy'49
Bibliography of bibliographies on atomic energy. LighI
2:7 Je'49
Bibliography of books for children. Association for
Childhood Education, International. 1:11 0'48; 4:16
Ja'51
Bibliography of guidance materials. Charles. 4:52 !·
Bibliography of railway literature. Association of
American Railroads. 4:50 Mr'51
Bibliography of reading lists for retarded readers.
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Wurtz. 5:~2 Mr' 50
BICE. Across Canada. 5:14 Ja'50
AJCK. Bells of heaven. 5:27 Mr'50
tddy Christmas. Warner. 4:38 Ap'51
'l Visit to grandma. 4:11 Ja'51
ig book of cowboys. Fletcher. 3:54 S'50
Big book of real boats and ships. Zaffo. 4:52 Je'51
Big book of real fire engines. Zaffo. 5:57 S'50
Big book of real trains. Zaffo. 5:25 F'50
Big brother. Bannon. 5:44 Je'50
Big brown bear. Duplaix. 1:5 Ap'48; 5:28 Mr'50
Big city. Hader. 1:2 Ja'48
Big elephant. Jackson. 5:6 D'49
Big family. Kelsey. 4:15 Ja'51
Big farmer Big and little farmer Little. Jackson.
2:6 F'49
Big-league rookie. Wallace. 5:42 My'50
Big meeting day. Nielsen. 4:56 Ap'51
Big out. Hano. 4:45 My'51
Big sky. Guthrie. 5:50 Jy'50
Big snow. Hader. 2:5 Ja'49
Big Susan. Jones. 1:5 D'47
Big-time baseball. Hart and Tolleries. 5:55 SSO
Big wave. Buck. 1:1 Mr'48
Big world and the little house. Krauss. 5:16 Ja'50
Bijou, the little bear. Amiot. 4:40 My'51
BLL. Ring of danger. 1:2 N'48
Bill and his neighbors. Fisher. 5:28 Mr'50
Bill the brave. Weil. 1:7 Mr'48
BILL1NGS,A. Gilbert, the gay poodle. 5:1 D'49
BILLINGS,H. Diesel-Electric 4050. 5:66 N'50
Billy and the bear. Bannon. 2:1 My'49
Billy between. Moore and Conkling. 4:45 My'51
Billy buys a dog. Stewart. 4:16 Ja'51
Billy's picture. Rey. 1:5 S'48
LINEY. Boppetl Please stop it 1:1 Ap'48
PnLie latches on. McSwigan. 5:70 N'50
BINS. Radio imp. 5:49 Jy'50
BINYON. Children next door. 5:53 S'50
Biographies and collected works of mathematicians.
Higgins. 1:4 Jy'48
Biographies of engineers, metallurgists, and industri-
alists. Higgins. 1:4 Jy'48
Biographies of scientists. 1:4 Jy'48
BIRD. Black opal. 2:1 N'49
Birds. Zim and Gabrielson. 5:31 Mr'50
BISCHOF. Atoms at work. 4:41 My'51
BISHCOFF. Wonderful poodle. 5:1 D'49
BISHOP,C.H. Christopher the giant. 5:53 S'50
BISHOP,C. Lost eleven. 4:18 F'51
Bits that grow big. Webber. 2:4 Jy'49
Bittersweet. Harper. 1:4 Mr'48
Bixxy and the secret message. Slobodkin. 5:10 D'49
BLACK,I.S. Dusty and his friends. 4:18 F'51
,. Maggie, a mischievous magpie. 5:1 D'49
. Spoodles, the puppy who learned. 1:2 Ap'48
.Toby, a curious cat. 1:1 S148
BLCK,M.M. Summerfield farm. 4:41 My'51
Black Beauty. Sewell. 5:24 F'50
Black Falcon. Sperry. 5:10 D'49
Black Hills gold. Wiggins. 5:51 Jy'50
Black Horse company. Vinton. 5:31 Mr'50
Black horse of Culver. Watson. 5:71 N'50
Black opal. Bird. 2:1 N'49
Black Stallion and Satan. Farley. 5:4 D'49
Black treasure. Brown. 4:54 Jy'51
Black Wings, the unbeatable crow. Lippincott. 1:5
Ja'48
Kackie and his family. Cook. 2:1 Je'49
LACKSTOCK. Rue plays the game. 1:2 Ap'48
BANCK. Jonathan and the rainbow. 1:2 N'48
. . King and the noble blacksmith. 5:55 S'50
BLAND. Story of the amulet. 3:21 F'50
BLANTON. Pedro's choice. 2:1 F'49
BLATTER. Thirsty village. 4:18 F'51
Blaze finds the trail. Anderson. 4:1 D'50
BLEEKER. Apache Indians. 4:41 My'51
* Indians of the longhouse. 5:58 0'50
BLOCH. Favorite dog stories. 5:54 Ap'50
Blocking back. Bowen. 4:11 Ja'51
Blondes* prefer gentlemen. Daly. 5:27 Mr'50
Blood bay colt. Farley. 5:60 0'50
Blossoms on the straight ahead road. Burriss. 4:19 F'51
BLOUGH. Beno, the Riverburg mayor. 1:1 Je'48
Blue cat of Castle Town. Coblentz. 2:1 Jy'49
Blue dowry. Updegraff. 1:8 Ap'48
Blue fairy book. Lang. 1:6 N'48
Blue ribbons for Meg. DeLeeuw. 5:22 F'50
Blueberries for Sal. McCloskey. 1:7 N'48
Blueberry acres. Kelsey. 5:7 D'49
Blueprint of a dream. Townsend. 4:7 D'50
BLUNDELL. Wise one. 5:22 F'50
Blunderbus. McGinley. 4:55 Ap'51
BLYTON. Five on a treasure island. 5:55 S'50
. Mystery of the disappearing cat. 2:1 My'49
. Mystery of the secret room. 5:49 Jy'50
. Sea of adventure. 1:1 0'48
Boarding school. Woody. 2:5 0'49
Boat for Peppe. Politi. 5:65 0'50
Boats, airplanes, and kites. LaBerge. 4:21 F'51
Boats and how to draw them. Hogeboom. 5:45 Je'50
Boatswain's boy. Du Soe. 4:2 D'50
Bob Clifton, elephant hunter. Hogue. 2:2 Jy'49
Bob Clifton, jungle traveler. Hogue. 4:4 D'50
Bob Vincent, veterinarian. Evans. 2:2 Je'49
Bobby and his airplanes. Palmer. 2:5 N'49
Bobcat. Anderson. 5:13 Ja'50
Bobtail Shawn. Wanklyn. 5:19 Ja'50
BOLTON. Wayfaring lad. 1:1 My'48
Bongo. Disney. 2:7 F'49
BONINO. Cosy little farm. 2:5 Jy'49
BONNER. Haunted hut. 5:58 0'50
. Hidden village mystery. 1:2 0'48
.Mysterious caboose. 2:1 N'49
. Winning dive. 3:54 Ap'50
BONTEMPS. Chariot in the sky. 4:41 My'51
. Sam Patch. 4:26 Mr'51
. Story of the Negro. 1:1 My'48
Bonus rookie. O'Rourke. 4:21 F'51
Boo, who used to be scared of the dark. Leaf. 2:6 F'49.
Book displays. Douglas and Jeffrey. 1:5 Ja'48
Book goes to market. Chicago Tribune. 2:10 Ap'49
Book-length biographies of chemists. Higgins. 1:4
Jy'48
Book-length biographies of physicists and astronomers.
Higgins. 1:4 Jy'48
Book of amazing facts. Meyer. 4:36 Ap'51
Book of enchantment. Adams and Atchinson. 5:66 N'50
Book of fascinating facts for boys and girls. Thompson.
4:25 F'51
Book of horses and their pictures. Pease. 5:18 Ja'50
Book of King Arthur and his noble knights. Macleod.
2:6 N'49
Book of puppetry. Bufano. 4:26 Mr'51
Book of the year. Peters. 4:6 D'50
Book of three festivals. Lillie. 1:6 Ap'48
Book selection policies of the boys and girls department.
Pittsburgh Carnegie Library. 4:59 Ap'51
Booklover's map of the United States. Jones. 2:9 N'49
Bookmark. New York State Library. 2:9 N'49; 5:12 D'49
Books about Negro life for children. Baker. 5:52 Jy'50
Books and children's emotions. Frank. 2:7 Ja'49
Books and the teaching and learning of science. 4:52
Je'51
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Books before five. White. 5:57 S'50
Books bring adventure. Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.
1:8 My'48
Books bring adventure to the orthopedic ward. Gillen.
2:7 My'49
Books for children. Milne. 3:52 Jy'50
Books for children from broken homes. Emo. 3:12 D'49
Books for children on religious themes. Korff. 5:45
My'50
Books for handicapped children. Eno. 4:52 Je'51
Books for retarded children. Newark Public Schools.
5:26 F'50
Books for retarded readers. Illinois State Library.
2:12 F'49
Books for severely retarded junior high school readers.
Lutz. 3:72 N'50
Books for the youngest readers. Madison Free Library.
5:64 O'50
Books for tired eyes. Matson and Larson. 4:57 Jy'51
Books for vocational guidance in elementary grades.
North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction.
1:10 Ap'48
Books for young people, 1948-49. Chicago Public Library.
5:12 D'49
Books for young people. New York Public Library. 1948ed.
1:5 Ja'48; 1950ed. 3:52 Mr'50; 1951ed. 4:50 Mr'51
Books from other countries. New Jersey Library Associ-
ation. 2:11 Ap'49
Books in series for children. Margules. 1:7 My'48
Books link the home with school. Ryan. 2:11 Ap'49
Books of fiction dealing with home and family living.
American Home Economics Association. 3:57 S'50
Books of the year for children. Child Study Association.
1949ed. 3:43 My'50; 1950ed. 4:52 Je51l
Books on minority groups for high school students. 1:10
Ap'48
Books to grow on. Ostrowsky. 2:7 Je'49; 5:52 Jy'50
Books to help build international understanding. Beust.
2:12 F'49
Books to know. Akron Public Library. 1:10 0'48
Books to own. Detroit Public Library. 4:23 F'51
Books to read aloud in family groups. Michigan State
Library. 5:64 0'50
Books with a background for American living. North
Carolina State Department of Public Instruction. 1:10
Ap'48
Boom town boy. Lenski. 1:4 S'48
Boots. Meek. 2:4 Je'49
Boppett Please stop itt Binney. 1:1 Ap'48
Born to trot. Henry. 4:4 D'50
Boss of the barnyard. Hubbard. 3:15 Ja'50
BOSWORTH. Sancho of the long, long horns. 1:1 F'48
BOTHWELL. Empty tower. 1:2 O'48
. Little flute player. 2:1 0'49
. Peter Holt, P.K. 4:2 D'50
BOUCHER. Teddy bear of Bumpkin Hollow. 1:1 S'48
Bounces of Cynthiann'. Lampman. 4:15 Ja'51
Bound for Singapore. Pease. 1:8 0'48
BOUTWELL. Red Rooster. 4:18 F'51
BOWEN,B.M. Jan's victory. 2:2 Ap'49
BOWEN,R.S. Ball hawk. 53:4 Ap'50
Blocking back. 4:11 Ja'51
Hot corner. 4:49 Je'51
BOWERS. Adventures of Phillipe. 2:1 My'49
BOWIE. Bible story for boys and girls; New Testament.
4:41 My'51
Box with the red wheels. Petersham. 5:9 D'49
Boy and his dog. Pashko. 5:46 Je'50
Boy electrician. Morgan. 1:4 Je'48
Boy grows up. McKown. 2:5 S'49
Boy named John. Tiemann. 2:9 D'48
Boy of Nazareth. Keith. 5:55 S'50
BOYD. Expanding horizons. 1:7 F'48
BOYKIN. This way, please. 2:1 S'49
BOYLSTON. Sue Barton, neighborhood nurse. 5:2 D'49
Boys' book of model railroading. Yates. 4:52 Je'5t
Boy's book of rifles. Chapel. 2:2 D'48
Boys' book of rockets. Yates. 1:7 Mr'48
Boys' book of science and construction. Morgan. 1:4
Je'48
Boy's book of verse. Fish. 4:50 Je'51
BOYS' CLUBS OF AMERICA. Junior book awards. 1948
1:6 My'48; 1949 2:12 Ap'49; 2:5 0'49
Boy's complete book of fresh and salt water fishing.
Rodman and Janes. 5:9 D'49
Boy's Life adventure stories. Crump. 4:42 My'51
Boy's Life dog stories. Crump. 3:22 F'50
BRACKEN. Doak Walker. 4:26 Mr'51
.Rodeo. 5:21 F'50
BRADBURY. Amos learns to talk. 4:55 Ap'51
Bramble. Colman. 1:2 Mr'48
BRANLEY. Experiments with electricity. 2:1 Je'49
SMore experiments in science. 5:58 0'50
BRANN. Five puppies for sale. 2:1 D'48
BRANOM. Free and inexpensive materials for social
studies. 4:23 F'51
BRAUN. Let's broadcast. 2:9 D'48
Brave cowboy Bill. Jackson. 4:13 Ja'51
BRAVERMAN. Children of the Emek. 4:26 Mr'51
BRECK. High trail. 1:2 N'48
.Hoofbeats on the trail. 5:66 N'50
BREWSTER. First book of cowboys. 5:39 My'50
BREWSTER,B. see also ELTING,M.
BREWTON. Bridled with rainbows. 2:1 Je'49
Brian. Merrick. 4:51 Je'51
BRICKMAN,W.N. Sex education. 1:11 0'48
BRICKMAN,W.W. Intergroup education. 5:19 Ja'50
Bridges between the school and the community in junioi
high schools and grades seven and eight of elementa
schools. New York (City) Board of Education. 5:20
Ja'50
Bridled with rainbows. Brewton. 2:1 Je'49
BRIER. Backboard magic. 5:2 D'49
. Phantom backfield. 1:1 S'48
.Shortstop shadow. 4:2 D'50
BRIGGS. Licorice. 2:1 My'49
Bright college year. Sherman. 5:65 O'50
Bright design. hippen. 2:5 Jy'49.
BRINDZE. Story of our calendar. 2:1 0'49
BRITTAIN. Valley of the singing bluebells. 5:58 0'50
BRO. Su-Mei's golden year. 5:66 N'50
BROADHURST. New horizons in teaching. 1:11 Ap'48
BROCK. Kristie and the colt. 5:2 D'49
Little Duchess. l2 S'48
.Surprise balloon. 2:2 Ap'49
Three ring circus. 5:58 0'50
BROMHALL. Mary Ann's first picture. 1:2 Ap'48
. Mrs. Polly's party. 2:2 My'49
BRONSON,L. Timberland adventure. 5:59 O'50
BRONSON,W.S. Cats. 5:59 0'50
. Pinto's journey. 1:1 My'48
. Starlings. 1:1 My'48
BROOKS,A.R. Integrating books and reading with ado-
lescent tasks. 5:43 My'50
. Youth, communication and libraries. 2:12 F'4
BROOKS,W.R. Freddy goes camping. 1:2 N'48
. Freddy goes to Florida. 2:1 S'49
Freddy plays football. 5:2 D'49
BROOELL. Friendly story caravan. 5:2 D'49
BROWN,C. Skiing for beginners. 4:26 Mr'51
BROWN,E.F. Horse for Peter. 5:67 N'50
BROWN,H.A. Let's-read-together poems. 5:12 D'49
BROWN,J.P. Rosita. 2:1 Ja'49
_ Wishes come true. 2:2 My'49
iown, John. Nolan. 5:70 N'50
I)NM,M. Dick Whittington and his cat. 4:2 D'50
SHenry - fisherman. 5:2 D'49
Stone soup. 1:1 F'48
lM.M. Swamp fox. 4:11 Ja'51
Young Nathan. 2:1 S'49
,MA.W. Color kittens. 5:27 Mr'50
. Dark wood of the golden birds. 5:53 S'50
Dream book. 4:11 Ja'51
SFive little firemen. 2:7 F'49
SGolden sleepy book. 1:6 0'48
. Important book. 2:1 Jy'49
SLittle cowboy. 2:2 My'49
.Little farmer. 1:2 Ap'48
. Little fat policeman. 4:55 Ap'51
. My world. 5:2 D'49
. Peppermint family. 4:11 Ja'51
. Pussycat's Christmas. 3:2 D'49
. Quiet noisy book. 3:59 0'50
STwo little gardeners. 4:54 Jy'51
.Two little miners. 2:5 S'49
. Two little trains. 5:2 D'49
Wait till the moon is full. 2:1 F'49
g8i,P. Horses of destiny. 2:4 Ap'49
. Pony school. 4:2 D'50
iii,V. Amateur naturalist's handbook. 2:1 S'49
_ Black treasure. 4:54 Jy'51
Brown fox mystery. Queen. 1:9 0'48
Brownie Scouts at Snow Valley. Wirt. 5:31 Mr'50
Brownie Scouts in the circus. Wirt. 5:51 Mr'50
huce Benson, on trails of thunder. Neilson. 5:70
M'50
Bruce Benson, son of fame. Neilson. 2:5 D'48
Bruce Benson: thirty fathoms deep. Neilson. 5:18
Ja'50
PHOFF,J.de. Babar and Father Christmas. 5:11 D'49
U8OFF,L.de. Babar's cousin. 1:2 S'48
.Babar's picnic. 5:21 F'50
BANT. Fancy free. 5:5 D'49
S Miss behavior. 2:1 D'48
. Trudy Terrill, high school freshman. 1:2
y' 48
BCK,M.W. In woods and fields. 5:54 Ap'50
BOCK,P.S. Big wave. 1:1 Mr'48
. One bright day. 4:41 My'51
Bckey O'Neill of Arizona. Eaton. 5:4 D'49
ecky Forrester. Silliman. 4:46 My'51
UELL,C.E. Philadelphia teachers select the textbook
they use. 2:6 Je'49
BELL,R.K. California stepping-stones. 5:21 F'50
MFAO. Book of puppetry. 4:26 Mr'51
BPF. Peter's pinto. 2:2 My'49
tffalo Bill. Garst. 2:4 D'48
Buffalo Bill. Stevenson. 1:4 My'48
Buffalo gold. Wyatt. 2:6 My'49
BoFFLER, Mary. 2:1 Je'49
._ Rodrigo and Rosalita. 2:1 Jy'49
Bugs Bunny. McKimson. 2:5 S'49
augs Bunny' a birthday. Warner Bros. Cartoons, Inc.
4:50 Mr'51
Bugs Bunny's book. Warner Bros. Cartoons, Inc. 4:51
Je'51-
Bgs Bunny's treasure hunt. McKimson. 5:16 Ja'50
Bilders of the old world. Hartman and Saunders.
1:5 Je'48
ikllding America. National Education Association.
2:6 Mr'49
i1ding of the first transcontinental railroad.
athan. 4:15 Ja'51
L. Riding the pony express. 2:2 My'49
•. Secret valley. 2:2 N'49
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BULLOCK. Children's book of London. 3:21 F'50
__ . United Nations map of the world. 1:7 Je'48
BURACK. Christmas plays for young actors. 5:59 0'50
Burbank, Luther. Burt. 1:2 My'48
BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL. U.S. Navy occupational
handbook. 2:6 Je'49
BURGAN. Martin Butterfield. 5:59 O'50
BURGER. Creative play acting. 5:57 S'50
BURGESS. Adventures of Danny Meadow Mouse. 5:59 O'50
. Adventures of Peter Cottontail. 4:5S Ap'51
SAlong laughing brook. 2:1 S'49
At Paddy the beaver's pond. 4:19 F'51
BURGOYNE. State champs. 4:55 Ap'51
BURGWYN. Lucky mischief. 2:1 0'49
BURLESON. Toughey. 5:44 Je'50
BURRISS. Blossoms on the straight ahead road. 4:19 F'51
BURT. Canyon treasure. 5:67 N'50
. Luther Burbank. 1:2 My'48
Prince of the ranch. 5:5 D'49
BURTON,D.L. There's always a book for you. 2:9 N'49
BURTON,V.L. Calico, the wonder horse. 5:59 0'50
BURTT. Typography and readability. 2:6 Jy'49
BUSH. Fare for the reluctant reader. 4:47 My'51
Bush holiday. Fennimore. 2:3 My'49
BUSONI. Italy. 4:2 D'50
BUSWELL. Teaching reading at the high school level.
5:32 Mr'50
Busy Berrys. Heron. 4:4 D'50
Busy Timmy. Jackson. 1:6 0'48
BUTLER. Storytelling. 5:45 My'50
BUTTERS. Carnival gypsy. 5:44 Je'50
* Enchanted caravan. 2:3 Ap'49
BUTTERWORTH. Factors related to age-grade trends and
sex differences in children's preferences for comic
books. 4:52 Je'51
Buzz sessions about books. Aim. 4:25 F'51
BUZZATI. Bears' famous invasion of Sicily. 1:2 Mr'48
By-line for Josie. Saffron. 2:8 N'49
By secret railway. Meadowcroft. 1:8 0'48
By sun and star. Oakes. 1:8 N'48
By way of introduction. Joint Committee of the
American Library Association, National Education
Association, and National Council of Teachers of
English. 1:5 Ja'48
BYTOVETZSKI. Swamp boy. 2:2 D'48
Cable car Joey. MacCabe. 5:25 F'50
Caboose. Hurd. 3:69 N'50
CABRAL. Seven sneezes. 1:6 0'48
Cache Lake country. Rowlands. 1:6 D'47
CADELL. Sun in the morning. 5:55 S'50
Cadets at Kings Point. Morse. 5:9 D'49
Cadmus Henry. Edmonds. 5:22 F'50
CAHOON. Selected references for high school physics.
1:7 Je'48
CAIN. Games the world around. 5:45 Je'50
CALDIELL. Henry Ford. 1:1 D'47
Calf that flew away. Szenes. 4:7 D'50
Calico, the wonder horse. Burton. 5:59 O'50
California gold rush. McNeer. 4:5 D'50
CALIFORNIA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. Christmas life savers.
1:8 D'47
California stepping-stones. Buell. 5:21 F'50
Call to adventure. Benjamin. 5:58 O'50
CALLAHAN. Radio workshop for children. 2:10 Ap'49
Calling for Isabel. Jefferies. 4:28 Mr'51
CAM. Barbara laab. 4:11 Ja'51
CAMPBELL,A. Tales my father told. 2:1 Ja'49
CAMPBELLC. Bartletts of Box B ranch. 2:2 My'49
CAMPBELL,D. Your career in banking. 1:2 Ap'48
CAMPBELL,S.A. Moose country. 5:54 Ap'50
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Can you name them? Bethers. 2:1 F'49
Canadian summer. Van Stockum. 1:8 Ap'48
Candle light stories. Freehof. 4:50 Je'51
Candy. White. 2:9 N'49
Canvas castle. Hager. '2:2 0'49
Canyon treasure. Burt. 5:67 N'50
Cap for Mul Chand. Batchelor. 4:1 D'50
Captain Juniper. Hubbard. 1:3 Ja'48
Captain's daughter. Coatsworth. 5:45 Je'50
Care of pets. Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc. 1:10
Mr'48
CARE-UNESCO Children's Book Fund. 4:16 Ja'51
Career conference and its mechanics. Minka. 1:8 F'48
Caribbean caravel. Owen. 5:50 Mr'50
Caribou traveler. McCracken. 5:17 Ja'50
CARLSEN,G.R. Literature and emotional maturity. 2:7
My'49
CARLSEN,R.C. Mr. Pudgins. 4:26 Mr'51
CARLSON,B.W. Junior party book. 2:1 Mr'49
_ Make it yourself 5:54 Ap'50
CARLSON,E.F. Great city and state. 1:2 My'48
CARLSON,G.L. 1001 riddles for children. 5:21 F'50
CARMER,C.L. American folklore and its old-world
backgrounds. 5:12 D'49
. Eagle in the wind. 2:2 F'49
_ . For the rights of men. 1:2 F'48
. Hurricane luck. 3:3 D'49
_ . Too many cherries. 2:1 0'49
SWindfall fiddle. 3:59 My'50
Carney's house party. Lovelace. 2:5 0'49
Carnival gypsy. Butters. 5:44 Je'50
Carol from the country. Friedman. 5:54 St50
CARPENTER. Tales of a Korean grandmother. 1:2 Mr'48
CARROLL,L. Alice's adventures in Wonderland. 5:11
D'49
CARROLL,R.R. Pet tale. 5:3 D'49
____ . Where's the bunny? 5:55 S'50
Carson, Christopher. Tousey. 5:24 F'50
CARTER,P.A. pseud, see EBERLE,I.
CARTER,R.G. Teen-age animal stories. 2:1 0'49
. Teen-age historical stories. 1:2 Jy'48
CARVETH. Moro boy. 2:1 S'49
CASE. Tigert Tigert 3:59 O'50
CASEY. Ways you can help your child with reading.
5:64 O'50
CASSALS. My chick. 5:49 Jy'50
. My rabbit. 3:49 Jy' 50
Castle and Sixpence. Baker. 4:25 Mr'51
Castle of Grumpy Grouch. Donahey. 1:2 Je'48
Catalog of free and inexpensive teaching aids for high
schools. Holland. 5:26 F'50
Catcher from Double-A. Decker. 5:34 Ap'50
Catchpenny Street. Headley. 4:45 My'51
CATHER. Old beauty and others. 2:2 D'48
Cathy Carlisle. Lansing. 1:5 Ap'48
Cats. Bronson. 3:59 0'50
Cats and how to draw them. Hogeboom. 5:16 Ja'50
Cats and Rosemary. Swinnerton. 2:7 D'48
Cats for Kansas. Henderson. 1:4 0'48
Cats in our lives. Kellino and Mason. 2:53 Je'49
Cats of destiny. Downey. 4:19 F'51
Cattail house. Erickson. 2:2 Je'49
CATTON. With justice for all. 1:7 S'48
CAUDILL. Happy little family. 1:1 Ja'48
SSchoolhouse in the woods. 3:5 D'49
* Tree of freedom. 2:53 Ap'49
SUp and down the river. 4:41 My'51
CAVANAH. Holiday round up. 4:56 Ap'51
_ . 24 horses. 4:2 D'50
CAVANNA. Girl can dream. 1:2 0'48
_____ Paintbox summer. 2:2 My'49
SSpring comes riding. 5:67 N'50
Cedar's Boy. Meader. 2:6 N'49
CEDER. Ann of Bethany. 4:41 My'51
. Ethan, the shepherd boy. 1:2 Ap'48
Celia's lighthouse. Molloy. 2:6 Ap'49
Center court. Jacobs. 5:35 Ap'50
Centerburg tales. McCloskey. 4:50 Je'51
Chains for Columbus. Powers. 1:9 O'48
CHALL. Concept of readability. 2:6 Mr'49; 2:5 S'49
* Formula for predicting readability. 2:6 Jy'49
CHALMERS. High smoke. 4:11 Ja'51
S Mr. Topple's wish. 1:2 N'48
CHAMBERS. Little golden book of words. 2:10 Ja'49
Champion's choice. Tunis. 2:5 N'49
Champs on ice. Wright. 4:25 F'51
CHANDLER. Famous men of medicine. 5:54 Ap'50
CHANLER. His messengers went forth. 2:2 Ja'49
Chanticleer. Duvoisin. 1:5 Mr'48
CHAPEL. Boy's book of rifles. 2:2 D'48
Chariot in the sky. Bontemps. 4:41 My'51
CHARLES. Bibliography of guidance materials. 4:52
Je'51
Charley the horse. Palazzo. 5:42 My'50
CHASE* Grnadfather tales. 1:3 S'48
_ Hullabaloo and other singing folk games. 2:2
My'49
Jack and the three sillies. 5:55 S'50
CHASTAIN. Loblolly farm. 5:54 Ap'50
Chatterly squirrel. Werner. 3:51 Jy'50
Chee and his pony. Hayes. 5:28 Mr'50
Cheese for Lafayette. Meg. 4:21 F'51
Chemi, the magician. Duskin. 1:5 Ap'48
'CHESHIRE. Giant and the leprechaun. 4:19 F'51
Chestry oak. Seredy. 1:9 N'48
Chewing gum trees. Juline. 4:20 F'51
CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY. Books for young people, 1948.
49. 5:12 D'49
CHICAGO TRIBUNE. Book goes to market. 2:10 Ap'49
CHICAGO UNIVERSITY, CENTER FOR INTERGROUP EDUCATION.
Elementary curriculum in intergroup relations. 5*52
Mr'50
CHICAGO UNIVERSITY, READING CLINIC. Clinical studies
in reading. 2:5 S'49
CHIDSEY. Rod rides high. 5:44 Je'50
CHILD. How to play big league baseball. 4:49 Je'51
Child development. Olson. 5:12 D'49
Child Life book of adventure. McFarland. 2:8 F'49
CHILD STUDY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA. Bible stories and
books about religion for children. 4:59 Ap'51
. Books of the year for children. 1949ed. 5o45
My'50; 1950ed. 4:52 Je'51
SLet them face it. 5:48 Je'50
, Magazines for children and young people. 5:48
Je' 50
. Publications. 1:4 Jy'48
SRead me another story. 5:5 D'49
. Read-to-me storybook. 1:2 Mr'48
Childcraft. 2:5 Jy'49
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. Using what we know about
children in teaching reading. 5:19 Ja' 50
Childhood of famous Americans. 2:6 Jy'49
Children and books. Arbuthnot. 1:8 D'47
Children and their pets around the world. Millen. 1:8
D'47
Children learn to read. Russell. 5:12 D'49
Children next door. Binyon. 3:55 S'50
Children of the Bible. Yates. 4:7 D'50
Children of the Emek. Braverman. 4:26 Mr'51
Children of the U.S.A. Cook. 1:1 D'47
Children's book of London. Bullock. 3:21 F'50
Children's books. Joint Committee of the National
Education Association and American Library Associatis
2:15 F'49; 4:17 Ja'51
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Children's books about foreign countries. Sattley.
2:7 Mr'49; 2:6 Je'49
iildren's books about nature, Spring, 1948. 1:4 Jy'48
dren's books for a quarter or less. Koral and
0lotz. 5:32 Mr'50
Children's books for...750 or less. 1948ed. 1:7 My'48,
1:11 0'48; 1949ed. 5:19 Ja'50; 1950ed. 4:23 F'51;
1951ed. 4:57 Jy'51
bhildren's books published in 1947. New York Public
Library. 1:5 Ja'48
Children's books to read and treasure. 5:43 My'50
Children's books too good to miss. Arbuthnot. 1:7
Je'48
Children's books which should never be out of print.
Great Britain Library Association. 1:12 0'48
Children's classics for the home library. Oregon State
Library. 1:10 Ap'48
Children's librarians rate the difficulty of well-known
juvenile books. Russell and Merrill. 4:52 Ja'51
Children's prayers for every day. Moore. 2:5 S'49
CHILDREN'S PRODUCTIONS, INC. 3:26 F'50
Children's programs presented on nationally sponsored
network time during the first six months of 1948.
Franklin. 5:38 Ap'50
Children's reading interests. Cundiff. 1:9 S'48
CHILDREN'S READING SERVICE. Annotated list of books
for supplementary reading. 1:11 0'48
. Annotated list of phonograph records. 4:9
D'50
Children's Spring Book Festival. New York Herald-
Tribune. 2:11 Ap'49; 3:19 Ja'50; 4:17 Ja'51
Children's Spring Book Festival awards. New York
Herald-Tribune. 3:45 My'50; 4:47 My'51
Children's stories to read or tell for pleasure and
understanding. Hazeltine. 2:2 Jy'49
Eildren's voluntary reading as an expression of indi-
viduality. Wollner. 5:20 Ja'50
Child's book of carpentry. Taylor. 1:8 Ap'48
Child's first book of Bible stories. Steeple. 4:46
My'51
Child's first cook book. Lach. 4:13 Ja'51
Child's first picture dictionary. Moore. 2:9 Ja'49;
2:5 Jy'49
Child's garden of flowers. Masters. 2:6 N'49
Child's garden of vegetables. Masters. 2:6 N'49
Child's garden of verses. Stevenson. 1:4 My'48;
4:57 Jy'51
Child's grace. Claxton. 2:2 F'49
Child's home library. Beust. 3:58 Ap'50
Child's reputation. Ferguson. 3:43 My'50
Chills and thrills in radio, movies and comics. Frank.
1:12 N'48
Chin Ling, the Chinese cricket. Stilwell. 1:7 Mr'48
Chip, the dam builder. Kjelgaard. 4:4 D'50
CHIPPERFIELD. Storm of Dancerwood. 2:1 O'49
CHOATE. Lysbet. 1:2 F'48
Chocolate. Long. 4:14 Ja'51
Choosing and using children's nature science books.
Gordon. 4:23 F'51
Chopin, Frederick. Wheeler. Early years. 2:4 Jy'49;
Later years. 35:25 F'50
CHRIST. Willow Brook farm. 2:1 Je'49
CHRISTENSEN,H. Little Bruin. 2:2 N'49
CRRISTENSEN,N. Stubby, the little train that ran away.
2:2 F'49
Cristmas. Dalgliesh. 4:5 D'50
| ristmas forest. Fatio. 5:68 N'50
istmas horse. Balch. 5:1 D'49
Kristmas in the country. Collyer and Foley. 35:67
N'50
htristmas life savers. California Library Association.
1:8 D'47
Christmas plays for young actors. Burack. 3:59 0'50
Christmas pony. Hall. 1:11 N'48
Christmas story. Yates. 5:11 D'49
Christopher and his turtle. Lattimore. 3:55 S'50
Christopher Bunny. Werner. 5:16 Ja'50
Christopher 01 Young. 1:8 Mr'48
Christopher the giant. Bishop. 5:55 S'50
CHRYSTIE. First book of jokes and funny things. 4:55
Ap'51
Chuffer. Elam. 2:3 N'49
Chuggy and the blue caboose. Freeman. 4:45 My'51
CHURCH,A.J. Illiad of Homer. 4:41 My'51
SOdyssey of Homer. 4:41 My'51
CHURCH,R. Five boys in a cave. 4:49 Je'51
CINCINNATI PUBLIC LIBRARY. Selected list of books for
children. 1:7 S'48
S Selected list of books for young people.
3:26 F'50
Cincinnati again rates the comics. Murrell. 5:72 N'50
Cincinnati rates the comic books. 5:38 Ap'50
Cinderella. Disney. 5:22 F'50; Meeks. 1:4 My'48;
Peepshow book. 5:70 N'50
Cinderella's friends. Disney. 4:11 Ja'51
Cindy for short. Barnwell. 4:10 Ja'51
Circulating exhibits. Museum of Modern Art. 1948-1949
1:8 S'48; 1949-1950 2:7 Je'49; 1950-1951 5:48 Je'50
Circus baby. Petersham. 4:6 D'50
Circus parade. Andrea. 4:10 Ja'51
Circus stories. Jackson. 5:15 Ja'50
Circus time. Conger. 1:6 0'48
CLARK,A.N. Magic money. 5:59 0'50
CLARK,E. Pennywink carnival. 4:2 D'50
_ 0. Pennywinks. 2:2 N'49
CLARK,G.G. Thomas Alva Edison. 3:39 My'50
CLARK,K. Penguin modern painters. 1:9 Mr'48
CLARKM.M. Films of interest to children. 2:6 Ja'49
Class ring. duJardin. 4:42 My'51
Classic .as reading material for retarded readers.
Lobdell. 4:24 F'51
Classroom techniques in improving reading. Gray. 5:12
D'49
CLAXTON. Child's grace. 2:2 F'49
Clay fingers. De Leeuw. 1:2 0'48
Clear to land. Mallette. 5:62 0'50
CLEARING HOUSE FOR RESEARCH IN CHILD LIFE. 2:12 F'49
CLEARY. Henry Huggins. 3:54 S'50
CLEMENS. Guiding children in library reading. 4:52 Je'51
CLEMENT,H. pseud. see STUBBS,H.C.
CLEVELAND. Great baseball managers. 5:59 0'50
Clinical studies in reading. Chicago University,
Reading Clinic. 2:5 S'49
Cloud hoppers. James. 5:16 Ja'50
Club notes. Seventeen Magazine. 2:5 0'49
Club of small men. McPhee. 1:4 Je'48
Club team. Richard. 4:57 Ap'51
Clutch hitter. Wayne. 4:51 Je'51
CLYMER. Country kittens. 1:2 Ja'48
_ Latch key club. 2:2 N'49
. Trolley car family. 1:2 Mr'48
COAN. America in fiction. 2:9 N'49
Coat of many colors. King. 4:20 F'51
COATSWORTH. Captain's daughter. 5:45 Je'50
. Dollar for luck. 4:42 My'51
. Door to the north. 35:67 N'50
. First adventure. 4:19 F'51
. Little haymakers. 3:14 Ja'50
. Summer green. 2:2 D'48
COBLENTZ. Blue cat of Castle Town. 2:1 Jy'49
Cocolo. Ehrlich. 2:5 F'49
Cocolo comes to America. Ehrlich. 5:28 Mr'50
Cocolo's home. Ehrlich. 4:12 Ja'51
Cocos gold. Hammond. 3:40 Myt 50.
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Code of a champion. Litten. 4:14 Ja'51
Codes and secret writing. Zim. 2:6 Ja'49
CODY. Elementary teacher's guide to free curriculum
materials. 5:64 0'50
Coffee. Pan American Coffee Bureau. 1:9 Ap'48
COGGINS. Lance and cowboy Billy. 4:15 Ja'51
SLance and his first horse. 5:6 D'49
COHEN. Once upon a time. 4:11 Ja'51
COLBY,C. "Gabbit" the magic rabbit. 4:55 Jy'51
COLBY,J.P. Peter paints the U.S.A. 1:2 Ap'48
. Ten articles on writing and publishing. 1:7 F'48
COLEMAN. Parallels. 2:15 F'49
College slugger. Fitzgerald. 4:34 Ap'51
COLLIN. Nils, the island boy. 4:49 Je'51
COLLINS,D. Robinson Carew - castaway. 2:2 F'49
_ Shipmates down under. 5:39 My'50
COLLINS,L.B. Promising practices in inter-group edu-
cation. 1:7 F'48
COLLINS,R.M. Septimus, the St. Bernard. 5:22 F'50
Collins magazine for boys and girls. 1:11 0'48
COLLODI,C. pseud, see LORENZINI,C.
COLLYER. Christmas in the country. 5:67 N'50
COLMAN. Bramble. 1:2 Mr'48
Color kittens. Brown. 3:27 Mr'50
Colt of destiny. Malkus. 4:14 Ja'51
Columbus, Christopher. Graham. 5:55 S'50
COLUMBUS PUBLIC LIBRARY. 3:26 F'50
COLVER. Joan Foster, senior. 4:35 Ap'51
. Joan, free lance writer. 1:1 Je'48
Comanche. Appel. 4:49 Je'51
COMBES. Let's go shopping with Peter and Penny. 1:6
O'48
Come be my love. Davis. 2:1 0'49
Come in, Winifred. Olds. 1:7 Ap'48
Come play house. Osswald. 1:5 Je'48
Come to the farm. Tensen. 2:8 N'49
Come to the zoo. Tensen. 1:5 Jy'48
Comet Books. 1:11 0'48; 4:8 D'50
Comic and not-so-comic books. 5:58 Ap'50
Comic books - municipal control of sale and distri-
bution. Rhyne. 2:11 Ap'49
Comic corruption. Ronson. 5:72 N'50
Comics as reading for children. 3:26 F'50
Comics, radio, movies - and children. Frank. 2:7 My'49
COMMAGER. St. Nicholas anthology. 2:2 D'48
. Second St. Nicholas anthology. 4:26 Mr'51
COMMITTEE ON EVALUATION OF COMIC BOOKS. Criteria for
evaluating comic books and an evaluated list of comic
books. 4:17 Ja'51
COMMITTEE ON INTERGROUP EDUCATION. You've got to be
carefully taught. 3:52 Jy'50
Commodore Barry, navy hero. Benz. 5:44 Je'50
COMMUNITY CHESTS AND COUNCILS OF AMERICA. Field trips
to health and welfare agencies. 1:4 Jy'48
Company for Susie. Gregg. 1:5 My'48
Comparison of comic book and non-comic book readers of
the elementary school. Heisler. 1:8 Mr'48
Complete nursery song book. Bertail. 1:1 Ja'48
Concept of readability. Dale and Chall. 2:6 Mr'49;
2:5 S'49
Confidential (young people only). 4:30 Mr'51
Confusion - by Cupid. Lambert. 5:46 Je'50
CONGER. Circus time. 1:6 0'48
. Day at the zoo. 4:11 Ja'51
. Georgie's pets. 5:54 S'50
. Rosie the rhino. 1:1 Je'48
CONIBEAR. Wise one. 5:22 F'50
CONKLING. Billy between. 4:45 My51l
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. School
libraries. 2:12 F'49
Connie Mack's baseball book. McGillicuddy. 5:61 0'50
Conquest of Mexico. Prescott. 1:5 Jy'48
CONROY. Sam Patch. 4:26 Mr'51
Constancia Lona. Malkus. 1:5 Mr' 4
Contented little pussy cat. Keller. 5:23 F'50
Contributions of research in bibliotherapy to the
Language-arts program. Russell and Shrodes. 4:9
D'50
COOK,L. Bells on Finland Street. 4:26 Mr'51
COOK,M.B. Children of the U.S.A. 1:1 D'47
COOK,M.E. Blackie and his family. 2:1 Je'49
COOLIDGE. Greek myths. 2:1 0'49
. Legends of the North. 4:49 Je'51
COOMBS. Teen-age adventure stories. 2:4 Mr'49
Young readers baseball stories. * :67 N'50
Young readers mystery stories. 4:55 Jy'51
COOPERATIVE STUDY OF SECONDARY SCHOOL STANDARDS.
Evaluative criteria, 1950 ed. 5:64 O'50
Copper country adventure. Brill. 5:2 D'49
Copper Khan. Lyons. 5:61 O'50
CORCHIA. Kerry, the fire-engine dog. 2:2 N'49
COREY. Corn Gold Farm. 1:2 S'48
CORMACK. First book of stones. 5:67 N'50
. First book of trees. 4:55 Jy'51
S Swamp boy. 2:2 D'48
Corn Gold Farm. Corey. 1:2 S'48
CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS. Background of literature
series. 1:7 My'48
Cortez the conqueror. Newcomb. 1:6 Mr'48
Cosy little farm. Bonino. 2:5 Jy'49
COTHREN. Pictures of France by her children. 5:40
My' 50
COTTAM. Insects. 4:52 Je'51
Cotton in my sack. Lenski. 2:5 0'49
Countering crime-laden comics. Exton. 2:7 Ja'49
Counterpane fun. 2:5 0'49
Country cousin. Daringer. 4:26 Mr'51
Country fireman. Beim. 1:1 N'48
Country kittens. Clymer. 1:2 Ja'48
Country train. Beim. 5:53 S'50
COURLANDER. Fire on the mountain. 5:40 My'50
. Kantchil's lime pit. 3:67 N'50
COURTIS. Picture dictionary for children. 2:9 Ja'49
Cowboy book. Mathews. 5:51 Jy'50
.Cowboy Eddie. Glasscock. 5:60 0'50
Cowboy encyclopedia. Grant. 4:45 My'51
Cowboy Joe of the Circle S. Rushmore. 5:65 0'50
Cowboy Small. Lenski. 2:4 My'49
Cowboy's and Indians. Jackson. 2:4 My'49
Cowboys, cowboys, cowboys. Fenner. 5:55 Ap'50
Cowgirl Kate. Johnson. 5:41 My'50
Cradle of our nation: Philadelphia. Welch. 2:9 N'49
CRAIGIE. Voyage of the Luna I. 5:22 F'50
CRAIK. Little lame prince. 2:2 Ja'49
CRAMPTON. Golden funny book. 5:59 O'50
SMore Pottleby adventures. 5:40 My'50
SPottlebys. 2:1 Je'49
CRAWFORDM. Little princesses. 5:54 S'50
CRAWFORD,P. Let's gol 2:2 S'49
Crazy creek. Lampman. 1:5 0'48
Crazy Horse. Garst. 5:28 Mr'50
Creative carpentry. Crocker. 4:42 My'51
Creative play acting. Burger. 5:57 S'50
Creative writing in the primary grades - II. Powell.
5:58 Ap'50
CREDLE. Adventures of Tittletoa. 2:2 N'49
. Here comes the showboat. 5:22 F'50
. My pet Peepelo. 1:1 Je'48
CREEKMORE. All's elephant. 2:1 Je'49
. Little Fu. 1:2 Ja'48
. Little skipper. 5:54 S'50
Creeper's jeep. Gramatky. 1:5 N'48
CREW. Here and there and everywhere. 5:55 Ap'80
. * Winter flight. 2:1 Jy'49
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Crimson fairy book. Lang. 1:5 Ja'48
CRISS. Jefferson's daughter. 1:2 0'48
g8ST. Excitement in Appleby Street. 5:54 S'50
iteria for evaluating comic books and an evaluated
Flist of comic books. Committee on Evaluation of Comic
Books. 4:17 Ja'51
GOCKER. Creative carpentry. 4:42 My'51
Crockett, David. Tousey. 2:5 Mr'49; Parks. 2:5 Jy'49
CBOCKETT. Teru. 4:19 F'51
Crocodile crew. Watkins. 5:11 D'49
ROSS. Other side of Green Hills. 1:2 D'47
Crosspatch. Evers. 2:2 S'49
Crosswind canyon. Hubbard. 4:4 D'50
GROUSE. Understanding science. 1:2 N'48
CGOUTER. Save your eyes. 5:48 Je'50
CROWELL,P. First horseman. 2:1 Mr'49
CROWELL,T.Y.CO. Maud Hart Lovelace. 2:5 S'49
ROWLEY. Asor and the haddock. 3:5 D'49
Cruise of the Maiden Castle. Severn. 2:4 '049
Crumb that walked. Norman. 4:56 Ap'51
CRmHP. Boy's Life adventure stories. 4:42 My'51
SBoys' Life dog stories. 5:22 F'50
. Our oil hunters. 2:2 My'49
STeen-age Boy Scout stories. 2:5 Mr'49
-DiEN. Disk adventures for tiny, 'tween and 'teen
agers. 5:48 Je'50
Cultivating powers of discrimination in reeding.
DeBoer. 2:7 My'49
CMMING. All about Marjory. 5:68 N'50
CUDIFF. Children's reading interests. 1:9 S'48
SRecommended referenS4, books for the high
school library. 5rd. ed* 2*:6 Je'49
CUNNINGHAM. Red Rock II of the K-9 Corps. 5:51 Jy'50
Cup of courage. Lewiton. 2:4 Ja'49
urious lobster. Hatch. 4:50 Je'51
krrent trends in books on sex education. Auerbach.
15:52 Mr'50 )r > E
Curriculum in intergroup relalons. intergroup Edu-
cation in Cooperating Schools. 2:11 Ap'49
Curriculum principles and social trends. Gwynn. 5:65
0'50
Curtain call. De Leeuw. 2:2 N' 49
CURTlN. Fairy tales of Eastern Europe. 5:22 F'50
CURTIS,A. Special day plays. 1:8 D'47
CURTIS,A.T. Little maid of Nantucket. 5:27 Mr'50
Little maid of New Orleans. 2:1 Je'49
CURTIS,E. Lysbet. 1:2 F'48
COTLER. Peg-a-Leg, the cobbler of Dunsoon. 1:2 Jy'48
Cynthia of Bee Tree Hollow. Fox. 2:5 D'48
DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA. Fun with books. 2:10 Ap'49
Daffy. Sharp. 4:22 F'51
Daisy. Hogner. 2:4 N'49
Daisy and Dobbin. Taber. 2:9 Ap'49
DALE,E. Concept of readability. 2:6 Mr'49; 2:5 S'49
. Films interpreting children and youth. 2:10
Ap'49; 2:6 Je'49
_.. Formula for predicting readability. 2:6 Jy'49
.,. Obstacles in audio-visual education. 5:48 Je'50
LE,N. Skeleton island. 5:49 Jy'50
DAGLIESI. Christmas. 4:5 D'50
_ Davenports and Cherry Pie. 2:2 N'49
. Davenports are at dinner. 2:2 F'49
. Enchanted book. 1:2 F'48
WI'Y. Profile of youth. 4:42 My'51
DiLY,S.J. Blondes* prefer gentlemen. 5:27 Mr'50
|.. Party fun. 1:2 0'48
Carter and the river camp. Wirt. 5:51 Mr'50
Carter - Cub Scout. Wirt. 5:51 Mr'50
Dacing kettle. Uchida. 2:4 Jy'49
DIWECKER. Happy, Hero and Judge. 5:54 S'50
anny and the dog doctor. Beim. 5:27 Mr'50
Dapple Gray. Hinkle. 5:50 Jy'50
Daredevil. Silliman. 1:7 Mr'48
DARINGER. Country cousin. 4:26 Mr' 51
. Debbie of the Green Gate. 5:27 Mr'50
. Mary Montgomery, rebel. 1:5 Ap'48
. Pilgrim Kate. 2:5 My'49
Dark adventure. Pease. 4:5 D'50
Dark house on the Moss. Savery. 1:6 Mr'48
Dark island mystery. Barnett. 2:1 Ap'49
Dark pool. Rienow. 2:5 Je'49
Dark wood of the golden birds. Brown. 5:55 S'50
DARLING. Sandy the red deer. 5:54 S'50
Date with your future. Indiana School Librarians
Association. 2:7 My'49
DAUGHERTY,C.M. Let'em roll. 5:40 My'50
DAUGHERTY,J.H. Landing of the Pilgrims. 4:2 D'50
. Wild wild west. 2:1 Mr'49
Daughter of the mountains. Rankin. 1:4 My'48
d'AULAIRE,I.M. see AULAIRE,I.M.d'
Davenports and Cherry Pie. Dalgliesh. 2:2 N'49
Davenports are at dinner. Dalgliesh. 2:2 F'49
Davey Logan, interne. Felsen. 5:28 Mr'50
David and the white cat. McPhedran. 4:14 Ja'51
David's bad day. McKean. 2:6 N'49
David's railroad. Woolley. 2:5 Jy'49
DAVIDSON. Folk elements in midwestern literature. 5:57
S'50
DAVIS,A. Socio-economic influences on learning. 4:25
F'51
DAVIS,C. Jungle child. 4:11 Ja'51
DAVIS,C.B. North Woods whammy. 4:33 Ap'51
DAVIS,K.S. General Eisenhower. 2:0l Jy'49
DAVIS,L.R. Come be my love. 2:1 0'49
. Melody, Mutton Bone, and Sam. 1:2 F'48
. Wild birthday cake. 2:1,JyA49I
DAVIS,M.G. Following the folk tales around the world.
5:12 D'49
DAVIS,N. Picken's exciting summer. 4:26 Mr'51
_ Picken's great adventure. 5:54 Ap'50
DAVIS,R. Padre Porko the gentlemanly pig. 1:2 0'48
SThat girl of Pierre's. 1:5 N'48
Davy of the Everglades. Lattimore. 2:2 Jy'49
Dawn of creation. Mansfield. 1:5 F'48
DAWSON,D. Basic book collection for high schools. 2nd.
ed. 5:26 F'50
DAWSON,M. Magic firecrackers. 5:14 Ja'50
DAWSON,M.A. Making friends of books. 5:26 F'50
DAWSON,R. Walk in the city. 5:45 Je'50
DAY. Will Rogers. 4:53 Ap'51
Day at the beach. Jackson. 4:56 Jy'51
Day at the fair. Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
1:10 Mr'48
Day at the playground. Schlein. 4:56 Jy'51
Day at the zoo. Conger. 4:11 Ja'51
Day on the farm. Evers. 1:1 S'48
DAY-LEWIS. Otterbury incident. 35: D'49
Days of our youth. Paulson. 2:7 Je'49
DEAN,G.M. Dusty of the Double Seven. 1:1 Je'48
DEAN,L.W. Red man's trail. 2:2 D'48
__. .Royalton raid. 2:1 Je'49
De ANGELI. Door in the wall. 2:2 N'49
Jared's island. 1:2 F'48
Debbie Jones. Rendina. 4:6 D'50
Debbie of the Green Gate. Daringer. 5:27 Mr'50
DeBOER. Cultivating powers of discrimination in
reading. 2:7 My'49
_ Literautre and human behavior. 53:2 Mr'50
Deborah's white winter. Lattimore. 2:2 Jy'49
DECKER,D.W. Catcher from Double-A. 5:54 Ap'50
SFast man on a pivot. 4:55 Ap'51
Hit and run. 2:2 Je'49
DECKER,M. Rebel and the turncoat. 2:5 Ap'49
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Dedication. Spaeth. 5:42 My'50
Deep wood. Trevor. 1:7 D'47
DEFOE. Robinson Crusoe. 1:2 S'48
De JONG. Good luck duck. 5:54 Ap'50
. Smoke above the lane. 4:42 My'51
. Tower by the sea. 4:2 D'50
De la MARE. Three royal monkeys. 2:5 Ap'49
De LEEUWA.L. Blue ribbons for Meg. 5:22 F'50
. Clay fingers. 1:2 0'48
SCurtain call. 2:2 N'49
. Hawthorne house. 5:68 N'50
De LEEUW,C. For a whole lifetime. 5:4 D'49
. From this day forward. 4:42 My'51
Democracy demands it. Van Til. 5:26 F'50
DENIS. Your career in show business. 2:5 My'49
DENISON. What every young rabbit should know. 2:5 F'49
DENNIS,M. Skit and Skat. 4:42 My'51
DENNIS,W. Palomino and other horses. 4:11 Ja'51
DENT. Handel. 2:1 Jy'49
Denver serves its children. 2:6 Je'49
Desert animals. Kissin. .1:5 Mr'48
Design for Ann. Geis. 2:5 My'49
DESMOND. Talking tree. 5:14 Ja'50
DETJEN. Your plans for the future. 1:5 Ap'48
DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY. Books to own. 4:25 F'51
DEUCHER. Young Brahms. 5:22 F'50
Developing personality through books. Hartley. 4:47
My'51
Developmental tasks and adolescent reading. Chicago
University, Materials Center. 2:7 My'49
Developmental tasks and education. Havighurst. 2:12
F'49
Developmental values gained from reading. Minneapolis
Public Schools. 1:5 Ja'48
Developmental values through library books. La Plante
and O'Donnell. 2:5 0'49
DeVRIES. Strike-out king. 2:2 Je'49
DeWITT. Little golden ABC. 4:54 Ap'51
Dick Whittington and his cat. Brown. 4:2 D'50
Dickie boy and the three little steps. Becker. 2:1
Jy'49
DICKSON. Turn in the road. 5:14 Ja'50
DIEDERICH. Educational news and editorial comments.
2:7 My'49
Diesel-Electric 4050. Billings. 5:66 N'50
DIETZ. Jeff White: young trapper. 4:50 Je'51
. Jeff White, young woodsman. 2:2 N'49
DIFFOR. Educators guide to free films. 2:9 N'49;
5:64 0'50
. Educators guide to free slide films. 5:64 0'50
Dig for a treasure. Marshall. 5:17 Ja'50
Dike against the sea. Hollister. 1:2 Jy'48
DILLIARD. Wishing boy of New Netherland. 4:19 F'51
DILTS. Pageant of Japanese history. 1:2 Mr'48
DiMAGG1O. Baseball for everyone. 1:2 My'48
DiMaggio, Joseph Paul. Meany. 4:56 Ap'51
DINGMAN. Junior high school English can be fun. 4:9
D'50
Disk adventures for tiny, 'tween and 'teen agers.
Crunden. 5:48 Je'50
DISNEY. Adventures of Mr. Toad. 5:11 D'49
. Alice in Wonderland. 4:42 My'51
Alice in Wonderland finds the garden of live
flowers. 4:50 Je'51
. Bambi. 1:6 0'48; 2:5 N'49
. Bongo. 2:7 F'49
. Cinderella. 5:22 F'50
. Cinderella's friends. 4:11 Ja'51
. Donald Duck's adventure. 4:11 Ja'51
. Donald Duck's toy train. 4:26 Mr'51
. Grandpa Bunny. 4:50 Je'51
. Johnny Appleseed. 2:5 S'49
DISNEY (Cont.) Mickey Mouse's picnic. 4:12 Ja'51
. Mother Goose. 2:6 N'49
. Mystery in Disneyville. 5:15 Ja'50
Pinocchio. 1:6 0'48
. Santa's toy shop. 5:68 N'50
SSnow White and the seven dwarfs. 2:7 F'49
SThree little pigs. 1:6 0'48
. Tiny movie stories. 3:28 Mr'50
. Treasure chest. 2:2 Ja'49
DIXON,D.G. Home and family life. 4:52 Je'51
DIXON,R. Three little bunnies. 5:59 0'50
.Three little puppies. 4:54 Ap'51
Do-it fun for boys and girls. Goss. 4:45 My'51
Do your own thinking. Scherf. 1:9 N'48
DOANE. Small child's book of verse. 2:5 F'49; 2:5 Apt49
DOBBS. Once upon a time. 5:40 My'50
Doctor Dan, the bandage man. Gaspard. 4:27 Mr'51
Doctor Dolittle and the secret lake. Lofting. 1:7 N'48
Dr. Trotter and his big gold watch. Gilbert. 1:4 0'48
Documents on the Freedom Train. American Heritage
Foundation. 1:7 S'48
Dodge, Mary Mapes. Mason. 2:4 Je'49
Dog next door. Robertson. 35:6 Ap'50
Dog show. Harper. 3128 Mr'50
Dogs of destiny. Downey. 5:14 Ja'50
DOLBIER. Half-pint jinni. 1:2 S'48
. Magic bus. 2:3 F'49; 2:4 Jy'49
DOLCH. Self-survey of a school program for teaching
reading. 5:20 Ja'50
Doll who came alive. Tregarthen. 4:57 Jy'51
Dollar for luck. Coatsworth. 4:42 My'51
Dolls' Christmas. Tudor. 5:71 N'50
Doll's house. Godden. 2:5 Ja'49
DONAHEY. Castle of Grumpy Grouch. 1:2 Je'48
Donald Duck's adventure. Disney. 4:11 Ja'51
Donald Duck's toy train. Disney. 4:26 Mr'51
Dooleys play ball. Renick. 2:5 Je'49
Door in the wall. De Angeli. 2:2 N'49
Door to the north. Coatsworth. 5:67 N'50
DOORLY. Story of France. 2:4 Ap'49
Dopey doings. Ripley. 4:46 My'51
DOREbUS. Spooks and spirits and shadowy shapes. 2:5
0'49
DORIAN. High-water cargo. :534 Ap'50
Doughnuts for Lin. Unwin. 4:7 D'50
DOUGLAS,E.T. Appleseed farm. 1:2 Mr'48
DOUGLAS,M.P. Book displays. 1:5 Ja'48
.Librarian and the audio-visual program. 4:50
Mr'51
S Teacher-librarian's handbook. 5:26 F'50
DOW. What can I do now? 4:19 F'51
Down in Dixie. Harper. 2:5 Ja'49
DOWNEY. Cats of destiny. 4:19 F'51
SDogs of destiny. 5:14 Ja'50
SHorses of destiny. 2:4 Ap'49
. 'Seventh's staghound. 2:5 F'49
Dozens of cousins. Watts. 53:58 Ap'50
Dramatics in the secondary school. 5:52 Mr'50
DRATZ. Aids to world understanding for elementary schol
children. 4:9 D'50
Dream book. Brown. 4:11 Ja'51
DRESDEN. We "read" 144 periodicals a week. 1:12 N'48
DRIGGS. Pitch pine tales. 4:55 Jy'51
Drugstore cat. Petry. 2:7 N'49
DRUMMOND. Miss Anna Truly. 2:2 0'49
DuBOIS,G. Plays for great occasions. 4:54 Ap'51
Du BOIS,T. We merrily put to sea. 3:59 0'50
Du BOIS,W.P. Peter Graves. 4:19 F'51
Duck and his friends. Jackson. 3:29 Mr'50
Dude ranch. Peet. 2:6 My'49
DUDLEY. Hank and the kitten. 2:2 0'49
DUFF,A. Inheritance of poetry. 1:1 S'48
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DUFF,A. People who live in books. 2:9 D'48
DUFF,J.C. Librarian into educator. 5:52 Mr'50
Duff, the story of a bear. Rush. 4:57 Ap'51
0. Pete the crow. 5:5 D'49
,A. see also SZENES,A.
uJARDIN Class ring. 4:42 My'51
SPractically seventeen. 2:5 N'49
SWait for Marcy. 4:2 D'50
iuke of the Bruins. Treat. 5:71 NI50
Dulcie and the gypsies. Bechdolt and Merwin. 2:1 Ja'49
DUNLOP. Lost Karin. 1:5 S'48
SMirrors of Castle Doone. 2:2 0'49
. West wind. 5:54 S'50
DUNN. Fare for the reluctant reader. 4:47 My'51
DUBSIAG. Swamp shadows. 1:2 S'46
DUPLAIX. Big brown bear. 1:5 Ap'48; 5:28 Mr'50
S . Gaston and Josephine. 2:5 S'49
DUSKIN. Chemi, the magician. 1:5 Ap'48
Du SOE. Boatswain's boy. 4:2 D'50
. Sea boots. 2:4 Ap'49
Dusty and his friends. Black. 4:18 F'51
Dusty for speedl Neilson. 1:6 Mr'48
Dusty of the Double Seven. Dean. 1:1 Je'48
Dusty's return. Hogner. 5:55 S'50
DUTTON. Joan in flowerland. 5:57 Ap'50
_ . Rags, M.D. 4:12 Ja'51
DUVOI• o. Chanticleer. 1:5 Mr'48
. Four corners of the world. 2:5 D'48
SPetunia. 4:42 My'51
DYER. Green sprig. 5:45 Je'50
Eagle in the valley. Kohan and Weil. 4:50 Je'51
Eagle in the wind. Carmer. 2:2 F'49
Eagle of Guatemala. Reine. 1:6 D'47
Eagle of the sea. Grant. 5:5 D'49
LAKLN. Method of analyzing and evaluating
children's books. 4:47 My'51
. Reprints of children's books in series and
editions. 1:7 My'48
. Supplement to reprints of children's books in
series and editions. 2:6 Je'49
EAMES. Handy of the Triple-S. 2:5 My'49
Earhart, Amelia. Howe. 5:41 My'50
EARLE. State birds and flowers. 4:42 My'51
EATON. Buckey O'Neill of Arizona. 5:4 D'49
. Gandhi, fighter without a sword. 5:54 S'50
. That lively man, Ben Franklin. 1:5 N'48
EBERLE. Hop, skip, and fly. 4:42 My'51
.Listen to the mockingbird. 2:2 Je'49
Lorie. 5:68 N'50
.Modern medical discoveries. 1:5 N'48
SSteam shovel family. 2:2 Ja'49
. Story of cloth. 2:1 Jy'49
Eddie and the fire engine. Haywood. 2:2 S'49
EDEY. Open the door. 2:2 0'49
Edison, Thomas Alva. Clark. 5:59 My'50
EDMAN. Promising practices in inter-group education.
1:7 F'48
EDMONDS. Cadmus Henry. 5:22 F'50
. Mr. Benedict's lion. 4:2 D'50
EDMONSTON. King's man. 1:5 Ap'48
Education and the mass media of communication. National
Conference on Research in English. 5:65 O'50
Education and the mass media of communication. Novotny.
5:52 Jy'50
Educational news and editorial comment. Diederich. 2:7
My'49
4ducational news and editorial comment. Henne. 5:58
I Ap'50
Educational statesmanship faces national and world
problems. Edwards. 4:17 Ja'51
Educators guide to free films. Horkheimer and Diffor.
2:9 N'49; 5:64 0'50
Educators guide to free slide films. Horkheimer and
Diffor. 5:64 O'50
EDWARDS,M. Midnight horse. 4:27 Mr'51
EDWARDS,N. Educational statesmanship faces national and
world problems. 4:17 Ja'51
EELLS,E.S. Tales of enchantment from Spain. 5:45 Je'50
EELLS,M.W. Touch of parsley. 1:5 0'48
Effect of comic books on vocabulary growth and reading
comprehension. Sperzel. 1:10 Ap'48
Effect of reading instruction on achievement in eighth
grade social studies. Rudolf. 5:12 D'49
Egg tree. Milhous. 5:56 Ap'50
EHRLICH. Cocolo. 2:5 F'49
_Cocolo comes to America. 5:28 Mr'50
_ . Cocolo's home. 4:12 Ja'51
Eight Christmas plays for children. Krug. 1:8 S'48
Eighty play ideas for little children. Horowitz. 4:15
Ja'51
Einstein, Albert. Levinger. 2:4 My'49
EISENBERG. Guide to children's records. 2:6 Mr'49
ELAM. Chuffer. 2:5 N'49
Elementary curriculum in intergroup relations. Chicago
University, Center for Intergroup Education. 3:52
Mr'50
ELEMENTARY ENGLISH. Fall children books. 2:9 N'49
Elementary school library in today's educational scene.
Beust. 5:52 Jy'50
Elementary school science library. Kambly. 1946-47
1:10 Ap'48; 1947-1948 2:6 Je'49; 1948-1949 5:45 My'50;
1949-1950. 4:52 Je'51
Elementary teachers guide to free curriculum materials.
Fowlkes. 4th. ed. 1:9 Mr'48; 7th. ed. 5:64 0'50
Elephant boy of the teak forest. Sowers. 2:8 N'49
Eliminating the "Fourth-grade hump" in reading. White.
5:20 Ja'50
ELIOTT. Kangaroo Coolaroo. 4:54 Ap'51
Elizabeth of the Mayflower. Trachsel. 4:25 F'51
ELKINS. With focus on human relations. 5:64 0'50
Elmer and the dragon. Gannett. 4:12 Ja'51
ELMS. Stories of neighbor nations. 1:2 Ja'48
ELTING. First book of baseball. 5:45 Je'50
SFirst book of Indians. 5:68 N'50
_ . First book of nurses. 4:45 My'51
SNow you're cookin'. 1:5 N'48
SPatch. 1:2 S'48
. Who lives on the farm? 5:22 F'50
ELTING,M.' see also BREWSTER,B.
EMBLEN. Paiomino boy. 2:5 D'48
EMBRIE. Peoples of the earth. 2:7 Ja'49
Emergency run. Hungerford. 1:6 N'48
EMERSON. Garnered sheaves. 1:5 0'48
EMERY,A. Going steady. 5:40 My'50
..... Mountain Laurel. 2:5 D'48
. Senior year. 2:5 My'49
EMERY,R.C. High, insidel 1:5 N'48
___ *. T-quarterback. 5:4 D'49
. Warren of West Point. 4:5 D'50
EMO. Books for children from broken homes. 5:12 D'49
Emperor's new clothes. Andersen. 2:1 N'49
Empty tower. Bothwell. 1:2 0'48
Enchanted book. Dalgliesh. 1:2 F'48
Enchanted caravan. Butters. 2:5 Ap'49
Enchanted village. Bailey. 5:58 0'50
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS, INC. It's fun to find
out film-story books. 4:59 Ap'51
. Care of pets. 1:10 Mr'48
* Day at the fair. 1:10 Mr'48
End of Black Dog. Moore. 2:4 Je'49
ENG. When you were a baby. 2:5 N'49
English and dramatics. Junior Red Cross. 1:8 My'48;
1:8 S'48
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Enjoying music - dance, song, band. Arts in Childhood.
4:9 D'50
ENO. Books for handicapped children. 4:52 Je'51
ENOCH PRATT FREE LIBRARY. Stories to tell. 2:6 Jy'49
EPPENSTEIN. Sally goes traveling alone. 1:5 Mr'48
ERICKSON. Cattail house. 2:2 Je'49
. Slip. 1:4 N148
Eric's girls. Malvern. 2:5 0'49
ERNST. Words. 5:40 My'50
ERSTED. Youth, communication and libraries. 2:12 F'49
Escape on skis. Stapp. 2:5 0'49
Escape to danger. Hungerford. 5:6 D' 49
Eskimo store. Lange. 1:4 S'48
ESTES. Ginger Pye. 4:45 My'51
. Sleeping giant. 1:4 N'48
Ethan, the shepherd boy. Ceder. 1:2 Ap'48
ETS. Little old automobile. 1:5 0'48
. Mr. T. W. Anthony Woo. 4:43 My'51
Etuk, the Eskimo hunter. MacMillan. 4:14 Ja'51
Evaluating intercultural materials for children. 1:5
Jy'48
Evaluating mystery stories for children. Fenwick. 2:7
Ja'49
Evaluation of sets of books for school libraries. North
Carolina State Department of Public Instruction. 1:10
Ap'48
Evaluation study of elementary films used in the course
of regularly conducted classroom work. Wisconsin
Elementary Principal's Association. 2:7 Je'49
Evaluative criteria, 1950 ed. Cooperative Study of
Secondary School Standards. 5:64 0'50
EVANS,C. On reading aloud. 4:59 Ap'51
EVANS,E.B. Scandinavia. 1:8 N'48
.Use your library. 1:12 N'48
EVANS,E.H. Bob Vincent, veterinarian. 2:2 Je'49
EVANS,E.K. People are important. 4:50 Je'51
. Tim's place. 4:54 Ap'51
EVANS,H. North to the unknown. 3:28 Mr'50
EVATT. Mystery of the old merchant's house. 1:2 F'48
.Secret of the whispering willow. 5:40 My'50
Ever after. Whitney. 1:10 O'48
EVERETT. You can teach for world citizenship. 4:9 D'50
Everglade gold. Sackett. 1:9 0'48
EVERITT. Tools for human relations education. 4:9 D'50
EVERNDEN. Knight of Florence. 5:50 Jy'50
. Runaway apprentice. 5:4 D'49
. Sword with the golden hilt. 4:55 Jy'51
EVERS,A. Day on the farm. 1:1 S'48
EVERS,H. Crosspatch. 2:2 S'49
. Mooneymouse. 1:5 Ap'48
Everychild's book of animal wonders. Aistrop. 4:40
My'51
Everybody eats. Green. 5:35 Ap'50
Everyday games for children. Troester. 5:57 S'50
Everyday machines and how they work. Schneider. 4:29
Mr' 51
Everyday story book. Ivarson. 2:5 F'49
EWEN. Story of Arturo Toscanini. 4"27 Mr'51
. Story of Irving Berlin. 5:355 Ap'50
EWING. Jackanapes. 2:2 Ja'49
Excitement in Appleby Street. Crist. 5:54 S'50
Exhibition of children's books: 1945-1950. American
Institute of Graphic Arts. 4:50 Mr'51
Expandable pig. Babcock. 2:1 0'49
Expanding horizons. Boyd. 1:7 F'48
Experimental resource unit on getting along with others.
Heaton and O'Conner. 5:48 Je'50
Experiments with electricity. Beeler and Branley. 2:1
Je'49
Exploring art. Kainz and Riley. 1:5 Ap'48
EXTON. Countering crime-laden comics. 2:7 Ja'49
Extraordinary education of Johnny Longfoot. Besterman.
2:1 N'49
EYRE. Another spring. 2:5 N'49
SRosa and Randy. 1:4 N'48
Fables. Aesop. 5:11 D'49; 4:10 Ja'51
Fabulous flight. Lawson. 2:5 N'49
Factors in reading comprehension. Johnson. 3:20 Ja'50
Factors related to age-grade trends and sex differences
in children's preferences for comic books. 4:52 Je'51
Factory kitten. Hoke. 2:2 S'49
FAGAN. I'll take Cappy. 2:5 D'48
Fairy caravan. Potter. 4:37 Ap'51
Fairy tales. Andersen. 4:25 Mr'51
Fairy tales of Eastern Europe. Curtin. 5:22 F'50
Fall children's books. Elementary English. 2:9 N'49
Families of America. Perry. 5:9 D'49
Family life in children's literature. Fisher. 3:52
Jy'50
Famous American athletes of today. Waldman. 3:19 Ja'50
Famous American Marines. Lewis. 4:5 D'50
Famous American poets. Benet. 3:55 Ap'50
Famous engineers. Watson. 4:51 Je'51
Famous fairy tales. Wonder book. 2:4 Jy'49
Famous festivals of America. 3:12 D'49
Famous men of medicine. Chandler. 5:54 Ap'50
Famous pets of famous people. Smith. 5:S1 Mr'50
Fancy free. Bryant. 5:5 D'49
Far distant bugle. MacKaye. 1:5 S'48
Faraway holiday. Long. 1:4 D'47
Fare for the reluctant reader. Bush, Dunn, and Jackman.
4:47 My'51
FARLEY. Black Stallion and Satan. 5:4 D'49
.Blood bay colt. 5:60 0'50
.Island stallion. 1:5 0'48
Farm boy. Gorsline. 5:35 Ap'50
Farm life. 5:45 My'50
Farm on Fifth Avenue. Naramore. 4:45 My'51
FARMER. Peppermint pond. 5:68 N'50
Farmer Giles of Ham. Tolkien. 4:25 F'51
Farmer in the sky. Heinlein. 5:69 N'50
FARNAM. Let's make a puppett 2:5 F'49
Farragut, David. Long. 4:14 Ja'51
FARWELL. Good-luck bell. 2:4 F'49
FA SHUN. Sky river. 5:45 Je'50
Fast man on a pivot. Decker. 4:35 Ap'51
Father and the mountains. Robinson. 5:37 Ap'50
FATIO. Christmas forest. 5:68 N'50
FAULKNER. Melindy's happy summer. 2:2 0'49
Favorite baseball stories. Stern. 4:58 Ap'51
Favorite dog stories. Bloch. 5:54 Ap'50
Favorite fairy tales. Rojankovsky. 2:3 Jy'49
Favorite folktales and fables for boys and girls. Strong*
5:71 N'50
Favorite football stories. Stern. 4:51 Je'51
Favorite old fairy tales. Fuller. 5:22 F'50
Favorite Uncle Remus. Harris. 1:3 My'48
FEAGLEY. Beginners' guide to bibliography. 1:9 Mr'48
Feasts and frolics. Fenner. 2:5 0'49
FEDDER. Girl grows up. 1:5 S'48
FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY. see U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATIOH*
Federico, the flying squirrel. Palazzo. 4:45 My'51
FEIM. Sing a song of funnies. 4:5 D'50
FELSEN. Bertie makes a break. 5:14 Ja'50
. Bertie takes care. 1:5 O'48
. Davey Logan, interne. 5:28 Mr'50
. Hot rod. 4:5 D'50
FELT. Rosa-too-little. 5:60 0'50
FELTON. Pecos Bill. 5:15 Ja'50
FENNER. Cowboys, cowboys, cowboys. 3:35 Ap'50
.Feasts and frolics. 2:5 0'49
.Horses, horses, HORSES. 2:4 Ap'49
Indians, Indians, Indians. 5:60 O'50
FENNER (Cont.) Pirates, pirates, pirates. 4:54 Ap'51
. With might and main. 2:4 F'49
N NIMORE. Bush holiday. 2:5 My'49
ETON,C.L. Wild folk at the pond. 2:5 D'48I Worlds in the sky. 5:60 0'50iTU~.E. Aleko's island. 1:4 N'48
. Hidden trapezes. 5:60 0'50
MICK. Evaluating mystery stories for children. 2:7
Ja'49
FEBGUSON,M. Less prejudice & bigotry. 4:50 Mr'5l
FERGUSON,R. Horse of her own. 5:55 Ap'50
. Stable for Jill. 4:55 Jy'51
FERGUSON,V.W. Child's reputation. 5:45 My'50
FERGUSSON. Let's read about Hawaiian Islands. 4:5 D'50
FERRIS. Partners - the United Nations and youth. 4:22
F'51
Fiddler crab and the sand dollar. Henle. 5:41 My'50
Fiddling cowboy. Regli. 2:7 N'49
Field book of nature activities. 4:12 Ja'51
Field trips to health and welfare agencies. Community
Chests and Councils of America. 1:4 Jy'48
Fielder from nowhere. Scholz. 1:6 S'48
Fig tree. Lattimore. 4:55 Ap'51
Fighting five. Heuman. 5:61 0'50
Fighting frontiersman. Bakeless. 1:1 S'48
Fighting sheepman. Tracy. 4:57 Jy'51
Fighting southpaw. Flood. 5:4 D'49
FILM COUNSELOR. 5:52 Mr'50
Films for public libraries. American Library
Association. 5:64 0'50
Films from Britain, 1949-1950. 5:52 Mr'50
Films interpreting children and youth. American
Childhood Education. 1:10 Mr'48
Films interpreting children and youth. Hampel, Dale,
and Quick. 2:10 Ap'49; 2:6 Je'49
ilms of interest to children. Clark. 2:6 Ja'49
!ilmstrip guide. Holden. 2:10 Ap'49
Fire Eye. Lindman. 1:6 Ap'48
Fire house. Manso. 2:6 N'49
Fire on the mountain. Courlander and Leslau. 5:40
My'50
Fire patrol. Reynolds. 5:24 F'50
Fire upon the earth. Langford. 4:44 My'51
Firehouse mystery. Adrian. 5:27 Mr'50
Fireman Casey and fireboat 999. Meeks. 5:17 Ja'50
First adventure. Coatsworth. 4:19 F'51
First adventures in reading. Becker. 1:4 Ja'48
First book about babies all around the world. McMeekin.
5:51 Jy'50
First book about God. Walpole. 5:57 Ap'50
First book of automobiles. Tatham. 2:5 0'49
First book of baseball. Elting. 5:45 Je'50
First book of boats. Tatham. 5:19 Ja'50
First book of bugs. Williamson. 5:11 D'49
First book of cats. Taber. 5:57 Ap'50
First book of cowboys. Brewster. 5:59 My'50
First book of dogs. Taber. 5:19 Ja'50
First book of horses. McMeekin. 5:17 Ja'50
First book of Indians. Elting. 5:68 N'50
First book of jokes and funny things. Chrystie. 4:55
Ap'51
First book of nursebs. Elting. 4:45 My'51
First book of stones. Cormack. 5:67 N'50
First book of trains. Tatham. 2:11 F'49
First book of trees. Cormack. 4:55 Jy'51
first chemistry book for boys and girls. Morgan. 4:45
My'51
rst Christmas. Trent. 1:12 N'48
irst great inventions. Hogben. 4:20 F'51
First horseman. Crowell. 2:1 Mr'49
First things. Adams. 1:1 Ja'48
FISCHER. Red feather. 5:68 N'50
FISH. Boy's book of verse. 4:50 Je'51
Fish in the air. Wiese. 1:5 My'48
FISHEL. Terry and Bunky play baseball. 1:2 D'47
STerry and Bunky play basketball. 1:4 Ap'48
Terry and Bunky play hockey. 2:5 My'49
FISHERA. Over the hills to Nugget. 5:4 D'49
STrapped by the mountain storm. 5:68 N'50
FISHER,C. Life of Audubon. 5:15 Ja'50
FISHER,C.T. pseud. see TEILHET,D.L.
FISBER,D.F.C. Our independence and the Constitution.
4:27 Mr'51
SPaul Revere and the Minute Men. 4:54 Ap'51
. Something old, something new. 3:4 D'49
FISHER,h.H. Family life in children's literature. 5:52
Jy'50
FISHER,L.J. Bill and his neighbors. 5:28 Mr'50
FISK UNIVERSITY. Toward one world. 1:5 Ja'48
FITCH. Allah; the God of Islam. 4:19 F'51
. Their search for God. 1:2 Ja'48
FITZGERALD. College slugger. 4:54 Ap'51
. Turning point. 2:2 Je'49
Five alarm. Floherty. 5:15 Ja'50
Five boys in a cave. Church. 4:49 Je'51
Five brothers. Seeger. 2:10 F'49
Five little firemen. Brown. 2:7 F'49
Five little rabbits. Martin. 4:55 Ap'51
Five on a treasure island. Blyton. 5:55 S'50
Five puppies for sale. Brann. 2:1 D'48
Five weeks in a balloon. Verne. 4:57 Jy'51
Fix it, pleasel Mitchell. 1:6 Mr'48
Fix the toys. King. 4:20 F'51
Flashing spikes. O'Rourke. 2:5 Jy'49
FLETCHER. Big book of cowboys. S:54 S'50
Flicka, Ricka, Dicka and their new skates. Lindman.
4:28 Mr'51
Flies. Leonard. 4:21 F'51
FLOHERTY. Aviation from the ground up. 4:27 Mr'51
. Five alarm. 5:15 Ja'50
. Shooting the news. 2:5 N'49
• Watch your step. 5:45 Je'50
SWhite terror. 1:2 F'48
FLOOD. Fighting southpaw. 5:4 D'49
S Pass that puckt 1:5 0'48
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY. Audio-visual way. 1:7 My'48
FLORY. Too little fire engine. 5:54 S'50
Flossie and Bossie. Le Gallienne. 3:8 D'49
Fly away home. Hess. 1:5 Ja'48
Fly-by-nights. Newell. 2:5 Ja'49
Flying tackle. McCormick. 5:17 Ja'50
FOLEY. Christmas in the country. 5:67 N'50
Folk elements in midwestern literature. Davidson. 5:57
S'50
Folk songs and dances of the Americas. 3:58 Ap'50
Folklore. Pilant. 5:57 S'50
Folklore approach to teaching. Pilant. 5:57 S'50
Folklore in American literature. Leisy. 5:57 S'50
Follett Award, Charles W. 5:52 Mr'50
Follow the wind. Tresselt. 4:7 D'50
Following the folk tales around the world. Davis. 5:12
D'49
Footprints of the dragon. Oakes. 35:18 Ja'50
Footprints on the sand. Porter. 2:5 Mr'49
For a brave tomorrow. Miller. 4:56 Ap'51
For a whole lifetime. De Leeuw. 5:4 D'49
For baby sitters and their employers. Future Homemakers
of America. 2:12 F'49
For Charlemagnel Andrews. 5:15 Ja'50
For Texas and freedom. Staffelbach. 1:5 Jy'48
For the children's bookshelf. 5:26 F'50
For the rights of men. Carmer. 1:2 F'48
Forbidden island. Hungerford. 5:50 Jy'50
FORD,C. Man of his own. 5:15 Ja'50
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FORD,E. Jeff Roberts, railroader. 1:2 My'48
Ford, Henry. Caldwell 1:1 D'47; Neyhart. 5:56 8'50
Forest animals and how to draw them. Hogeboom. 4:12
Ja'51
Forest babies. Parrish. 2:2 N'49
Formula for predicting readability. Dale and Chall.
2:6 Jy'49
Forty-seven keys. Best. 2:1 Ap'49
Forty-two ax handles. Ward. 3:57 S'50
FOSTER,E. House at Noddy Cove. 2:4 F'49
FOSTER,G.S. Abraham Lincoln. 5:60 0'50
.Augustus Caesar's world. 1:2 D'47
George Washington. 2:5 N'49
FOSTER,J. Pete's puddle. 4:5 D'50
Four corners of the world. Duvoisin. 2:5 D'48
Four farthings and a thimble. Baker. 5:355 Ap'50
Fourth down pass. Paulson. 4:29 Mr'51
FOWLKES. Elementary teachers guide to free curriculum
materials. 4th. ed. 1:9 Mr'48; 7th. ed. 5:64 0'50
FOX,G.M. Cynthia of Bee Tree Hollow. 2:3 D'48
FOX,R. Great men of medicine. 1:5 F'48
S Milestones of medicine. 4:5 D'50
Foxie. Aulaire,d' 5:3 D'49
FOYLE. Little good people. 3:22 F'50
FHANC. Intergroup education through literature in the
fourth grade. 5:52 Jy'50
France, Paris and the provinces. Ogrizek. 2:7 Ap'49
Francie. Hahn. 4:45 My'51
FRANCOISE see SEIGNOBOSC,F.
FRANK. Books and children's emotions. 2:7 Ja'49
SChills and thrills in radio, movies and comics.
1:12 N'48
. Comics, radio, movies - and children. 2:7 My'49
FRANKL. Peter and his new brother. 2:2 Ja'49
Franklin, Benjamin. Aulaire,d' 4:1 D'50
FRANKLIN,C.S. Children's programs presented on nation-
ally sponsored network time during the first six months
of 1948. 35:8 Ap'50
FRANKLIN,G.C. Monte. 1:2 My'48
. Tricky. 2:4 Ap'49
. Wild animals of the Southwest. 5:54 S'50
FRASER. ABC and counting book. 2:5 Jy'49
Freddy goes camping. Brooks. 1:2 N'48
Freddy goes to Florida. Brooks. 2:1 S'49
Freddy plays football. Brooks. 352 D'49
Free and inexpensive learning materials. George Peabody
College for Teachers. 5:65 0'50; 4:25 F'51
Free and inexpensive materials for social studies.
Branom. 4:25 F'51
Free and inexpensive materials on world affairs for
teachers. Kenworthy. 5:45 My'50
Free and inexpensive teaching aids for the science
teacher. Beuschlein and Sanders. 2:9 N'49
Free reading periods pack school library. Kurilecz.
5:43 My'50
Free teaching aids in 14 subjects. Heimers. 1:12 0'48
FREEDMAN. Teaching piano to your child. 1:2 Je'48
Freedom Train. World Book Encyclopedia. 1:9 Ap'48; 1:9
S'48
FREBHOF. Candle light stories. 4:50 Je'51
FREEMAN,L. Chuggy and the blue caboose. 4:4S My'51
FREEMAN,w.S. Recordings for the elementary school. 2:5
S'49
FREER. Showcase for Diane. 4:55 Jy'51
F~RIEDAN. Carol from the country. 35:54 S'50
. Sundae with Judy. 2:4 Ap'49
FPRENDLICH. Pivot man. 2:5 N'49
. Warrior forward. 5:60 O'50
Friendly farm. How. 4:55 Jy'51
Friendly story caravan. Broomell. 3:2 D'49
FRIENDSHIP PRESS. Picture maps. 2:5 S'49
FRISCH. Storks of Lillegaard. 4:5 D'50
FRISKEY. Perky little engine. 5:50 Jy'50
Shoe for my pony. 5:50 Jy'50
Frogs and toads. Zim. 5:52 Mr'50
From crocus to snowman. Bascom. 1:1 N'48
From library - to library - to you. Beard. 2:7 My'49
From this day forward. De Leeuw. 4:42 My'51
Front page for Jennifer. Mcllvaine. 5:70 N'50
FROST. Little whistler. 2:5 N'49
Maple sugar for Windy Foot. 5:28 Mr'50
SSleigh bells for Windy Foot. 2:3 Ja'49
S Then came Timothy. 5:60 0'50
FULLER,H.K. Manuel goes to sea. 1:4 Ap'48
FULLER,M. Favorite old fairy tales. 3:22 F'50
FULTON,R. Stevedore. 1:2 Jy'48
Fun and festival from Japan. Gwinn and Hibbard. 2:4
My'49
Fun for all and all for fun. Madison Public Schools.
2:7 Je'49
Fun for tiny tots. Jollison. 5:55 8'50
Fun, incorporated. Tracey. 1:10 N'48
Fun-time crafts. Schwalbach.2 2:4 S'49
Fun with books. Dade County, Florida. 2:10 Ap'49
Fun with fabrics. Leeming. 5:29 Mr'50
Fun with paper dolls. Lee. 5:7 D'49
Function of booklists in a literature program. Neville,
1:9 Ap'48
Funny bunny. Learned. 5:29 Mr'50
Funny bunny factory. Green. 4:19 F'51
Funny riddles and rhymes for boys and girls. Furness.
5:54 S'50
FURMAN,A.L. Young readers animal stories. 4:43 My'51
FURMAN,J. Teen-age gridiron stories. 4:19 F'51
FURNESS. Funny riddles and rhymes for boys and girls.
3:54 S'50
FURTH. Back in time for supper. 1:3 Mr'48
FUTURE HOMEMAKERS OF AMERICA. For baby sitters and
their employers. 2:12 F'49
Fuzzy duckling. Werner. 2:5 S'49
"Gabbit" the magic rabbit. Colby. 4:55 Jy'51
GABLE. Miracle of television. 2:1 Jy'49
Gabriel Churchkitten and the moths. Austin. 2:1 Ja'49
Gabriella. Hartwell. 3:5 D'49
GABRIELSON. Birds. 5:51 Mr'50
Gag, Wanda. Scott. :531 Mr'50
GALISDORFER. New annotated reading guide for children
with partial vision. 5:48 Je'50
GALL. Here and there and everywhere. 5:55 Ap'50
_ Winter flight. 2:1 Jy'49
Gallant general Tadeusz Kosciuszko. Gronowicz. 1:5
D'47
Galleon from Manila. Hurd. 5:6 D'49
Gallery of champions. Jacobs. 2:5 Je'49
Games for boys and girls. Harbin. 4:54 Ap'51
Games for younger children. Webb. 1:7 D'47
Games the world around. Hunt and Cain. 5:45 Je'50
Games with playing cards. Leeming. 5:7 D'49
Gandhi, Mahatma. Masani. 5:62 O'50; Peare. 4:15 Ja'51i
Eaton. 5:54 S'50
GANNETT. Elmer and the dragon. 4:12 Ja'51
My father's dragon. 1:2 Je'48
*. Wonderful house-boat-train. 5:15 Ja'50
GARBUTT. Hodie. 2:2 Je'49
GARD. Midnight, rodeo champion. 4:55 Jy'51
Gard and Golden Boy. Phelps. 5:42 My'50
GARDNER. Let's celebrate Christmas. 5:68 N'50
GARFIELD. Penny puppy. 5:15 Ja'50
• Train stories. 5:15 Ja'50
GARLAND. Story of medicine. 2:2 Je'49
Garnered sheaves. Emerson. 1:5 0'48
GARRETT. Mr. Flip Flop. 2:4 F'49
__ Tophill road. 5:40 My'50
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GARETT. When shall we begin to teach reading. 2:5
S'49
ARST. Buffalo Bill. 2:4 D'48
. Crazy Horse. 3:28 Mr'50
S Silver spurs for cowboy boots. 2:2 0'49
_. Three conquistadors. 1:3 Mr'48
. Will Rogers. 3:40 My'50
. Wish on an apple. 1:5 0'48
;IWAITE.' Tomas and the red headed angel. 4:12 Ja'51
ASPARD. Doctor Dan, the bandage man. 4:27 Mr'51
Gaston and Josephine. Duplaix. 2:5 S'49
UATCHEL. Picture dictionary to read and color. 2:10
Ja'49
pTES. My brother Mike. 2:4 D'48
. River Ranch. 5:4 D'49
ay, a Shetland sheepdog. Johnson. 1:5 Je'48
Gy Melody. Kiser. 2:6 F'49
OJDDES. When children play. 4:34 Ap'51
ee Whillikins. Sharp. 4:15 Ja'51
hrig, Lou. Van Riper. 2:4 S'49
,US. Design for Ann. 2:5 My'49
.Little train that won a medal. 2:4 Jy'49
SELc. Bartholomew and the oobleck. 5:4 D'49
. If I ran the zoo. 4:12 Ja'51
. Thidwick the big-hearted moose. 1:4 0'48
Genral Eisenhower. Davis. 2:1 Jy'49
Gentle warrior. Lowe. 1:7 0'48
ientlemen, hushi Wheelwright. 2:7 D'48
Gentling of Jonathan. Rankin. 4:6 D'50
GEORGE. Masked prowler. 4:3 D'50
. Vison the mink. 2:2 Je'49
S . Vulpes, the red fox. 1:4 Ap'48
GRGE PEABODY COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. Free and inex-
pensive learning materials. 5:65 O'50; 4:25 F'51
orgie's pets. Conger. 5:54 S'50
OALTON. Story of sound. 2:3 D'48
BERa. Gooseberry Jones. 1:2 D'47
IEGELY. Great big fire engine book. 4:5 D'50
Setting a job in television. Southwell. 1:7 Mr'48
Ghost mare. Grew. 5:16 Ja'50
Giant and the leprechaun. Cheshire. 4:19 F'51
Giant quarterback,. Waldman. 4:16 Ja'51
GILBERT,H.E. br. Trotter and his big gold watch. 1:4
0'48
GILBERT,K. Arctic venture. 5:55 Ap'50
GILBERT,P.T. Bertram and the ticklish rhinoceros. 1:1
S'48
Gilbert, the gay poodle. Billings. 5:1 D'49
GILLEN. Books bring adventure to the orthopedic ward.
2:7 My'49
qnger Pye. Estes. 4:45 My'51
Ginnie and Geneva. Woolley. 1:7 S'48
GIPSOM. Hello Peter. 1:4 N'48
.... Surprise doll. 5:23 F'50Siraffe twins. Hogan. 2:4 Ja'49
Gitr can dream. Cavanna. 1:2 0'48
Girl grows up. Fedder. 1:5 S'48
Girl who ran for president. Kerr. 1:4 F'48
GIRVAN. Seventh step. 2:5 Ap'49
GASSCOCK. Cowboy Eddie. 5:60 0'50
GLEIT. Paul Tiber, forester. 2:4 N'49
LICK. Mickey wins his feathers. 1:2 Je'48
GLORIA CHANDLER RECORDINGS, INC. Adventures in folk
songs. 5:25 F' 50
•. Books bring adventure. 1:8 My'48
. Piano adventures. 2:5 S'49
UCESTER, BASS. BOARD OF EDUCATION. Tree of books.
10 Ap'49
P0 west, young bear. Hamilton. ,1: My'48
DDEN. Doll's house. 2:3 Ja'49
•• . Mousewife. 4:50 Je'51
e*. Greenwood tree. 3568 N'50
GOETZ. Vidden burro. 5:25 F'50
Let's read about South America. 4:27 Mr'51
SOther young Americans. 2:5 Ja'49
SWorld understanding begins with children. 4:9
D'50
Going steady. Emery. 5:40 My'50
Going to camp. Beck. 5:49 Jy'50
Going up. Bechdolt. 2:1 D'48
GOLDBERG. Lunch box story. 4:45 My'51
Golden Arrow. Martin. 4:14 Ja'51
Golden book of nursery tales. Werner. 1:4 Jy'48
Golden book of words. Werner. 5:25 F'50
Golden Books - evaluation. 5:47 Je'50
Golden Christmas manger. Sewell. 2:10 D'48
Golden circus. Jackson. 4:20 F'51
Golden Cloud. Silliman. 4:6 D'50
Golden dictionary. Walpole. 2:9 Ja'49
Golden door. Pauli. 2:7 N'49
Golden footlights. Jackson. 5:6 D'49
Golden funny book. Crampton. 5:59 O'50
GOLDEN GORSE. Young rider's picture book. 4:27 Mr'51
Golden Mother Goose. 1:8 N'48
Golden north. McPhedran. 2:6 Ap'49
Golden sleepy book. Brown. 1:6 0'48
Golden trek. Lavender. 1:5 0'48
Goldfish. Zim. 1:8 D'47
Goldie and Yellowhammer. Robinson. 5:9 D'49
GOLDSTEIN. Jewish child in bookland. 1:8 S'48
GOLLOMB. Albert Schweitzer. 5:16 Ja'50
GOMBRICH. Master Till's amazing pranks. 2:5 Je'49
GOMEZ. Merry songs. 2:5 My'49
Good-luck bell. Farwell. 2:4 F'49
Good luck duck. De Jong. 5:54 Ap'50
Good partner. Pinkerton. 1:5 S'48
Good rain. Goudey. 4:5 D'50
Goodbye, William Shakespeare. Heavly. 5:12 D'49
Goodenough Gismo. Kelsey. '1:4 Ap'48
Goodmorning and good night. Werner. 2W5 S'49
GOODRUM. Now you see it. 1:2 D'47
Goodwill days. Paulmier and Schauffler. 1:8 Mr'48
Gooseberry Jones. Gerber. 1:2 D'47
GORDONE.L. Choosing and using children's nature science
books. 4:25 F'51
SMore books for the elementary school library.
4:25 F'51
SReviewing and selecting nature books for
children. 5:26 F'50
GORDON,P. Taming of giants. 4:5 D'50
* Witch of Scrapfaggot Green. 1:2 My'48
GORDON,P. see also HOWARD,J.
GORSE,G. see GOLDEN GORSE
GORSLINE. Farm boy. 5:55 Ap'50
GOSS. Do-it fun for boys and girls. 4:45 My'51
GOSSETT. Now you're cookin'. 1:5 N'48
Patch. 1:2 S'48
GOTTSCHALK. Youngest general. 2:4 My'49
GOUDEY. Good rain. 4:5 D'50
. Merry fiddlers. 4:55 My'51
GOULD. Video in education. 5:45 My'50
. Young Thack. 5:5 D'49
GOURFAIN. Punchy. 5:45 Je'50
GOVAN. Mr. Hermit Miser and the neighborly pumpkin.
5:5 D'49
. Pink maple house. 4:5 D'50
GRACE. Visibility unlimited. 5:28 Mr'50
GRAHAM,A. Mouse with the small guitar. 1:5 Mr'48
. Timothy Turtle. 2:5 Ap'49
GRAHAM,A.P. Christopher Columbus, discoverer. 5:55
S'50
SStrike up the bandl 5:23 F'50
GRAHAM,E. How I look at children's books. 4:50 Mr'51
GRAHAM,E.H. Wildlife for America. 2:2 S'49
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GRAHAM,S. Story of Phillis Wheatley. 3:25 F'50
GRAHAM,V.M. Strange sea life. 5:46 Je'50
GRAHAME. Bertie's escapade. 2:4 N'49
GRAMATKY. Creeper's jeep. 1:5 N'48
Grandfather tales. Chase. 1:5 S'48'
Grandpa Bunny. Disney. 4:50 Je'51
Grandpa Toggle's wonderful book. Grimes. 4:55 Jy'51
Grandpa's farm. Martinson. 5:17 Ja'50
GRANNAN. Happy playtime. 5:55 S'50
_ Maggie Muggins stories. 4:54 Ap'51
GRANT,B. Cowboy encyclopedia. 4:43 My'51
. Eagle of the sea. 3:5 D'49
GRANT,C.L. Ukelele and her new doll. 4:54 Ap'51
GRAUTOFF. Stubborn donkey. 5:5 D'49
GRAY. Classroom techniques in improving reading. 5:12
D'49
.Keeping reading programs abreast of the times.
5:72 N'50
__ . Summary of reading investigations. July 1947 to
June 30, 1948 2:7 My'49; July 1, 1948 to June 50, 1949
3:43 My'50; July 1, 1949 to June 30, 1950. 4:47 My'51
Gray Lance. Raftery. 5:36 Ap'50
Graymouse family. Leonard. 4:44 My'51
Great baseball managers. Cleveland. 5:59 0'50
Great big animal book. Rojankovsky. 5:51 Jy'50
Great big fire engine book. Gergely. 4:5 D'50
Great big noise. Weir. 2:8 D'48
GREAT BRITAIN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. Children's books
which should never be out of print. 1:12 0'48
Great city and state. Carlson. 1:2 My'48
Great-grandfather in the honey tree. Swayne. 5:10 D'49
Great hope. Rudolph. 1:6 F'48
Great Houdini. Williams. 5:42 My'50
Great men of medicine. Fox. 1:5 F'48
Great Northern? Ransome. 1:5 Je'48
Great venture. Longstreth. 1:7 N'48
Great whales. Zim. 4:38 Ap'51
Greatest victory. O'Rourke. 5:56 Ap'50
Greek myths. Coolidge. 2:1 0'49
GREEN,A. Funny bunny factory. 4:19 F'51
GREEN,I. Introducting a picture book. 4:50 Mr'51
GREEN,M.M. Everybody eats. 5:55 Ap'50
. Is it hard? is it easy? 1:4 0'48
S_ . Nursery school handbook for teachers and parents.
1:11 O'48
GREEN,R.L. Story of Lewis Carroll. 4:12 Ja'51
Green fairy book. Lang. 1:6 N'48
Green ginger jar. Judson. 2:5 0'49
Green sprig. Dyer. 5:45 Je'50
Green treasure. Ross. 1:5 Je'48
GREENBERG. Little tractor lo traveled to Israel. 2:4
N'49
Greenwood tree. Godwin. 5:68 N'50
GREGG. Company for Susie. 1:5 My'48
GREW. Ghost mare. 5:16 Ja'50
GRIDER. My first picture dictionary. 1:2 Je'48; 2:8
Ja'49
Gridiron courage. Alton. 5:13 Ja'50
GRIDLEY. Hiawatha. 5:60 0'50
GRIMES,M. Children's books...for 75# or less. 1:7 My'48
GRIMES,R.L. Grandpa Toggle's wonderful book. 4:55 Jy'51
GRINGHUIS. Tulip time. 4:50 Je'51
GRONOWICZ. Gallant general Tadeusz Kosciuszko. 1:5 D'47
GROSS. Selection policies for children's books. 4:59
Ap'51
GROSSNICKLE. Use of visual aids in the teaching of
arithmetic. 5:57 S'50
Group living of children. New York (City) Citizen's
Committee on Children. 1:5 Jy'48
GRUENBERG. More favorite stories old and new. 2:4 F'49
Guess who lives here. Woodcock. 2:5 S'49
Guide book for the young man about town. Jonathan.
1:4 F'48
Guide for celebrating Christmas with your children. I*
Paltz (N.Y.) State Teachers College. 2:6 Jy'49
Guide to audio-visual materials for elementary school
social studies. Hartley. 5:65 0'50
Guide to children's records. Eisenberg and Krasno. Mij
Mr'49
Guideposts in child growth and development. Tryon and
Lilienthal. 5:43 My'50
Guiding children in library reading. Linderman and
Clemens. 4:52 Je'51
Gulliver's travels. Swift. 2:6 My'49
Gulliver's travels in Lilliput. Swift. 5:19 Ja'50
GUNZBURG. Subnormal boy and his reading interests. 2:9
D'48
GUTHRIE. Big sky. 5:50 Jy'50
GWINN. Fun and festival from Japan. 2:4 My'49
GWYNN. Curriculum principles and social trends. 5:65
0'50
Gypsy luck. Kahmann. 5:56 Ap'50
Gypsy melody. Kahmann. .5:6 D'49
HACKETT. Radio plays for young people. 5:55 S'50
HADER. Big city. 1:2 Ja'48
. Big snow. 2:5 Ja'49
SLittle appaloosa. 5:5 D'49
. Squirrely of Willow Hill. 5:69 N'50
HAGER. Canvas castle. 2:2 0'49
.Washington city of destiny. 2:2 S'49
HAHN. Francie. 4:43 My'51
HAIG-BROWN. Saltwater summer. 1:5 S'48
HALE. Orlando's home life. 4:55 Jy'51
Half-pint jinni. Dolbier. 1:2 S'48
HALL,A. Like father, like fun. 1:4 0'48
-__. Peeps Elliott & family. 5:60 0'50
HALL,M. Your young life. 2:2 0'49
HALL,S. I learn how to dress. 4:12 Ja'51
HALL,W.N. Christmas pony. 1:11 N'48
W.alking hat. 3:55 Ap'50
HALLADAY. Toshio and Tama. 2:2 S'49
Hallowe'en. 1:11 0'48; 2:5 0'49
HALL-QUEST,A.L. Teaching through the elementary school
library. 1:9 Mr'48
HALL-QUEST,O.W. Jamestown adventure. 4:19 F'51
.Shrine of liberty: the Alamo. 2:5 Ja'49
HALPERIN. Mickey Marcus. 4:12 Ja'51
HAMBLETON. Young bush pilot. 5:50 Jy'50
HAMILTON. Go west, young bear. 1:5 My'48
HAMMOND. Cocos gold. 5:40 My'50
HAMPEL. Films interpreting children and youth. 2:10
Ap'49; 2:6 Je'49
Handcar Joe. Voss. 5:57 Ap'50
Handel. Dent. 2:1 Jy'49
Handy of the Triple-S. Eames. 2:5 My'49
Hank and the kitten. Dudley. 2:2 0'49
HANO. Big out. 4:43 My'51
Hans, a dog of the Border Patrol. Meek. 5:50 Mr'50
HANSON. Instructional materials to build one world.
1:7 S'48
Happy children. Morrill. 2:5 S'49
Happy day. Krausse. 5:7 D'49
Happy, Hero and Judge. Dannecker. 5:54 S'50
Happy little family. Caudill. 1:1 Ja'48
Happy man and his dump truck. Miryam. 3:30 Mr'50
Happy name day. Berman. 1:7 S'48
Happy playtime. Grannan. 5:55 S'50
HARBIN. Games for boys and girls. 4:54 Ap'51
HARE. Terry and Bunky play baseball. 1:2 D'47
STerry and Bunky play basketball. 1:4 Ap'48
HARK. Modern comedies for young players. 4:45 My'51
HARKINS. Knockout. 5:40 My'50
Punt formation. 2:2 0'49
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gBKINS (Cont.) Son of the coach. 3:69 N'50
S.Southpaw from San Francisco. 1:5 N'48
STouchdown twins. 1:3 D'47
liequin hullabaloo. Lyons. 5:8 D'49
!PER,M.B. Bittersweet. 1:4 Mr'48
.Winter wedding. 4:4 D'50
ARPER,W. Dog show. 3:28 Mr'50
SDown in Dixie. 2:5 Ja'49
hARRIS,D.B. Reading ease, human interest value, and
thematic content of St. Nicholas Magazine. 4:52 Je'51
ARRIS,I. Little Boy Brown. 2:4 N'49
BRRIS,J.C. Favorite Uncle Remus. 1:5 My'48
ARRIS,L.G. Let's read about Canada. 5:50 Jy'50
, Lost hole of Bingoola. 1:5 Je'48
SARISON. Pearls are made. 4:4 D'50
Harrison, William Henry. Peckham. 4:46 My'51
HARSHAW. What book is that? 1:5 N'48
'RT. Big-time baseball. 5:55 S'50
IA1fTLEY,H.W. Developing personality through books. 4:47
My'51
HRTLEY,I.H. Guide to audio-visual materials for ele-
mentary school social studies. 5:65 0'50
HMRTMAN. Builders of the old world. 1:5 Je'48
SIn Bible days. 2:2 Mr'49
RTIUNG. Numbers we see. 2:7 Ap'49
ARTWELL. Gabriella. 5:5 D'49
HATCH,A. George Patton. 4:4 D'50
. Woodrow Wilson. 1:4 Mr'48
iTCHM.C. More Danish tales. 2:2 0'49
.15 Danish tales. 1:5 F'48
HATCH,R.W. Lobster books. 4:50 Je'51
Haunted hangers. Rochester. 4:22 F'51
Haunted hound. White. 4:7 D'50
Haunted hut. Bonner. 5:58 0'50
.A.SMAN,E.H. Beginner's guide to wild flowers. 1:5 Nt48
JSMAN,L.A. Beginner's guide to fresh-water life. 5:55
S' 50
HAVIGHURST,R.J. Adolescent character and personality.
2:6 Jy'49
. Developmental tasks and education. 2:12 F'49
HAVIGHURST,W. Song of the pines. 2:4 N'49
HAVILAND,V. Travelogue story book of the nineteenth
century. 3:65 O'50
HAKINS. Mark, Mark, shut the doort 1:2 Ja'48
HARTHORNE. His country was the world. 2:5 Je'49
Hawthorne house. De Leeuw. 5:68 N'50
HAWTON. Tower of darkness. 4:54 Ap'51
HAY. Terry and Bunky play hockey. 2:5 My'49
HAIES,F.S. Chee and his pony. 5:28 Mr'50
.Skid. 1:4 0'48
IISH. Star on her forehead. 5:61 0'50
HAtES,M. Robin on the river. 5:69 N'50
HAYES,W. Norman and the nursery school. 3:25 F'50
HAYWOOD,C. Betsy's little Star. 3:55 S'50
. . Eddie and the fire engine. 2:2 S'49
. Penny goes to camp. 1:3 S'48
RAZETINE. Children's stories to read or tell for
pleasure and understanding. 2:2 Jy'49
_ . Stories of love. 4:54 Ap'51
HEADLEY. Catchpenny Street. 4:43 My'51
___. She's my girll 5:5 S'49
Hearts courageous. Herman. 5:25 F'50
Heather Hill. Trevor. 1:9 0'48
HEATON,H. Albert, the camel's son. 5:55 Ap'50
·... Story of Madam Hen and little Horace. 1:3 Je'48
HEATON,M.M. Experimental resource unit on getting along
.with others. 5:48 Je'50
., Reading to understand human differences. 4:9D'50
MEAVLY. Goodbye, William Shakespeare. 5:12 D'49
Heigh-ho for Hallowe'ent Sechrist. 1:10 0'48
IEMERS. Free teaching aids in 14 subjects. 1:12 0'48
HEINLEIN. Farmer in the sky. 3:69 N'50
. Red planet. 5:5 D'49
. Rocket ship Galileo. -1:3 F'48
. Space cadet. 1:5 N'48
HEISLER. Comparison of comic book and non-comic book
readers of the elementary school. 1:8 Mr'48
Helicopter adventure. Klemin. 1:5 Mr'48
Hello, Judy. Becker. 4:25 Mr'51
Hello, Mrs. Gooset Potter. 1:5 D'47
Hello Peter. Gipson. 1:4 N'48
HELM. Bear on the balcony. 4:12 Ja'51
HELMERICKS. Our Alaskan winter. 2:4 My'49
Helping children read better. Witty. 4:17 Ja'51
HELTMAN. Let's-read-together poems. 5:12 D'49
HEMSTED. Master Till's amazing pranks. 2:5 Je'49
HENDERSON,L.G. Augustus and the desert. 2:5 F'49
. Cats for Kansas. 1:4 0'48
. Here come the Perkinses' 5:5 D'49
. Why cowboys sing, in Texas. 5:55 S'50
HENDERSON,L.M. Amik. 1:3 My'48
HENLE. Fiddler crab and the sand dollar. 5:41 My'50
HENNE. Educational news and editorial comment. 5:58
Ap'50
S Youth, communication and libraries. 2:12 F'49
HENRY,M. Born to trot. 4:4 D'50
_ King of the wind. 1:4 0'48
. Little-or-nothing from Nottingham. 2:2 0'49
S Sea Star. 5:5 D'49
HENRY,R. My American heritage. 2:4 N'49
Henry - fisherman. Brown. 5:2 D'49
Henry Huggins. Cleary. 5:54 S'50
HERALD-TRIBUNE see NEW YORK HERALD-TRIBUNE
Herbert. Wilson. 5:43 My'50
Herbert's zoo. Bianco. 5:15 Ja'50
Here and now story book. Mitchell. 2:8 F'49
Here and there and everywhere. Gall and Crew. 5:55
Ap'50
Here come the Perkinsest Henderson. 3:5 D'49
Here comes the showboat. Credle. 5:22 F'50
Here's your hobby. Zarchy. 4:50 Mr'51
Heritage of freedom. Monaghan. 1:8 S'48
HERMAN. Hearts courageous. 5:25 F'50
Herman the brave pig. Mason. 5:8 D'49
HERON. Busy Berrys. 4:4 D'50
S_ . With my whole heart. 4:27 Mr'51
HERZBERG. Treasure chest of sea stories. 2:5 F'49
Hetty of the Grande Deluxe. Means. 4:29 Mr'51
HESS. Fly away home. 1:3 Ja'48
HEUMAN. Fighting five. 3:61 0'50
HEWES. Anabel's windows. 3:28 Mr'50
_ . Hundred bridges to go. 4:20 F'51
.Spice hot 1:4 Mr'48
"Hi, Mister Robin". Tresselt. 5:46 Je'50
Hiawatha. Gridley. 5:60 0'50
HIBBARD. Fun and festival from Japan. 2:4 My'49
Hidden burro. Goetz. 5:23 F'50
Hidden trapezes. Fenton. 5:60 0'50
Hidden village mystery. Bonner. 1:2 0'48
Hide-out. Longstreth. 1:4 D'47
Hie to the hunters. Stuart. 3:51 Jy'50
HIGGINS. Biographies and collected works of mathema-
ticians. 1:4 Jy'48
Biographies of engineers, metallurgists, and
industrialists. 1:4 Jy'48
. Book-length biographies of chemists. 1:4 Jy'48
. Book-length biographies of physicists and
astronomers. 1:4 Jy'48
Higgledy-piggledy room. Rayan. 2:9 F'49
high harvest. Low. 1:7 0'48
High, insidel Emery. 1:5 N'48
High school career booklet library. Ladies Home Journal.
1:12 N'48
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High school librarians choose the best books of '49 for
their readers. Maryland Department of Education. 5:52
Jy'50
High smoke. Chalmers. 4:11 Ja'51
High trail. Breck. 1:2 N'48
High-water cargo. Dorian. 5:54 Ap'50
Highpockets. Tunis. 1:7 Mr'48
Hilary's island. Lyon. 3:56 Ap'50
HILL,F.E. King's company. 4:20 F'51
HILL,M. Save your eyes. 5:48 Je'50
HILLCOURT. Field book of nature activities. 4:12 Ja'51
Hillhaven. Thompson. 2:9 Ap'49; 2:5 Je'49
HINKLE. Dapple Gray. 3:50 Jy'50
. Vic, a dog of the prairies. 2:4 N'49
His country was the world. Hawthorne. 2:53 7e49
His messengers went forth. Chanler. 2:2 Ja'49
Historic models of early America. Maginley. 1:5 Mr'48
Historical chart of mankind. 1:8 Je'46
Historical fiction. Logasa. 2:5 S'49
History and folklore. Jordan. 5:57 S'50
History can be fun. Leaf. 4:15 Ja'51
Hit and run. Decker. 2:2 Je'49
HITTE. Surprise for Susan. 5:61 0'50
HODGES. Sky high. 1:5 F'48
Hodie. Garbutt. 2:2 Je'49
HOFF. Johnny Texas. 3:45 Je'50
HOFFMAN. Land and people of Israel. 5:55 Ap'50
. Primitivo and his dog. 3:29 Mr'50
HOFFMANN,E. Princess of the Channel Isles. 1:3 F'48
. Tall stallion. 4:50 Je'51
HOFFMANN,M.J. Miss B's first cook book. 4:27 Mr'51
HOFFIASTER. Nee-Na, the wild flower's good fairy. 3:50
Jy'50
HOGAN. About Charlie. 5:29 Mr'50
.About Peter Platypus. 1:4 Mr'48
SGiraffe twins. 2:4 Ja'49
& Nappy is a cowboy. 2:5 Je'49
. Runaway toys. 4:44 My'51
W.orld round. 5:16 Ja'50
HOGARTH. Lucy's League. 4:27 Mr'51
HOGBEN. First great inventions. 4:20 F'51
.How the first men lived. 4:12 Ja'51
HOGEBOOM. Boats and how to draw them. 5:45 Je'50
_ Cats and how to draw them. 5:16 Ja'50
SForest animals and how to draw them. 4:12
Ja'51
. Horses and how to draw them. 2:5 F'49
HOGNER. Barnyard family. 2:5 F'49
_ . Daisy. 2:4 N'49
.Dusty's return. 5:55 S'50
. Wild little honker. 4:44 My'51
HOGUE. Bob Clifton, elephant hunter. 2:2 Jy'49
SBob Clifton, jungle traveler. 4:4 D'50
HOKE. Factory kitten. 2:2 S'49
HOLBERG. Gilbert Stuart. 1:5 0'48
_ . Restless Johnny. 5:55 S'50
. Rowena Carey. 2:3 Je'49
HOLBROOK. America's Ethan Allen. 5:5 D'49
Hold that linel Archibald. 4:18 F'51
HOLDEN. Filmstrip guide. 2:10 Ap'49
Holiday mountain. Jones. 2:4 My'49
Holiday round up. Pannell and Cavanah. 4:56 Ap'51
Holidays are fun. Robinson. 5:56 S'50
HOLLAND. Catalog of free and inexpensive teaching aids
for high schools. 5:26 F'50
HOLLING. Seabird. 1:5 S'4S
HOLLISTER. Dike against the sea. 1:2 Jy'48
HOLLOS. Story of your bread. 2:5 F'49
HOLT,G. Noah and his ark. 3:61 0'50
HOLT,J. Lance and cowboy Billy. 4:15 Ja'51
. Lance and his first horse. 5:6 D'49
HOLT,S. Phantom roan. 2:4 N'49
HOLT,S. Whistling stallion. 4:55 Ap'51
Home and family life. Dixon. 4:52 Je'51
Home made year. Lawrence. 5:55 S'50
Homer the tortoise. Baker. 5:55 Ap'50
Homing pigeons. Zim. 2:4 S'49
Hominy and his blunt-nosed arrow. Mason. 4:5 D'50
Homogeneous grouping fosters progress in reading.
Bauscher. 3:26 F'50
Honey for tea. Strong. 4:16 Ja'51
Hoofbeats on the trail. Breck. 5:66 N'50
Hoogles and Alexander. Langley. 4:28 Mr'51
HOOKE. Thunder in the mountains. 1:5 My'48
Hop, skip, and fly. Eberle. 4:42 My'51
HOPKINS. Little puppy who would not mind his mother.
5:25 F'50
HORKHEIIIER. Educators guide to free films. 2:9 N'49;
5:64 O'50
* Educators guide to free slide films. 5:64
0'50
HOROWITZ,C. Eighty play ideas for little children.
4:15 Ja'51
SPlay-alone fun for boys and girls. 4:20 F'51
SSixty swell playmate games for boys and girls
5:69 N'50
HOROWITZ,J. Ten delightful parties for little
children. 4:27 Mr'51
* Ten sure-fire parties for boys and girls.
4:27 Mr'51
Horse called Pete. Bialk. 1:1 Ap'48
Horse for Peter. Brown. 3:67 N'50
Horse of her own. Ferguson. 5:55 Ap'50
Horse stories. Bechdolt. 5:49 Jy'50
Horse to ride. Paull. 5:18 Ja'50
Horseman Hal. Tousey. 4:16 Ja'51
Horseman's island. Oliver. 5:62 0'50
Horses and how to draw them. Hogeboom. 2:5 F'49
Horses are folks. Anderson. 4:10 Ja'51
Horses, horses, HORSES. Fenner. 2:4 Ap'49
Horses of destiny. Downey. 2:4 Ap'49
HOSFORD. Sons of the Volsungs. 2:4 My'49
Hot corner. Bowen. 4:49 Je'51
Hot rod. Felsen. 4:5 D'50
House at Noddy Cove. Foster. 2:4 F'49
House in Robin Lane. Voight. 4:47 My'51
House under the hill. Means. 5:8 D'49
HOW. Friendly farm. 4:55 Jy'51
How big? Malvern. 2:5 N'49
How big is big? Schneider. 4:29 Mr'51
How do the comics affect your child., Baer. 2:9 N'49
How I look at children's books. Graham. 4:50 Mr'51
How life is handed on. Bibby. 1:1 My'48
How literature is taught in secondary schools of today.
Smith. 4:47 My'51
How man discovered his body. Riedman. 1:6 D'47
How many kisses goodnight. Monrad. 2:5 My'49
How the first men lived. Hogben. 4:12 Ja'51
How to be happy though young. Lawton. 5:17 Ja'50
How to help your child grow up. Patri. 1:6 My'48
How to interest students in a variety of better
magazines. Shepherd. 5:12 D'49
How to keep from growing old. Williams. 2:4 S'49
How to know the birds. Peterson. 2:5 Je'49
How to know the wild flowers. Stefferud. 4:50 Mr'51
How to make dolls and doll houses. Lee. 2:6 F'49
How to play big league baseball. Child. 4:49 Je'51
How to tell your child about sex. Hymes. 2:5 S'49
How your body works. Schneider. 5:18 Ja'50
HOWARD,E. North winds blow free. 2:2 Jy'49
_ Peddler's girl. 4:28 Mr'51
HOWARD,J. 15th is magic. 4:20 F'51
SUncle Sylvester. 5:55 Ap'50
HOWARD,J. see also GORDON,P.
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Howdy Doody's circus. Kean. 4:20 F'51
HOWE. Amelia Earhart. 5:41 My'50
UBBARD,F.H. Vinnie Ream and Mr. Lincoln. 3:6 D'49jBBARD,J. Boss of the barnyard. 3:15 Ja'50
JBBARD,M.A. Captain Juniper. 1:5 Ja'48
. Crosswind canyon. 4:4 D'50
Pennyweather luck. 1:6 N'48
Hudson of Hudson's Bay. Scott. 4:46 My'51
HUGGINS. Red chair waits. 1:5 0'48
BULL. Third wish. 4:28 Mr'51
. Tumbleweed boy. 2:5 Ap'49
Hullabaloo and other singing folk games. Chase. 2:2
My'49
Human growth. Beck. 3:14 Ja'50
HUIPHREYS. Verdi, force of destiny. 2:4 D'48
Hundred bridges to go. Hewes. 4:20 F'51
HUNGERFORD. Emergency run. 1:6 N'48
.* Escape to danger. 5:6 D'49
SForbidden island. 5:50 Jy'50
HUNTH.C. As the educator views the library. 5:38 Ap'50
HUNT,M.L. Better known as Johnny Appleseed. 3:61 0'50
Wonderful baker. 5:29 Mr'50
,UNTS.E. Games the world around. 3:45 Je'50
HUNTINGTON. Let's go to the desert. 2:5 0'49
HORD,C. Race between the monkey and the duck. 2:4 Jy'49
HURD,E.T. Benny the bulldozer. 1:3 D'47
. Caboose. 5:69 N'50
SGalleon from Manila. 3:6 D'49
Little fat policeman. 4:55 Ap'51
Two little gardeners. 4:54 Jy'51
Two little miners. 2:3 S'49
hfRLEY. Children's books...for seventy-five cents or
less. 4:57 Jy'51'
HURLOCK. Adolescent development. 5:12 D'49
Hurricane luck. Carmer. 5:5 D'49
rican's secret. Watkins. 5:64 O'50
Wry back. Beim. 5:1 D'49
HURST. Ponies and riders. 5:69 N'50
Hustle and Bustle. Slobodkin. 1:9 N'48
HUTTER. Abraham, the itinerant mouse. 1:4 Mr'48
HYDE. King's man. l: Ap'48
HILANDER. Sea and shore. 3:45 Je'50
HYIES. How to tell your child about sex. 2:5 S'49
I can fly. Krauss. 4:55 Ap'51
I heard of a river. Singmaster. 2:10 F'49
I learn how to dress. Hall. 4:12 Ja'51
I like winter. Lenski. 4:5 D'50
I will build my church. Lillie. 4:28 Mr'51
'I work on a newspaper". Lent. 1:5 Jy'48
Iceland roundabout. Rothery. 2:8 Ap'49
Idaho sprout. Baumann. 3:55 S'50
If I ran the zoo. Geisel. 4:12 Ja'51
If you could see inside. Neurath. 2:4 0'49
I'll show you how it happens. Neurath. 2:6 N'49
I'1 take Cappy. McCabe and Fagan. 2:5 D'48
Illiad of Homer. Church. 4:41 My'51
ILLINOIS COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES. Studies of
the Soviet Union. 1:10 Ap'48
ILLINOIS STATE LIBRARY. Books for retarded readers,
2:12 F'49
. Recordings for children, January 15, 1947 -
May 1, 1948. 2:12 F'49; 2:11 Ap'49
. Reports from the eighth annual school library
conferences, 1950. 4:51 Mr'51
__ . Sports stories. 35:72 N'50
Isportant book. Brown. 2:1 Jy'49
.roving the reading of gifted children and youth.
titty. 4:52 Je'51
I Bible days. Hartman. 2:2 Mr'49
SHenry's backyard. Benedict and Weltfish. 1:1 0'48
1 orway. Thorne-Thomsen. 1:5 MIy'48
In woods and fields. Buck. 5:54 Ap'50
Index to 500 favorite poems for the elementary grades.
Madison Public Schools. 1:8 S'48
Index to folk dances and singing games. Minneapolis
Public Library. 2:5 S'49
Indian art of the Americas. Appleton. 4:25 F'51
INDIANA DEPARTiENT OF EDUCATION. Spring shower of books.
2:6 Jy'49
Indiana idea. Pilant. 3:57 S'50
INDIANA SCHOOL LIBRARIANS ASSOCIATION. Date with your
future. 2:7 My'49
Indians, Indians, Indians. Fenner. 5:60 0'50
Indians of the longhouse. Bleeker. 3:58 0'50
Indians on horseback. Marriott. 2:2 Mr'49
Indigo hill. Lattimore. 5:29 Mr'50
Inheritance of poetry. Adshead and Duff. 1:1 S'48
Insects. Zim and Cottam. 4:52 Je'51
Instructional materials to build one world. Hanson.
1:7 S'48
Integrating books and reading with adolescent tasks.
Brooks. 3:45 My'50
Intellectual abilities in the adolescent period. U.S.
Office of Education. 2:7 Mr'49
Intergroup education. Brickman. 5:19 Ja'50
IMTERGROUP EDUCATION IN COOPERATING SCHOOLS. Curriculum
in intergroup relations. 2:11 Ap'49
Intergroup education through literature in the fourth
grade. Franc. 3:52 Jy'50
Intergroup relations in teaching materials. American
Council on Education. 2:6 Je'49
Introducing a picture book. Green. 4:50 Mr'51
Invisible island. Marshall. 2:5 D'48
IPCAR. One horse farm. 5:61 0'50
IRELAND. Local indexes in American libraries. 1:8 Mr'48
Irish Red. Kjelgaard. 4:44 My'51
IRVING. Rip Van Winkle and The legend of Sleepy Hollow.
2:7 My'49
Is freedom challenged? American Library Association.
4:59 Ap'51
Is it hard? is it easy? Green. 1:4 0'48
Isabelle's goose village. Stapp. 4:50 Ir'51
Island of dark woods. Whitney. 4:47 My'51
Island stallion. Farley. 1:3 0'48
Island summer. Wilson. 2:5 Mr'49
Isle of Que. Singmaster. 1:6 S'48
It looks like this. Webber. 5:11 D'49
It might be you. Knight. 5:7 D'49
It took courage. Rogers. 2:6 Ja'49
Italy. Busoni. 4:2 D'50
It's a date. Stowe. 4:7 D'50
It's all yours. 5:43 My'50
It's easy to fix your bike. 1:4 D'47
It's easy to make music. Leeming. 2:6 F'49
It's fun to find out film-story books. Witty and
Encyclopaedia Britannica. 4:59 Ap'51
IVARSON. Everyday story book. 2:5 F'49
IVENS. Seventeen reader. 4:55 Ap'51
Jack and Jill story book. Rose. 2:9 F'49
Jack and the three sillies. Chase. 3:55 S'50
Jack O'Moora and the King of Ireland's son. MacMahen.
35:70 N'50
Jackanapes. Ewing. ,2:2 Ja'49
JACK.AN. Fare for the reluctant reader. 4:47 My'51
Jackson, Andrew. Nolan. 2:7 N'49
JACKSON,C.E.C. Mercy Hicks. 5:29 Mr'50
JACKSON,C.P. Rose Bowl All-American. 3:16 Ja'50
. Shorty makes first team. 5:45 Je'50
Tournament forward. 1:5 S'48
JACKSON,J. Anchor man. 1:4 Mr'48
JACKSON,K. Animal babies. 1:4 Mr'48
_ . Big elephant. 5:6 D'49
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JACKSON,K. (Cont.) 3ig farmer Big and little farmer
Little. 2:6 F'49
. Brave cowboy Bill. 4:13 Ja'51
. Busy Timmy. 1:6 0'48
. Circus stories. 5:15 Ja'50
. Cowboy's and Indians. 2:4 My'49
_ . Day at the beach. 4:56 Jy'51
SDuck and his friends. 3:29 Mr'50
. Golden circus. 4:20 F'51
_ . Jerry at school. 4:28 Mr'51
. Katie the kitten. 2:5 S'49
. Let's go fishing. 3:23 F'50
. Little galoshes. 3:16 Ja'50
_ . Little trapper. 3:29 Mr'50
_ . Mouse's house. 2:2 Jy'49
. Pantaloon. 4:56 Jy'51
. Pirates, ships and sailors. 5:61 0'50
JACKSON,P.W. Golden footlights. 3:6 D'49
JACOB. My first dictionary. 2:8 Ja'49
JACOBS. Center court. 5:35 Ap'50
. Gallery of champions. 2:3 Je'49
JAGENDORF. Marvelous adventures of Johnny Darling.
3:23 F'50
. Merry men of Gotham. 4:20 F'51
. New England bean-pot. 2:6 F'49
. Upstate, downstate. 3:16 Ja'50
JAMES. Cloud hoppers. 5:16 Ja'50
Jamestown adventure. Hall-Quest. 4:19 F'51
JANECEK. Reprints of children's books in series and
editions. 1:7 My'48
JANES. Boy's complete book of fresh and salt water
fishing. 5:9 D'49
Jan's victory. Bowen. 2:2 Ap'49
Japan. Yaukey. 1:8 N'48
JARECKA. Made in Poland. 2:5 Je'49
Jared's island. De Angeli. 1:2 F'48
JARRATT. Smart Mr. Tim. 2:4 N'49
Jayhawker. Moffitt. 2:5 My'49
Jean Craig finds romance. Lyttleton. 2:4 D'48
Jean Craig, graduate nurse. Lyttleton. 4:21 F'51
Jean Craig grows up. Lyttleton. 2:4 D'48
Jean Craig in New York. Lyttleton. 2:4 D'48
Jean Craig, nurse. Lyttleton. 2:3 N'49
Jeanne-Marie counts her sheep. Seignobosc. 4:46 My'51
Jeff Roberts, railroader. Ford. 1:2 My'48
Jeff White: young trapper. Dietz. 4:50 Je'51
Jeff White: young woodsman. Dietz. 2:2 N'49
Jefferson's daughter. Criss. 1:2 0'48
JEFFREY. Book displays. 1:5 Ja'48
JEFFRIES. Calling for Isabel. 4:28 Mr'51
Jennifer gift. Smith. 5:57 Ap'50
Jennifer wish. Smith. 2:8 Ap'49
JENNINGS,A. Armchair land. 4:28 Mr'51
JENNINGS,H.H. Sociometry in group relations. 2:12 F'49
Jenny's first party. Averill. 1:1 Ap'48
Jenny's moonlight adventure. Averill. 2:1 My'49; 2:5
0'49
Jerry at school. Jackson. 4:28 Mr'51
JEWETT. Mystery at Boulder Point. 3:6 D'49
Jewish book month. 1:12 N'48; 2:9 N'49
Jewish child in bookland. Goldstein. 1:8 S'48
Jibby the cat. Salten. 1:6 Je'48
Jimmy and the spy. Lineaweaver. 4:44 My'51
Jinks of Jayson Valley. Rechnitzer. 4:22 F'51
Joan Foster, senior. Colver. 4:53 Ap'51
Joan, free lance writer. Colver. 1:1 Je'48
Joan in flowerland. Tarrant and Dutton. 5:37 Ap'50
JOBLIN. North American Indians. 1:8 S'48
Jobs that take you places. Leeming. 2:7 F'49
Joe Magarac and his U.S.A. citizen papers. Shapiro.
2:10 F'49
Joe Panther. Ball. 4:1 D'50
Johann - the woodcarver. Wood. 4:16 Ja'51
Johnny Appleseed. Disney. 2:3 S'49
Johnny and the birds. Munn. 4:15 Ja'51
Johnny Blossom. Zwilgmeyer. 2:8 D'48
Johnny Groundhog's shadow. Payne. 1:7 Ap'48
Johnny King, quarterback. Scholz. 2:4 S'49
Johnny Maple-Leaf. Tresselt. 2:11 F'49
Johnny Texas. Hoff. 3:45 Je'50
JOHNSON,B.L. Librarian and the teacher in general edu-
cation. 2:12 F'49
.School library - an opportunity for the high-
school principal. 3:48 Je'50
JOHNSON,E. Anthology of children's literature. 1:12
0'48
JOHNSON,E. Cowgirl Kate. 3:41 My'50
JOHNSON,M. pseud. see LANSING,E.C.H.
JOHNSON,M.S. Factors in reading comprehension. 5:20
Ja'50
SGay, a Shetland sheepdog. 1:5 Je'48
" Randy and the Queen of Sheba. 4:55 Ap'51
. Red Joker. 5:55 Ap'50
SSnowshoe paws. 2:4 My'49
JOHNSON,S.J. Susan's year. 1:4 S'46
JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION,
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, AND NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH. By way of introduction. 1:5
Ja'48
JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. Children's books. 2:1I
F'49; 4:17 Ja'51
JOLLISON. Fun for tiny tots. 5:55 S'50
Jolly jokes and jingles for boys and girls. Thompson.
5:71 N'50
JONATHAN. Guide book for the young man about town. 1:4
F'48
Jonathan and the rainbow. Blanck. 1:2 N'48
JONES,A. Booklover's map of the United States. 2:9
N'49
. Peggy's wish. 2:5 O'49
JONES,A.I. Parallels. 2:13 F'49
JONES,D. Plantonio, the pride of the plains. 4:35 Ap'51
JONES,E.O. Big Susan. 1:5 D'47
__.. Little Red Ridinghood. 1:6 0'48
JONES,H.D. Librarian's role in vocational guidance.
5:72 N'50
Jones, John Paul. Snow. 4:22 F'51
JONESL. Holiday mountain. 2:4 My'49
JONES,L.C. Spooks of the valley. 1:5 My'48
JONES,M.A. Tell me about prayer. 1:6 N'48
JONG,de. Return to the level land. 1:4 F'48
JORDAN. History and folklore. 3:57 S'50
Joy and the Christmas angel. Bianco. 2:1 N'49
Juanita. Politi. 1:7 Ap'48
Judith of France. Leighton. 1:5 Mr'48
JUDSON. Abraham Lincoln. 4:4 D'50
• Green ginger jar. 2:53 0'49
__ Pioneer girl. 1:5 0'48
. Reaper man. 1:3 S'48
* Summer time. 2:2 S'49
Judy-come-lately. Martin. 2:4 0'49
Judy's baby. Scott. 2:8 N'49
JULIAN. Peculiar Miss Pickett. 4:44 My'51
JULINE. Chewing gum trees. 4:20 F'51
Jungle child. Davis. 4:11 Ja'51
Junior book awards. Boys' Clubs of America. 1948 1:8
My'48; 1949 2:12 Ap'49; 2:5 0'49
Junior booklist. Secondary Education Board. 1948 1I
S'48; 1949 2:5 S'49 4
Junior high school English can be fun. Dingman. 4:"
D'50
Junior party book. Carlson. 2:1 Mr'49
JUNIOR RED CROSS. Atomic energy. 1:8 S'48
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JUNIOR RED CROSS. English and dramatics. 1:8 My'48; 1:8
S'48
Junior Reviewers catalog of the best books for children.
2:9 N'49
!JNIOR TOWN MEETL2G LEAGUE. 2:6 Mr'49
SUsing current materials. 4:39 Ap'51
Just plain Maggie. Beim. 3:66 N'50
JUSTUS. Luck for little Lihu. 5:69 N'50
SLucky penny. 4:56 Jy'51
. Susie. 1:4 Ap'48
SToby has a dog. 3:25 F'50
JUTA. Look out for the ostrichest 5:25 F'50
KAHMANN. Gypsy luck. 5:36 Ap'50
. Gypsy melody. 3:6 D'49
KAINZ. Exploring art. 1:5 Ap'48
Kalak of the ice. Kjelgaard. 2:2 Jy'49
KAMBLY. Elementary school science library. 1946-47 1:10
Ap'48; 1947-1948 2:6 Je'49; 1948-1949 5:43 My'50;
1949-1950 4:52 Je'51
KANE,H.B. Wild world tales. 2:2 Jy'49
KANE,W. Little golden paper dolls. 4:51 Je'51
Kangaroo Coolaroo. Eliott. 4:54 Ap'51
KANSAS UNIVERSITY. UNESCO book list for boys and girls.
1:7 My'48
Kantchil's lime pit. Coulander. 5:67 N'50
KANTOR. Lee and Grant at Appomattox. 4:20 F'51
ARASZ. Twelve days of Christmas. 5:11 D'49
KAROLYI. Summer to remember. 2:2 Mr'49
KARSAVINA. Tree by the waters. 1:5 Je'48
KATAYEV. Magic flower. 1:5 Mr'48
Kathie, the new teacher. Rosenheim. 2:4 0'49
Katie the kitten. Jackson. 2:3 S'49
KAY. Apple pie for Lewis. 4:56 Jy'51
Kay Everett calls CQ. Lobsenz. 4:44 My'51
j Howdy Doody's circus. 4:20 F'51
SAutumn comes to Meadow Brook Farm. 2:2 Mr'49
. Winter comes to Meadow Brook Farm. 5:25 F'50
Keep the wagons moving Lathrop. 2:2 Mr'49
Keeping reading programs abreast of the times. Gray.
5:72 N'50
Keeping up with children and books. Arbuthnot. 4:16
Ja'51
KEITH,H. Shotgun Shaw. 5:16 Ja'50
KEITH,M. Boy of Nazareth. 5:55 S'50
KELLER. Contented little pussy cat. 5:25 F'50
KELLINO. Cats in our lives. 2:5 Je'49
KELLY. Amazing journey of David Ingram. 5:7 D'47
KELSEYA.G. Big family. 4:13 Ja'51
. Blueberry acres. 5:7 D'49
. Mingo of the merry-go-round. 1:2 Jy'48
. Ricardo's white horse. 1:4 S'48
KELSEY,R.I. Goodenough Gismo. 1:4 Ap'48
KENDALL. Mark of the leopard. 1:6 F'48
KENNEDY. Star on her forehead. .:61 0'50
. Violets are blue. 4:44 My'51
KENNELL. Adventure in Russia. 1:5 D'47
KENNEY. Motion pictures and filmstrips for English.
5:52 Mr'50
Kentucky Derby winner. McMeekin. 2:4 Je'49
KENWOHTHY. Free and inexpensive materials on world
affairs for teachers. 5:45 My'50.
KERLAN. Newbery and Caldecott awards. 5:20 Ja'50
KERR,L. Girl who ran for president. 1:4 F'48
KERR,M. Use of readability formulas in selecting
textbooks. 2:7 My'49
Kerry, the fire-engine dog. Lewis and Corchia. 2:2
KSSLER. Leisure time interest questionnaire. 1:9 S'48
KEYES. Once on Esplanade. 1:4 F'48
Keystone Kelly. Scholz. 5:56 S'50
Kidnapped. Stevenson. 2:6 My'49
KIEFER. American children through their books 1700-1855.
1:5 Jy'48
Kiki dances. Steiner. 5:10 D'49
Kiki skates. Steiner. 4:6 D'50
Kildee house. Montgomery. 2:6 N'49
Kiner, Ralph. Meany. 4:45 My'51
KING,D.N. Fix the toys. 4:20 F'51
KING,M. Coat of many colors. 4:20 F'51
King and the noble blacksmith. Blanck. 3:55 S'50
King Arthur and his knights. Macleod. 5:70 N'50
King of the wind. Henry. 1:4 0'48
King Philip, the Indian chief. Averill. 4:52 Ap'51
Kingdom of children: books for children. 2:7 My'49
KINGMAN. Best Christmas. 5:7 D'49
. Philippe's hill. 4:4 D'50
____ . Rocky summer. 1:4 S'48
King's company. Hill. 4:20 F'51
King's man. Edmonston and Hyde. 1:5 Ap'48
KINNEY. Lonesome bear. 2:3 0'49
KISER. Gay Melody. 2:6 F'49
. Rainbow for me. 1:5 0'48
. Roses for Bonny-Belle. 5:41 My'50
. Sunshine for Merrily. 2:4 My'49
_ Wishing Starrs. 4:4 D'50
KISSEN. Straw ox. 3:7 D'49
KISSIN. Desert animals. 1:5 Mr'48
KITSON. Vocations for girls. 4:56 Jy'51
Kitten who listened. Ulreick. 5:6 0'50
KJELGAARD. Chip, the dam builder. 4:4 D'50
. Irish Red. 4:44 My'51
SKalak of the ice. 2:2 Jy'49
.Nose for trouble. 5:7 D'49
SSnow dog. 1:6 N'48
SWild trek. 5:41 My'50
Kleer vue coloring book. LaTour. 2:9 D'48
KLEIN. Westminster nursery books. 4:15 Ja'51
KLEM. Serena and the cookie lady. 2:5 Je'49
KLEMIN. Helicopter adventure. 1:5 Mr'48
KNAPP. Eleanor Roosevelt. 3:7 D'49
KNIGHT,C. Secret of the buried tomb. 1:5 Ap'48
. Skyroad to mystery. 2:4 N'49
KNIGHT,R.A. It might be you. 5:7 D'49
Knight of Florence. Evernden. 3:50 Jy'50
KNITTLE. Train stories. 5:15 Ja'50
Knockout. Harkins. 5:40 My'50
KNOOP. Lars and the Luck Stone. 4:13 Ja'51
KOCH. Tournament trail. 5:56 Ap'50
KOHAN. Eagle in the valley. 4:50 Je'51
KOHL. Your America. 2:2 S'49
KOHLER. You and the Constitution of the United States.
1:6 S'48
KORAL. Children's books for a quarter or less. 5:52
Mr'50
KORFF. Books for children on religious themes. 3:43
My'50
KORN. Trailblazer to television. 4:20 F'51
KRASILOVSKY. Man who didn't wash his dishes. 35:55 S'50
KRASNO. Guide to children's records. 2:6 Mr'49
KRAUS. Square dances of today. 4:535 Ap'51
KRAUSS. Bears. 1:6 N'48
. Backward day. 4:15 Ja'51
-. Big world and the little house. 5:16 Ja'50
__-_ _. Happy day. 5:7 D'49
KRE- K. I can fly. 4:55 Ap'51
KREINIK. Mickey Marcus. 4:12 Ja'51
Kristie and the colt. Brock. 5:2 D'49
KRUG. Eight Christmas plays for children. 1:8 S'48
KUNHARDT. Little Peewee. 1:7 0'48
. Tiny animal stories. 1:4 Je'48
KURILECZ. Free reading periods pack school library.
5:43 My'50
KYLE,E. pseud. see DUNLOP,A.M.R.
LaBERGE. Boats, airplanes, and kites. 4:21 F'51
LACH. Child's first cook book. 4:15 Ja'51
LADIES HOME JOURNAL. High school career booklet
library. 1:12 N'48
LAGERLOF. Wonderful adventures of Nils. 1:4 F'48
LAIRD. Nancy gets a job. 4:44 My'51
. Nancy goes to college. 5:36 Ap'50
LAMBERT,J. Confusion - by Cupid. 5:46 Je'50
. Reluctant heart. 4:21 F'51
. Treasure trouble. 2:3 Je'49
LAMBERT,R.S. Adventure to the Polar Sea. 3:69 N'50
LAMPMAN. Crazy creek. 1:5 0'48
___ . Bounces of Cynthiann'. 4:15 Ja'51
_ Treasure mountain. 2:5 0'49
LANCASTER. Saracen's head. 5:7 D'49
Lance and cowboy Billy. Holt and Coggins. 4:15 Ja'51
Lance and his first horse. Holt and Coggins. 5:6
D'49
Land and people of Canada. Ross. 1:6 F'48
Land and people of Israel. Hoffman. 5:55 Ap'50
Land and people of Mexico. Larralde. 4:21 F'51
Land and people of Sweden. Nano. 5:24 F'50
Landing of the Pilgrims. Daugherty. 4:2 D'50
LANE,B.B. Your part in your child's education. 1:12
0'48
LANE,C.D. River dragon. 2:4 Ja'49
STreasure cave. 5:50 Jy'50
LANG. Blue fairy book. 1:6 N'48
SCrimson fairy book. 1:3 Ja'48
SGreen fairy book. 1:6 N'48
SOlive fairy book. 2:2 S'49
SOrange fairy book. 2:2 S'49
SRed fairy book. 2:5 D'48
SRose fairy book. 1:2 Jy'48
SViolet fairy book. 1:5 Ja'48
SYellow fairy book. 2:5 D'48
LANGE. Eskimo store. 1:4 S'48
LANGFORD. Fire upon the earth. 4:44 My'51
LANGLEY. Hoogles and Alexander. 4:28 Mr'51
LANSING. Cathy Carlisle. 1:5 Ap'48
. Nancy Naylor, visiting nurse. 1:5 Ap'48
SPony that ran away. 4:56 Jy'51
* Rider on the mountains. 3:7 D'49
LaPLANTE. Developmental values through library books.
2:5 0'49
Lark in the morn. Vipont. 4:47 My'51
LAROM. Mountain pony and the elkhorn mystery. 4:21
F'51
SMountain pony and the pinto colt. 1:5 Ja'48
. Mountain pony and the rodeo mystery. 2:5 N'49
LARRALDE. Land and people of Mexico. 4:21 F'51
Lars and Lisa in Sweden. Vreeland. 5:71 N'50
Lars and the Luck Stone. Knoop. 4:15 Ja'51
LARSON. Books for tired eyes. 4th. ed. 4:57 Jy'51
Last of the wild stallions. Meyers. 2:6 N'49
Latch key club. Clymer. 2:2 N'49
LATRAM. Lonesome longhorn. 4:44 My'51
LATHROP,H. Map clinic. 1:9 Ap'48
LATHROP,W. .Keep the wagons movingt 2:2 Mr'49
LaTOUR. Kleer vue coloring book. 2:9 D'48
LATTIMORE. Christopher and his turtle. 3:55 S'50
. Davy of the Everglades. 2:2 Jy'49
. Deborah's white winter. 2:2 Jy'49
. Fig tree. 4:55 Ap'51
. Indigo hill. 5:29 Mr'50
. Three little Chinese girls. 1:4 S'48
LATTIN. Peasant boy who became Pope. 4:55 Ap'51
LAU. Story of Joseph. 5:56 Ap'50
Laughing matter. Smith. 5:19 Ja'50
LAVENDER. Golden trek. 1:5 0'48
LAWRENCE,I. Theft of the golden ring. 1:5 My'48
STwo for the show. 2:5 N'49
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LAWRENCE,M. Home made year. 5:55 S'50
. Peachtree island. 1:7 N'48
. Sand in her shoes. 2:5 N'49
LAWSON. Fabulous flight. 2:5 N'49
. Mr. Twigg's mistake. 2:4 Ja'49
. Robbut. 2:4 Ja'49
. Smeller Martin. 4:5 D'50
LAWTON. How to be happy though young. 5:17 Ja'50
Leader's guide. Wolfe. 2:7 Je'49
LEAF. Arithmetic can be fun. 5:7 D'49
Boo, who used to be scared of the dark. 2:6 F'49
SHistory can be fun. 4:13 Ja'51
_ . Sam and the superdroop. 2:5 Ja'49
LEARNED. Funny bunny. 5:29 Mr'50
Learning about the Soviet Union. National Council of
American-Societ Friendship. 2:11 Ap'49
Learning to meet differences in family and community
patterns. Schraegle. 3:52 Jy'50
Leave it to Beany! Weber. 5:42 My'50
LEAVITT,D. Adventure on the Potomac. 2:5 0'49
LEAVITT,H.S. Recordings for the elementary school. 2:5
S'49
LEE. Fun with paper dolls. 5:7 D'49
. How to make dolls and doll houses. 2:6 F'49
Lee and Grant at Appomattox. Kantor. 4:20 F'51
LEEMING. Fun with fabrics. 5:29 Mr'50
SGames with playing cards. 5:7 D'49
SIt's easy to make music. 2:6 F'49
SJobs that take you places. 2:7 F'49
SMore fun with puzzles. 1:5 F'48
.Papercraft. 2:5 0'49
Lees of Arlington. Vance. 5:19 Ja'50
Le GALLIENNE. Flossie and Bossie. 5:8 D'49
Legend of Sleepy Hollow. Irving. 2:7 My'49
Legends children love. Strong. 5:71 N'50
Legends of the North. Coolidge. 4:49 Je'51
LEIGHTON. Judith of France. 1:5 Mr'48
Leisure-time activities of Iowa high school students.
Starrak. 5:48 Je'50
Leisure time interest questionnaire. Kessler. 1:9 S'48
LEISY. Folklore in American literature. 5:57 S'50
L'ENGLE. And both were young. 5:29 Mr'50
LENGYEL. Americans from Hungary. 1:4 My'48
LENN. Pope Pius XII. 5:50 Jy'50
LENSKI. Boom town boy. 1:4 S'48
.Cotton in my sack. 2:3 0'49
SCowboy Small. 2:4 My'49
SI like winter. 4:5 D'50
. Mr. and Mrs. Noah. 1:5 Ap'48
Now it's fall. 1:4 S'48
. Texas Tomboy. 5:56 S'50
LENT. "I work on a newspaper". 1:5 Jy'48
LEON. What am I? 2:5 S'49
LEONARD,J.E. Flies. 4:21 F'51
LEONARD,N.M. Graymouse family. 4:44 My'51
LEONARD,T.B. Sixty snappy quizzes for boys and girls.
5:69 N'50
LEPMAN, Mission for' children. 1:12 0'48
LESLAU. Fire on the mountain. 5:40 My'50
Less prejudice & bigotry. Ferguson. 4:50 Mr'51
Lessons in loveliness. Scott. 1:7 D'47
Le SUEUR. Nancy Hanks of Wilderness Road. 5:8 D'49
* Sparrow Hawk. 5:61 0'50
Let them face it. Child Study Association of America.
5:48 Je'50
Let'em roll. Daugherty. 5:40 My'50
Let's broadcast. Braun. 2:9 D'48
Let's celebrate Christmas. Gardner. 5:68 N'50
Let's find out. Schneider. 5:57 Ap'50
Let's got Crawford. 2:2 S'49
Let's go camping. Zarchy. 4:57 Jy'51
Let's go fishing. Jackson. 5:25 F'50
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Let's go shopping with Peter and Penny. Combes, 1:6
0'48
et's go to the desert. Huntington. 2:5 0'49
's join the human race. Barr. 4:58 Ap'51
et's learn the flowers. McClintock. 2:8 F'49
Let's learn to listen. Wisconsin Joint Committee for
Better Radio Listening. 2:7 Je'49
Let's look ahead. Sherman. 5:56 S'50
Let's look inside your house. Schneider. 2:5 Mr'49
Let's look under the city. Schneider. 5:57 Ap'50
Let's make a lot of things. Zarchy. 1:6 My'48
Let's make a puppet. Farnam and Wheeler. 2:5 F'49
Let's read about Alaska. Tompkins. 4:51 Je'51
Let's read about Brazil. May. 4:28 Mr'51
Let's read about Canada. Harris. 5:50 Jy'50
Let's read about China. Yaukey. 4:52 Je'51
Let's read about Hawaiian Islands. Fergusson. 4:3 D'50
Let's read about Mexico. May. 5:62 0'50
Let's read about South America. Goetz. 4:27 Mr'51
Let's-read-together poems. Brown and Heltman. 5:12
D'49
LETTON. Your child's leisure time. 5:32 Mr'50
LEVINE. Baby is born. 2:4 Je'49; 2:2 S'49
LEVINGER. Albert Einstein. 2:4 My'49
LEVY. So we sing. 5:56 S'50
LEWELLEN. You and atomic energy. 2:2 S'49
LEWIS,C. Lion, the witch and the wardrobe. 4:35 Ap'51
LEWIS,C.L. Famous American Marines. 4:5 D'50
LEWIS,F. Kerry, the fire-engine dog. 2:2 N'49
LEWIS,P. T-V and teen-agers. 2:7 My'49
LEWITON. Cup of courage. 2:4 Ja'49
L'HOMMEDIEU. Spot, the Dalmatian pup. 4:21 F'51
Liberty maid. Morgan. 5:41 My'50
Librarian and the audio-visual program. Douglas. 4:50
Mr'51
lrarian and the teacher in general education. Johnson
rand Lindstrom. 2:12 F'49
Librarian into educator. Duff. 5:32 Mr'50
Librarian's reading shelf for children's work. 5:58
Ap'50
Librarian's role in vocational guidance. Jones. 5:72
N'50
Libraries serve the Richmond schools. Preston. 4:24
F'51
Library and audio-visual materials. Myers. 2:5 S'49
Library and extra-class activities. Wiese. 5:45 My'50
Library books helpful in planning units of work in the
elementary and junior high schools. 2:9 N'49
Library consultant service leaflets; second series.
Teachers College Library. 2:11 Ap'49
Library guidance in reading. Smith. 5:43 My'50
Library science bibliography. Arizona State College.
2:5 S'49
Licorice. Briggs. 2:1 My'49
Life adjustment booklets. Science Research Associates.
2:6 Jy'49
Life of Audubon. Fisher. 5:15 Ja'50
LIGHT. Bibliography of bibliographies on atomic energy.
2:7 Je'49
Lightfoot. Shippen. 5:71 N'50
Like father, like fun. Hall. 1:4 0'48
JLLIENTHAL. Guideposts in child growth and development.
5:45 My'50
LILLARD. America in fiction. 2:9 N'49
ULLLIE. Book of three festivals. 1:6 Ap'48
_ . I will build my church. 4:28 Mr'51
4lncoln, Abraham. Foster. 5s60 OO50; Judson. 4:4 D'50
l4na's homecoming. Whitney. 5:51 Jy'50
DERMAN. Guiding children in library reading. 4:52
Je'51
LNDGBREN. Pippi Longstocking. 4:21 F'51
UIDMAM, Flicka, Ricka, Dicka and their new skates.
4:28 Mr'51
LINDMAN (Cont.) Fire Eye. 1:6 Ap'48
. Snowboot. 5:50 Jy'50
LINDSTROM. Librarian and the teacher in general edu-
cation. 2:12 F'49
LINEAWEAVER. Jimmy and the spy. 4:44 My'51
LINGNEFELTER. Vocations for girls. 4:56 Jy'51
Lion Boy's white brother. Stevens. 4:46 My'51
Lion, the witch and the wardrobe. Lewis. 4:55 Ap'51
LIPKIND. Two Reds. 3:61 0'50
LIPPINCOTT. Black Wings. 1:5 Ja'48
.Wahoo bobcat. 4:15 Ja'51
_ . olf king. 2:2 S'49
Lisbeth and the clam. Wyntree. 4:51 Je'51
Lisbeth Holly. Barlow. 1:1 D'47
List of free and inexpensive teaching aids for the
science teacher. Beuschlein and Sanders. 2:10 Ap'49
Listen to the mockingbird. Eberle. 2:2 Je'49
Literature, a pathway to understanding people.
Milwaukee Public Schools. 1:6 My'48
Literature and American history. Lottick. 2:7 My'49
Literature and emotional maturity. Carlsen. 2:7 7y'49
Literature and human behavior. DeBoer. 5:32 Mr'50
Literature as a builder of intergroup understanding.
Noyes. 1:10 Ap'48
Literature for human understanding. American Council on
Education. 1:9 Ap'48
LITTEN. Code of a champion. 4:14 Ja'51
. Treasure bayou. 2:5 N'49
Little appaloosa. Hader. 5:5 D'49
Little Benny wanted a pony. Barrett. 4:10 Ja'51
Little Black Sambo. Bannerman. 2:7 F'49
Little Boy Brown. Harris. 2:4 N'49
Little boy with a big horn. Bechdolt. 4:52 Ap'51
Little Brown Monkey. Upham. 3:25 F'50
Little Bruin. Christensen. 2:2 N'49
Little circus dog. Barr. 5:15 Ja'50
Little cowboy. Brown. 2:2 My'49
Little crow. Osswald and Reed. 4:59 Ap'51
Little dog who forgot to bark. 2:4 Jy'49
Little Duchess. Brock. 1:2 S'48
Little dusty foot. Magoon. 2:5 D'48
Little echo in the hills. Patton. 5:42 My'50
Little farmer. Brown. 1:2 Ap'48
Little fat policeman. Brown and Hurd. 4:55 Ap'51
Little flute player. Bothwell. 2:1 0'49
Little Fu. Creekmore. 1:2 Ja'48
Little galoshes. Jackson. 5:16 Ja'50
Little games and parties. Powers. 4:29 Mr'51
Little girl from the city. Voronkova. 1:6 S'48
Little golden ABC. DeWitt. 4:54 Ap'51
Little golden book of singing games. Wessells. 1:7
Mr'48
Little golden book of words. Chambers. 2:10 Ja'49
Little golden paper dolls. Miloche and Kane. 4:51 Je'51
Little good people. Foyle. 3:22 F'50
Little grey men. Watkins-Pitchford. 2:8 N'49
Little haymakers. Coatsworth. 5:14 Ja'50
Little hill. Behn. 2:1 N'49
Little house on stilts. Patton. 2:6 D'48
Little kittens' nursery rhymes. 5:56 S'50
Little lame prince. Craik. 2:2 Ja'49
Little long rifle. Parks. 2:4-Je'49
Little maid of Nantucket. Curtis. 5:27 Mr'50
Little maid of New Orleans. Curtis. 2:1 Je'49
Little men. Alcott. 5:66 N'50
Little old automobile. Ets. I15 0'48
Little-or-nothing from Nottingham. Henry. 2:2 0'49
Little Owl Indian. Beatty. 4:40 My'51
Little Peewee. Kunhardt. 1:7 0'48
Little prairie doj. Barr. 5:14 Ja'50
Little princesses. Crawford. 5:54 S'50
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Little puppy who would not mind his mother. Hopkins.
5:25 F'50
Little red horse. Sawyer. 4:6 D'50
Little Red Ridinghood. Jones. 1:6 0'48
Little skipper. Creekmore. 5:54 S'50
Little tractor who traveled to Israel. Greenberg. 2:4
N'49
Little train that saved the day. Steiner. 2:6 Ja'49
Little train that won a medal. Geis. 2:4 Jy'49
Little trapper. Jackson. 3:29 Mr'50
Little whistler. Frost. 2:3 N'49
Little Wiener. Scott. 4:57 Ap'51
Little wild horse. Beatty. 2:1 S'49
LOBDELL. Classic as reading material for retarded
readers. 4:24 F'51
Loblolly farm. Chastain. 3:54 Ap'50
LOBSENZ. Kay Everett calls CQ. 4:44 My'51
Lobster books. Hatch. 4:50 Je'51
Local indexes in American libraries. Ireland. 1:8
Mr'48
LOCHLONS. Squeeze play. 5:56 S'50
. Stretch Smith makes a basket. 2:4 My'49
LOFTING. Doctor Dolittle and the secret lake. 1:7 N'48
LOGASA. Historical fiction. 2:5 S'49
LOHRER. North American Folklore. 5:12 D'49; 3:57 S'50
Lone star tomboy. Allen. 4:40 My'51
Lonesome bear. Kinney. 2:5 0'49
Lonesome longhorn. Latham. 4:44 My'51
LONG,E. Chocolate. 4:14 Ja'51
. Faraway holiday. 1:4 f'47
LONG,L. David Farragut. 4:14 Ja'51
. Oliver Hazard Perry. 2:5 N'49
Long and the short of it. Schurr. 4:22 F'51
Long arm of the mounted. Mowery. 2:5 Ja'49
Long portage. Best. 1:1 N'48
LONGSTRETH. Great venture. 1:7 N'48
_ Hide-out. 1:4 D'47
. Mounty in a jeep. 5:17 Ja'50
. Showdown. 4:14 Ja'51
Look out for the ostrichest Juta. 5:23 F'50
Looking at the comics - 1949. 5:52 Mr'50
LOOMIS,A.F. Ride out singing. 4:44 My'51
L6MIS,J.P. Salto. 5:41 My'50
Lord is my shepherd. Barnhart. 5:15 Ja'50
LORENZINI. Adventures of Pinocchio. 4:45 My'51
. Pinocchio. 2:4 J2'49
Lorie. Eberle. 5:68 N'50
LOS ANGELES COUNTY SCHOOLS. Suggestions for career days.
1:10 Ap'48
Lost dog. Near. 4:15 Ja'51
Lost eleven. Bishop. 4:18 F'51
Lost hole of Bingoola. Harris. 1:5 Je'48
Lost Karin. Dunlop. 1:5 S'48
Lost treasure box. Rushmore. 2:8 N'49
Lothrop baby books. 1:4 D'47
Lots of things to make and do. Madison Public Schools.
5:52 Jy'50
LOTTICK. Literature and American history. 2:7 My'49
LOVE. April showers. 1:6 Ap'48
LOVELACE. Betsy and Joe. 1:5 S'48
. Betsy was a junior. 1:5 F'48
SCarney's house party. 2:5 O'49
. Tune is in the tree. 5:56 S'50
Lovelace, Maud Hart. Crowell. 2:5 S'49
LOW,A.M. Popular scientific recreations. 4:21 F'51
LOW,E. High harvest. 1:7 0'48
Low countries. Yaukey. 5:25 F'50
LOWE,C. Gentle warrior. 1:7 0'48
LOWE,E. Where things come from. 2:7 F'49
LOWNDES. Manual for baby sitters. 2:8 F'49; 2:5 N'49
LOWREY. Margaret. 4:5 D'50
Luck for little Lihu. Justus. 5:69 N'50
LUCKHARDT. Bells ring out. 4:5 D'50
Lucky days for Johnny. Smith. 5:63 0'50
Lucky mischief. Burgwyn. 2:1 0'49
Lucky penny. Justus. 4:56 Jy'51
Lucy's Christmas. Molloy. 3:70 N'50
Lucy's League. Hogarth. 4:27 Mr'51
Luke's quest. Snedeker. 1:6 F'48
Lullabies from every land. Bertail. 1:1 Mr'48
Lulu's play school. Steiner. 1:10 N'48
LUM. Stars in our heaven. 2:5 My'49
Lunch box story. Goldberg. 4:43 My'51
LUNDY. Tidewater valley. 2:5 N'49
LUTZ. Books for severely retarded junior high school
readers. 5:72 N'50
Lynn, cover girl. Putnam. 5:63 0'50
LYON,E. Hilary's'island. 5:56 Ap'50
S Wishing water gate. 5:17 Ja'50
LYON,J. pseud. see De LEEUW,C.
LYONS,D. Copper Khan. 3:61 O'50
. Harlequin hullabaloo. 5:8 D'49
Red Embers. 1:7 0'48
Lysbet. Choate and Curtis. 1:2 F'48
LYTTLETON. Jean Craig finds romance. 2:4 D'48
SJean Craig, graduate nurse. 4:21 F'51
SJean Craig grows up. 2:4 D'48
SJean Craig in New York. 2:4 D'48
SJean Craig, nurse. 2:5 N'49
MacBAIN. Man of his own. 5:15 Ja'50
MacBEAN. Phonograph records and their use in a school
library. 1:8 F'48; 1:11 Ap'48
S Picture-book dictionary. 1:4 D'47; 2:8 Ja'49
" What book is that? 1:5 N'48
McBRIDE. Smoky Valley claim. 4:28 Mr'51
McCABE,L. I'll take Cappy. 2:5 D'48
McCABE,N. Cable car Jbey. 5:23 F'50
McCLINTOCK. Let's learn the flowers. 2:8 F'49
McCLOSKEY. Blueberries for Sal. 1:7 N'48
. Centerburg tales. 4:50 Je'51
McCLUNG. Ruby Throat. 3:61 0'50
_ . Sphinx. 2:6 N'49
. Wings in the woods. 1:5 S'48
McClurg's new graded list of books for elementary
schools. Whitcomb. 2:7 Je'49; 4:52 Je'51
McCLUSKY. A-V bibliography. 4:50 Mr'51
McCORMICK,A.H. Merry makes a choice. 2:5 Ap'49
McCORMICK,W. Bases loaded. 3:29 Mr'50
SFlying tackle. 3:17 Ja'50
.Three-two pitch. 1:4 Je'48
McZRACKEN. Caribou traveler. 3:17 Ja'50
McDEVITT. Mr. Apple's family. 5:41 My'50
MacDONAL,B.B. Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle's magic. 5:17 Ja'50
MacDONALD,G. Princess and the goblin. 4:45 My'51
MacDONALD,Z.K. Marcia, private secretary. 2:5 Ap'49
MACE. When I grow up. 4:14 Ja'.51
McFARLAND. Child Life book of adventure. 2:8 F'49
McFARLANE. It's easy to fix your bike. 1:4 D'47
McGAVRAN. They live in Bible lands. 5:69 N'50
SWhere the carp banners fly. 2:5 S'49
McGIBENY. Ali of Baku. 2:6 My'49
McGILLICUDDY. Connie Mack's baseball book. 5:61 0'50
McGINLEY. All around the town. 2:2 Mr'49
* Blunderbus. 4:55 Ap'51
* Most wonderful doll in the world. 4:5 D'50
, Name for kitty. 2:7 F'49
McGRAW. Sawdust in his shoes. 5:41 My'50
MacGREGOR. Tommy and the telephone. 1:5 Ja'48
McGUIRE. Wagon to a star. 4:56 Jy'51
MACHETANZ. Barney hits the trail. 4:14 Ja'51
McHUGH. Baby's house. 3:29 Mr'50
McILVAINE. Front page for Jennifer. 5:70 N'50
MACK,C. see McGILLICUDD!,C.
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MACKAY. Poetic parrot. 4:56 Jy'51
MacKAYE. Far distant bugle. 1:5 S'4 8LcKEAN. David's bad day. 2:6 N'49
--. Up hill. 1:4 D'47£cKENNY. Trees of the countryside. 5:56 S'50
McKEOWN. Trail led North. 2:2 Jy'49
McKIMSON. Bugs Bunny. 2:5 S'49
.Bugs Bunny's treasure hunt. 5:16 Ja'50
McKIMSON,T. see also WARNER BROS. CARTOONS, INC.
McKOIN. Boy grows up. 2:5 S'49
McLEAN. Traded twins. 4:45 My'51
MacLELLAN. Mr. O'Riley and Brownie. 5:50 Mr'50
McLELLAND. Ten Beaver road. 1:6 Ap'48
MACLEOD. Book of King Arthur and his noble knights.
2:6 N'49
_ King Arthur and his knights. 5:70 N'50
MacMAHEN. Jack O'Moora and the King of Ireland's son.
3:70 N'50
MchEEKIN. First book of horses. 5:17 Ja'50
SFirst book about babies all around the world.
5:51 Jy'50
SKentucky Derby winner. 2:4 Je'49
MacMILLAN. Etuk, the Eskimo hunter. 4:14 Ja'51
McNALLY. This is Mexico. 1:4 Ja'48
McNEER. California gold rush. 4:5 D'50
.John Wesley. 4:45 My'51
.Story of Florida. 1:4 Ja'48
. Story of the southwest. 1:7 N'48
McPHEDRAN. David and the white cat. 4:14 Ja'51
. Golden north. 2:6 Ap'49
McPHEE. Club of small men. 1:4 Je'48
McQUEEN. Modern comedies for young players. 4:45 My'51
McREYNOLDS. Sleepy to the rescue. 5:8 D'49
McSPADDEN. Stories from Dickens. 2:6 N'49
McSWIGAN. Binnie latches on. 5:70 N'50
& . Our town has a circus. 5:25 F'50
IcIIRTER. Prairie church. 5:56 S'50
MADDEN. Picture dictionary to read and color. 2:10
Ja'49
Made in Poland. Jarecka. 2:5 Je'49
MADISON FREE LIBRARY. Books for the youngest readers.
5:64 0'50
MADISON PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Fun for all and all for fun.
2:7 Je'49
_ Lots of things to make and do. 5:52 Jy'50
_ Index to 500 favorite poems for the elementary
grades. 1:8 S'48
. Magazines for the elementary grades. 2:7 Je'49
Magazines for children and young people. Child Study
Association of America. 5:48 Je'50
Magazines for the elementary grades. Madison Public
Schools. 2:7 Je'49
Maggie, a mischievous magpie. Black. 3:1 D'49
Maggie Muggins stories. Grannan. 4:34 Ap'51
Magic bus. Dolbier. 2:3 F'49; 2:4 Jy'49
Magic firecrackers. Dawson. 5:14 Ja'50
Magic flower. Katayev. 1:5 Mr'48
Magic forest. Ross. 2:8 Ap'49
Magic gate. Williams. 2:9 N'49
Magic money. Clark. 5:59 0'50
Magic of oil. Bethers. 2:1 My'49
Magic wish. Nast. 35:16 Ja'50
MAGINLEY. Historic models of early America. 1:5 Mr'48
. Make it and ride it. 5:8 D'49
. Toymaker's book. 2:8 F'49
Magnolia heights. Paschal. 1:6 F'48
lAGOON. Little dusty foot. 2:5 D'48
IAONEY. Numbers we see. 2:7 Ap'49
TLAND. Religious juveniles have own criteria. 1:15
N'48
Make-believe parade. Margo. 3:24 F'50
Make it and make it payl Roberts. 2:4 0'49
Make it and ride it. Maginley. 5:8 D'49
Make it yourselft Carlson. 5:34 Ap'50
Make way for the brave. Allen. 3:49 Jy'50
Makers of the U.S.A. 1:8 Je'48
Making friends of books. Dawson. 5:26 F'50
MALCOLMSON. Song of Robin Hood. 1:5 D'47
MALKUS. Colt of destiny. 4:14 Ja'51
_ . Constancia Lona. 1:5 Mr'48
MALLETTE. Clear to land. 5:62 0'50
. Unexpected summer. 2:5 0'49
MALVERN,C. How big? 2:5 N'49
MALVERN,G. Eric's girls. 2:3 0'49
SMeg's fortune. 5:50 Mr'50
SYour kind indulgence. 1:6 Ap'48
MAMMEN. Turnipseed Jones. 5:56 Ap'50
Man of his own. Ford and MacBain. 3:15 Ja'50
Man who didn't wash his dishes. Krasilovsky. 5:55 S'50
Manners for moderns. Scott. 2:5 Je'49
Manners made easy. Beery. 3:1 D'49
MANNING-SANDERS. Swan of Denmark. 5:51 Jy'50
MANSFIELD. Dawn of creation. 1:5 F'48
MANSO. Fire house. 2:6 N'49
. Wild west. 5:51 Jy'50
Manual and course of study of elementary school libra-
ries. Sacramento School District. 2:9 D'48
Manual for baby sitters. Lowndes. 2:8 F'49; 2:5 N'49
Manuel goes to sea. Fuller. 1:4 Ap'48
Map clinic. Lathrop. 1:9 Ap'48
Maple sugar for Windy Foot. Frost. 5:28 Mr'50
Marcia, private secretary. MacDonald. 2:5 Ap'49
Margaret. Lowrey. 4:5 D'50
MARGO. Make-believe parade. 5:24 F'50
MARGULES. Books in series for children. 1:7 My'48
MARGULIES. All American football stories. 5:50 Mr'50
Marian and Marion. Selleger-Elout. 2:6 My'49
MARIANA. Miss Flora McFlimsey's Christmas Eve. 5:8 D'49-
., Miss Flora McFlimsey's Easter bonnet. 4:35
Ap'51
Marie Antoinette. Vance. 5:71 N'50
Mark, Mark, shut the doort Hawkins. 1:2 Ja'48
Mark of the leopard. Stevens and Kendall. 1:6 F'48
MAROHN. Tuttle. 2:6 N'49
MARiOTT. Indians on horseback. 2:2 Mr'49
MARSHAK. Postman. 1:7 N'46
MARSHALL,D. Dig for a treasure. 3:17 Ja'50
. Invisible island. 2:5 D'48
Marshall, John. Monsell. 2:4 0'49
LARTIN,BERNARD. Red treasure. 1:4 Ja'48
MARTIN,BILL. Five little rabbits. 4:55 Ap'51
SGolden Arrow. 4:14 Ja'51
STeach me to pray. 4:28 Mr'51
SWild horse roundup. 4:14 Ja'51
MARTIN,C.i:. Monsters of old Los Angeles. 3:62 0'50
. . Once a cowboy. 2:5 My'49
. Orphans of the range. 4:21 F'51
MARTIN,D.B. Adventure in Ireland. 2:6 Ap'49
MARTIN,E.B. Judy-come-la tely. 2:4 0'49
MARTIN,F.G.M. Nine tales of coyote. 4:15 Ja'51
MARTIN,L.K. What are we afraid of? 2:7 Ja'49
Martin Butterfield. Burgan. 5:59 0'50
MARTINSON. Grandpa's farm. 5:17 Ja'50
Marvelous adventures of Johnny Darling. Jagendorf.
5:23 F'50
Marvelous merry-go-round. Werner. 5:64 0'50
Mary. Buffler. 2:1 Je'49
Mary Ann's first picture. Bromhall. 1:2 Ap'48
Mary Lizzie. Musgrave. 5:62 O'50
Mary Montgomery, rebel. Daringer. 1:5 Ap'48
MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. High school librarians
choose the best books of '49 for their readers.
5:52 Jy'50
Maryland and Virginia roundabout. Rothery. 1:6 Mr'48
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MASANI. Gandhi's story. 5:62 0'50
. Nehru's story. 5:8 D'49
Masked prowler. George. 4:5 D'50
MASON,G.F. Animal sounds. 2:5 My'49
. Animal weapons. 2:4 0'49
MASON,H.A. Rainbow gold. 4:56 Jy'51
MASON,J. Cats in our lives. 2:5 Je'49
MASON,M.E. Herman the brave pig. 3:8 D'49
SHominy and his blunt-nosed arrow. 4:5 D'50
SMary Mapes Dodge, jolly girl. 2:4 Je'49
. Three ships came sailing in. 5:41 My'50
MASON,W.M. We like to do things. 3:24 F'50
Mass media for boys and girls. 5:26 F'50
Master Till's amazing pranks. Gombrich and Hemsted.
2:5 Je'49
MASTERS. Child's garden of flowers. 2:6 N'49
. Child's garden of vegetables. 2:6 N'49
Mathematical teaching aids. Urbancek. 3:43 My'50
MATHEWS. Cowboy book. 35:51 Jy'50
MATSON. Books for tired eyes. 4:57 Jy'51
MAW. Nikoline's academy. 4:36 Ap'51
MAY. Let's read about Brazil. 4:28 Mr'51
. Let's read about Mexico. 5:62 0'50
MEADER. Behind the ranges. 1:5 F'48
SCedar's Boy. 2:6 N'49
. River of the wolves. 1:7 0'48
_ Whaler 'round the Horn. 4:28 Mr'51
MEADOWCROFT. By secret railway. 1:8 0'48
. Texas star. 4:29 Mr'51
MEANS. Hetty of the Grande Deluxe. 4:29 Mr'51
House under the hill. 5:8 D'49
. Silver fleece. 5:51 Jy'50
MEANY. Baseball's greatest teams. 2:4 Je'49
SJoseph Paul DiMeggio. 4:36 Ap'51
SRalph Kiner. 4:45 My'51
SStanley Frank Musial. 4:45 My'51
MEDARY. Prairie printer. 2:2 Jy'49
MEEK. Boots. 2:4 Je'49
Hans. 53:0 Mr'50
_. Midnight. 2:5 My'49
. Ranger. 2:6 N'49
SSurfman. 3:62 0'50
MEEKS. Cinderella. 1:4 My'48
Fireman Casey and fireboat 999. 5:17 Ja'50
Meet the sciences. 1:8 D'47
Meeting the need for qualified school librarians.
Romine. 4:9 D'50
MEG. Cheese for Lafayette. 4:21 F'51
Meg's fortune. Malvern. 3:50 Mr'50
MEIGS,C.L. Two arrows. 3:8 D'49
MEIGSE.B. Silver quest. 2:4 Je'49
. White winter. 1:8 0'48
MELADY. Nature dictionary. 4:15 Ja'51
Melindy's happy summer. Faulkner. 2:2 0'49
Melody, Mutton Bone, and Sam. Davis. 1:2 F'48
MELTON. Towboat pilot. 4:29 Mr'51
MENKE. All-sports record book. 4: 6 Ap'51
Mercer boys at Woodcrest. Wyckoff. 2:8 D'48
Mercer boys' cruise in the Lassie. Wyckoff. 2:8 D'48
Mercer boys' mystery case. Wyckoff. 2:8 D'48
Mercer boys on a treasure hunt. Wyckoff. 2:8 D'48
Mercer boys with the Coast Guard. Wyckoff. 2:5 N'49
Mercy Hicks. Jackson. 35:29 Mr'50
MERGANTHALER LINOTYPE COMPANY. Readability of type.
1:9 Ap'48
Mermaid and the simpleton. Picard. 4:15 Ja'51
MERRICK. Brian. 4:51 Je'51
MERRILL. Children's librarians rate the difficulty of
well-known juvenile books. 4:52 Je'51
Merriweathers. Torrey. 2:8 N'49
Merry fiddlers. Goudey. 4:55 Jy'51
Merry makes a choice. McCormick. 2:5 Ap'49
Merry men of Gotham. Jagendorf. 4:20 F'51
Merry songs. Gomez. 2:3 My'49
MERWIN. Dulcie and the gypsies. 2:1 Ja'49
METCALFE. Aluminum from mine to sky. 1:5 D'47
Method of analyzing and evaluating children's books.
Eakin. 4:47 My'51
METZNER. Use of visual aids in the teaching of arithme.,
tic. 5:57 S'50
MEYER. Book of amazing facts. 4:56 Ap'51
__ . Picture book of chemistry. 4:29 Mr'51
_ Picture book of molecules and atoms. 1:5 Mr'48
0 Picture book of the weather. 2:5 My'49
MEYERS,A. Elementary teacher's guide to free curriculum
materials. 5:64 0'50
MEYERS,B. Last of the wild stallions. 2:6 N'49
MEYERS,M.M. Pocketful of feathers. 5:41 My'50
MEYNELL. Story of Hans Andersen. 4:45 My'51
MGM CARTOONS. Tom and Jerry. 4:56 Jy'51
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. Audio-visual
materials of instruction in home and family life edu-
cation. 2:5 S'49
MICHIGAN STATE LIBRARY. Books to read aloud in family
groups. 5:64 O'50
Mick and Mack and Mary Jane. Bennett. 2:1.F'49
Mickey Marcus. Halperin and Kreinik. 4:12 Ja'51
Mickey Mouse's picnic. Disney. 4:12 Ja'51
Mickey wins his feathers. Glick. 1:2 Je'48
Midnight. Meek. 2:5 My'49
Midnight horse. Edwards. 4:27 Mr'51
Midnight patriot. Patterson. 2:3 Jy'49
Midnight, rodeo champion. Gard. 4:55 Jy'51
Milestones of medicine. Fox 4:3 D'50
MILHOUS. Egg tree. 5:56 Ap'50
MILLEN. Children and their pets around the world. 1:8
D'47
Off to Brazil. 4:56 Jy'51
.Surprise for Min Deh. 2:6 Apf49
MILLER,B. Sources of free and inexpensive teaching aids.
2:10 D'48
MILLER,J.D. For a brave tomorrow. 4:56 Ap'51
. Wish for tomorrow. 1:8 N'43
MILNE. Books for children. 5:52 Jy'50
. Now we are six. 5:62 0'50
MILOCHE. Little golden paper dolls. 4:51 Je'51
MILWAUKEE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Literature, a pathway to
understanding people. 1:6 My'48
Mingo of the merry-go-round. Kelsey. 1:2 Jy'48
MINKA. Career conference and its mechanics. 1:8 F'48
MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY. Index to folk dances and
singing games. 2:5 S'49
MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Developmental values gained
from reading. 1:5 Ja'48
Miracle by the sea. Price. 1:5 D'47
Miracle of television. Gable. 2:1 Jy'49
Mirrors of Castle Doone. Dunlop. 2:2 0'49
kIRYAM. Happy man and his dump truck. 35:0 Mr'50
Miss Anna Truly. Drummond. 2:2 0'49
Miss behavior. Bryant. 2:1 D'48
Miss B's first cook book. Hoffmann. 4:27 Mr'51
Miss Flora McFlimsey's Christmas Eve. Mariana. 3:8 D'49
Miss Flora McFlimsey's Easter bonnet. Mariana. 4:55
Ap'51
Missing brother. Robertson. 4:6 D'50
Mission for children. Lepman. 1:12 t'48
Missionary worship programs. Rinden. 1:8 F'48
Mr. and Mrs. Noah. Lenski. 1:5 Ap'48
Mr. Apple's family. McDevitt. 3:41 My'50
Mr. Benedict's lion. Edmonds. 4:2 D'50
Mr. Benjamin's sword. Abrahams. 1:1 Jy'48
Mr. Dawson had a farm. Work. 4:47 My'51
Mr. Flip Flop. Garrett. 2:4 F'49
Mr. Hermit Miser and the neighborly pumpkin. Govan. 3:5
D'49
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Mr. Hobbs can fix it. Pickard. 2:5 Mr'49
Mr. Mushroom. Slobodkin. 3:46 Je'50
r. Noah and his family. Werner. 1:7 0'48
r. O'Riley and Brownie. MacLellan and Schroll. 3:50
Mr'50
Mr. Pudgins. Carlsen. 4:26 Mr'51
Mr. T. W. Anthony Woo. Ets. 4:45 My'51
kr. Topple's wish. Chalmers. 1:2 N'48
Mr. Twigg's mistake. Lawson. 2:4 Ja'49
Mr. Upstairs and Mr. Downstairs. Norman. 4:5 D'50
Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle's magic. MacDonald. 5:17 Ja'50
Mrs. Polly's party. Bromhall. 2:2 My'49
MITCKELL,B. American adventure. 3:8 D'49
MITCHELL,H. Ships that made U.S. history. 5:30 Mr'50
MITCHELL,L.S. Fix it, pleaset 1:6 Mr'48
_ Here and now story book. 2:8 F'49
_ Year in the city. 1:7 0'48
. Year on the farm. 1:4 Je'48
gLTCHELL,M.A. Relationship of reading to the social
acceptability of sixth grade children. 5:26 F'50
Modern comedies for young players. Hark and McQueen.
4:45 My'51
Modern medical discoveries. Eberle. 1:5 N'48
Modern parables. Oursler. 4:45 My'51
MOFFITT. Jayhawker. 2:5 My'49
_ Pollyanna of Magic Valley. 5:18 Ja'50
Mojave Joe. Scott. 4:22 F'51
MOLLOY. Celia's lighthouse. 2:6 Ap'49
_ Lucy's Christmas. 5:70 N'50
. Uncle Andy's island. 5:50 Mr'50
iMONAGAN. Heritage of freedom. 1:8 S'48
Monkey see, monkey do. Tooze. 5:24 F'50
MONRAD. How many kisses goodnight. 2:5 My'49
MONSELL. John Marshall. 2:4 0'49
i . Mystery of grandfather's coat. 1:4 My'48
W . Woodrow Wilson. 4:15 Ja'51
Monsters of old Los Angeles. Martin. 5:62 0'50
Monte. Franklin. 1:2 My'48
MONTGOMERY,E.R. Story behind great stories. 1:6 Mr'48
_ Story behind modern books. 5:30 Mr'50
MONTGOMERY,R.G. Kildee house. 2:6 N'49
_ Mystery of Crystal Canyon. 4:51 Je'51
MOON. One little Indian. 5:50 Mr'50
Mooneymouse. Evers. 1:5 Ap'48
MOORE,C.C. Night before Christmas. 1:11 N'48; 5:12
D'49
MOORE,D.W. End of Black Dog. 2:4 Je'49
. Scarlet Jib. 5:56 S'50
MOORE,J.E. Children's prayers for every day. 2:5 S'49
MOORE,L. Child's first picture dictionary. 2:9 Ja'49;
2:5 Jy'49
MOOREM. Sing-along Sary. 4:56 Ap'51
MOOREV. Billy between. 4:45 My'51
Moose country. Campbell. 5:54 Ap'50
Moppet. Smith. 4:6 D'50
MORDVINKOFF. Two Reds. 3 :61 0'50
More-books for the elementary school library. Gordon.
4:25 F.'51
More chucklebait. Scoggins. 5:18 Ja'50
More Danish tales. Hatch. 2:2 0'49
More experiments in science. Beeler and Branley. 5:58
0'50
More favorite stories old and new. Gruenberg. 2:4 F'49
More fun with puzzles. Leeming. 1:5 F'48
More Pottleby adventures. Crampton. 5:40 My'50
OfGACA,A.P. Boy electrician. 1:4 Je'48
. Boys' book of science and construction. 1:4
. First chemistry book for boys and girls. 4:45
My' 51S
. Pet book for boys and girls. 3:9 D'49
MOBA,H.L. Liberty maid. 5:41 My'50
MORGAN,D.A. Elementary teachers guide to free
curriculum materials. 1:9 Mr'48
Morning light. Norris. 5:70 N'50
Moro boy. Carveth. 2:1 S'49
MORRILL. Happy children. 2:5 S'49
MORRISON. Yours till Niagara falls. 5:56 S'50
MORSE. Cadets at Kings Point. 5:9 D'49
Moses. Shippen. 5:18 Ja'50
Most beautiful house in the world. Pauli. 2:5 Jy'49
Most wonderful doll in the world. McGinley. 4:5 D'50
MOTHER GOOSE. Disney. 2:6 N'49; Dome and Sass. 5:12
D'49; Frissell. 1:8 N'48; McKenzie. 2:6 N'49; Sari.
4:56 Ap'51; Wonder book. 2:5 Jy'49; Golden Mother
Goose. 1:8 N'48; Little kittens' nursery rhymes. 5:56
S'50; Nursery rhymes. 2:5 S'49; Pat-a-cake. 2:7 F'49
Motion pictures and filmstrips for English. Kenney and
Schofield. 5:52 Mr'50
Motion pictures on democracy. U.S. Office of Education.
3:57 S'50
Mountain Laurel. Emery. 2:5 D'48
Mountain pony and the elkhorn mystery. Larom. 4:21 F'51
Mountain pony and the pinto colt. Larom. 1:5 Ja'48
Mountain pony and the rodeo mystery. Larom. 2:5 N'49
Mountain tamer. Stapp. 1:7 Je'48
Mounty in a jeep. Longstreth. 5:17 Ja'50
Mouse with the small guitar. Graham. 1:5 Mr'48
Mouse's house. Jackson. 2:2 Jy'49
Mousewife. Godden. 4:50 Je'51
Movie shoes. Streatfeild. 2:5 Je'49
MOWERY. Long arm of the mounted. 2:5 Ja'49
Mudhen and "The Walrus". Allen. 5:27 Mr'50
MULDER. Americans from Holland. 1:4 Ja'48
MUNN. Johnny and the birds. 4:15 Ja'51
MURPHY. Saints and wee folk. 5:45 My'50
MURRELL. Cincinnati again rates the comics. 5:72 N'50
MUSEUM OF MODERN ART. Circulating exhibits. 1948-1949
1:8 S'48; 1949-1950 2:7 Je'49; 1950-1951 5:48 Je'50
MUSGRAVE. Mary Lizzie. 5:62 0'50
Musial, Stanley Frank. Meany. 4:45 My'51
Musical honors. Barne. 1:1 F'48
Musical zoo. Nash. 1:5 F'48
Mustachio. Rigby. 1:6 D'47
My Alaska picture story book. Agnew. 1:1 Jy'48
My American heritage. Henry and Pannell. 2:4 N'49
My brother Mike. Gates. 2:4 D'48
My chick. Cassals. 5:49 Jy'50
My diary. O'Brien. 2:5 My'49
My father's dragon. Gannett. 1:2 Je'48
My first dictionary. Oftedal and Jacob. 2:8 Ja'49
My first picture dictionary. Grider. 1:2 Je'48; 2:8
Ja'49
My greatest baseball game. Schiffer. 4:57 Ap'51
My pet Peepelo. Credle. 1:1 Je'48
My rabbit. Cassals. 5:49 Jy'50
My story book about the Bible. Neidermeyer. 1:5 F'48
My truck book. Otto. 5:24 F'50
My truck book. Reichert. 1:1 S'48
My world. Brown. 5:2 D'49
MIERS,B. Turn here for Strawberry Roam. 5:41 My'50
.. TO, o ho for Strawberry Roaml 4:56 Ap'51
MYERSK. Audio-visual bookshelf for busy librarians.
2:7 My'49
. Library and audio-visual materials. 2:5 S'49
Mysterious caboose. Bonner. 2:1 N'49
Mystery at Boulder Point. Jewett. 5:6 D'49
Mystery in Disneyville. Disney. 5:15 Ja'50
Mystery in spangles. Wilson. 5:64 0'50
Mystery nature stories. Adrian, 2:l F'49
Mystery of Crystal Canyon. Montgomery. 4:51 Je'51
Mystery of grandfather's coat. Monsell. 1:4 My'48
Mystery of the disappearing cat. Blyton. 2:1 My'49
Mystery of the eighth horse. Poston. 5:24 F'50
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Mystery of the Good Adventure. Ralston. 4:57 Ap'51
Mystery of the gulls. Whitney. 2:6 My'49
Mystery of the haunted cliff. Retan. 2:5 Jy'49
Mystery of the old merchant's house. Evatt. 1:2 F'48
Mystery of the secret room. Blyton. 5:49 Jy'50
Myths and enchantment tales. Price. 5:12 D'49
Name for kitty. McGinley. 2:7 F'49
Nancy gets a job. Laird. 4:44 My'51
Nancy goes to college. Laird. 5:56 Ap'50
Nancy Hanks of Wilderness Road. Le Sueur. 5:8 D'49
Nancy Naylor, visiting nurse. Lansing. 1:5 Ap'48
NANO. Land and people of Sweden. 5:24 F'50
Nappy is a cowboy. Hogan. 2:5 Je'49
NARAMORE. Farm on Fifth Avenue. 4:45 My'51
NASH. Musical zoo. 1:5 F'48
NAST. Magic wish. 5:16 Ja'50
. Our puppy. 2:5 S'49
NATHAN. Building of the first transcontinental railroad.
4:15 Ja'51
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE DIRECTORS OF ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION. Planning for America's children. 2:15 F'49
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS. Reading for
democracy. 1948 1:8 Mr'48; 1949 2:9 D'48; 1950 5:52
Mr'50
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RESEARCH IN ENGLISH. Education
and the mass media of communication. 5:65 0'50
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AkERICAN-SOVIET FRIENDSHIP. Learning
about the Soviet Union. 2:11 Ap'49
. Exhibits. 5:12 D'49
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH. Adventuring
with books. 5:57 S'50
NATIONAL DAIRY COUNCIL, CHICAGO. What we do day by day.
1:8 F'48
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. Building America. 2:6
Mr'49
. Public and the elementary school. 2:9 N'49
SSalaries of school librarians in school
systems in cities over 50,000 in population 1948-49.
2:5 S'49
NATIONAL ELEMENTARY PRINCIPAL. 5:26 F'50
NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF EDUCATION. Audio-visual
materials of instruction. 2:11 Ap'49
. Reading in the elementary school. 2:11 Ap'49
. Reading in the high school and college. 1:6
My 48
"National Velvet". Bagnold. 5:11 D'49
Nature dictionary. Melady. 4:15 Ja'51
NEAR. Lost dog. 4:15 Ja'51
Ned and Ed and the lion. Balet. 5:13 Ja'50
Needle. Stubbs. 4:16 Ja'51
Nee-Na, the wild flower's good fairy. Hoffmaster. 5:50
Jy'50
NEIRU. Story of the world. 4:56 Jy'51
Nehru's story. Masani. 5:8 D'49
NEILSON. Bruce Benson, on trails of thunder. 5:70 N'50
Bruce Benson, son of fame. 2:5 D'48
Bruce Benson: thirty fathoms deep. 5:18 Ja'50
. Dusty for speedl 1:6 Mr'48
NELSON. Randolph the bear who said no. 2:4 Jy'49
NEURATH. If you could see inside. 2:4 0'49
____ . I'll show you how it happens. 2:6 N'49
N-EUSBAUM. 16mm films used in the teaching of dramatics.
1:11 Ap'48
NEVILLE. Function of booklists in a literature program.
1:9 Ap'48
NEVIN. Underground escape. 2:7 N'49
NEVINS. Adventures of Wu Han of Korea. 4:56 Ap'51
New annotated reading guide for children with partial
vision. Galisdorfer. 5:48 Je'50
New baby. Shane. 1:6 Je'48
New boy. Urmaton. 5:46 Je'50
New England bean-pot, Jagendorf. 2:6 F'49
New handcraft book. Noon. 5:56 S'50
New horizons in teaching. Broadhurst. 1:11 Ap'48
NEW JERSEY LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. Books from other
countries. 2:11 Ap'49
NEW PALTZ (N.Y.) STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE. Guide for
celebrating Christmas with your children. 2:6 Jy'49
New sitter. Abel. 4:1 D'50
New television. Yates. 1:11 N'48
NEW YORK (CITY) BOARD OF EDUCATION. Bridges between
the school and the community in junior high schools
and grades seven and eight of elementary schools.
5:20 Ja'50
* Puppetry in the curriculum. 1:5 Jy'48
NEW YORK (CITY) CITIZEN'S COMkITTEE ON CHILDREN. Group
living of children. 1:5 Jy'48
NEW YORK HERALD-TRIBUNE. Children's Spring Book Festi-
val. 2:11 Ap'49; 5:19 Ja'50; 4:17 Ja'51
. Children's Spring Book Festival awards. 5:45
My'50; 4:47 My'51
. Working together for the world we want. 2:7
Je'49
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY. Books for young people. 1948
1:5 Ja'48; 1950 3:32 Mr'50; 1951 4:30 Mr'51
. Children's books published in 1947. 1:5 Ja'48
NEW YORK STATE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Publications.
1:13 N'48
NEW YORK STATE LIBRARY. Bookmark. 2:9 N'49; 5:12 D'49
NEWARK BOARD OF EDUCATION. Audio-visual aids for the
English teacher. 5:52 Jy'50
NEWARK PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Books for retarded children.
5:26 F'50
NEWBERRY. Smudge. 1:8 0'48
. T-Bone, the baby-sitter. 5:62 0150
. What's that? 2:5 Mr'49
Newbery and Caldecott awards. Kerlan. 5:20 Ja'50
NEWCOMB,C. Cortez the conqueror. 1:6 Mr'48
NEWCOMB,E. Stars above. 5:18 Ja'50
. Window on the sea. 2:8 F'49
NEWELL. Fly-by-nights. 2:5 Ja'49
NEWTON (MASS.) FREE LIBRARY. Selection of books for
boys and girls, 1949. 5:48 Je'50
Next year in Jerusalem. Baker. 3:55 Ap'50
NEYHART. Henry Ford, engineer. 5:56 S'50
NICKEL. Planning the school library quarters. 3:26
F'50
SSchool library of today. 4:24 F'51
NICOLAS. pseud, see MORDVINKOFF,N.
NIEDERkEYER. My story book about the Bible. 1:5 F'48
NIELSEN. Big meeting day. 4:56 Ap'51
Night before Christmas. Moore. 1:11 N'48; 5:12 D'49
Nikoline's academy. Maw. 4:56 Ap'51
Nils. Aulaire,d' 1:5 N'48
Nils, the island boy. Collin. 4:49 Je'51
900 buckets of paint. Becker. 2:1 0'49
Nine tales of coyote. Martin. 4:15 Ja'51
1946 Re-evaluation (Books no longer in Center). 4:24
F'51; 4:51 Mr'51; 4:59 Ap'51; 4:48 My'51; 4:55 Je'51;
4:57-8 Jy' 51
No more tonsilst Paullin. 2:9 F'49
No pattern for love. Williams. 4:57 Jy'51
Noah and his ark. Holt. 5:61 0'50
NOBLE. Woman with a sword. 2:6 D'48
NOLAN. Andrew Jackson. 2:7 N'49
. John Brown. 5:70 N'50
NOON. New handcraft book. 5:56 S'50
NORLING. Pogo's farm adventure. 1:4 Je'48
_ . Pogo's sea trip. 5:9 D'49
NORMAN. Crumb that walked. 4:56 Ap'51
_ Mr. Upstairs and Mr. Downstairs. 4:5 D'50
. Playmaker of Avon. 2:2 Jy'49
Norman and the nursery school. Young and Hayes. 5:25 F'50
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NORRIS. Morning light. 5:70 N'50
NORTH. Town and country games. 1:6 Mr'48
North American folklore. Sickels and Lohrer. 5:12 D'49;
S35:57 S'50
North American Indians. Joblin. 1:8 S'48
NORTH CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Books for vocational guidance in elementary grades.
1:10 Ap'48
. Books with a background for American living.
1:10 Ap'48
. Evaluation of sets of books for school libraries.
1:10 Ap'48
North Pole before lunch. Webb. 4:38 Ap'51
North to the unknown. Evans. 5:28 Mr'50
North winds blow free. Howard. 2:2 Jy'49
North Woods whammy. Davis. 4:33 Ap'51
NOpTON. Rogue Reynard. 1:4 Ja'48
Scarface. 1:5 S'48
Sword in the sheath. 2:7 N'49
Nose for trouble. Kjelgaard. 3:7 D'49
Nothing but cats, cats, cats. Skaar. 1:7 D'47
NOVOTNY. Education and the mass media of communication.
3:52 Jy'50
Now it's fall. Lenski. 1:4 S'48
Now try this. Schneider. 1:7 D'47
Now we are six. Milne. 3:62 0'50
Now you see it. Goodrum. 1:2 D'47
Now you're cookin'. Gossett and Elting. 1:5 N'48
NOYES. Literature as a builder of intergroup under-
standing. 1:10 Ap'48
Number eleven Poplar Street. Wright. 2:8 D'48
Number men. True. 2:11 F'49
Number 9, the little fire engine. Wadsworth. 4:16 Ja'51
Numbers we see. Riess, Hartung, and Mahoney. 2:7 Ap'49
NURA. pseud. see ULREICK,N.W.
ursery rhymes. Mother Goose. 2:5 S'49Aursery school handbook for teachers and parents. Green
and Woods. 1:11 0'48
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE. Readable books for first and
second grades. 2:13 F'49
OAKES. By sun and star. 1:8 N'48
. Footprints of the dragon. 3:18 Ja'50
O'BRIEN,E.F. Barney. 3:24 F'50
O'BRIEN,M. My diary. 2:5 My'49
Obstacles in audio-visual education. Dale. 3:48 Je'50
Occupational briefs. Science Research Associates. 1:7
My'48
Occupational information. Stoops. 1:11 Ap'48
Occupational information and guidance. Oregon State
Division of Vocational Guidance. 1:8 Mr'48
O'CONNER. Experimental resource unit on getting along
with others. 3:48 Je'50
O'CONNOR. Better Homes and Gardens story book. 4:29
Mr'51
*O'DONNELL. Developmental values through library books.
2:5 0'49
Odyssey of Homer. Church. 4:41 My'51
Off to Brazil. Millen. 4:56 Jy'51
OFTEDAL. My first dictionary. 2:8 Ja'49
OGG. 26 letters. 2:7 Ap'49
OGRIZEK. France, Paris and the provinces. 2:7 Ap'49
OGSTON. Piney bear. 1:6 Ap'48
01' Paul the mighty logger. Rounds. 2:53 Jy'49
Old beauty and others. Cather. 2:2 D'48
Old flag's secret. Simmons. 1:10 0'48
ild Man Rabbit's dinner party. Bailey. 5:21 F'50
DS,E. Riding the rails. 2:5 D'48
OLDS,H.D. Come in, Winifred. 1:7 Ap'48
.You can't tell about love. 3:30 Mr'50
Olive fairy book. Lang. 2:2 S'49
OLIVER. Horseman's island. 3:62 0'50
OLIVER. Riding days. 1:8 0'48
OLSON. Child development. 3:12 D'49
On keeping our reading free. Berninghausen. 2:7 Ja'49
On reading aloud. 4:59 Ap'51
On the forty-yard line. Wright. 2:6 Je'49
Once a cowboy. Martin. 2:5 My'49
Once in the first times. Sechrist. 3:10 D'49
Once on Esplanade. Keyes. 1:4 F'48
Once upon a time. Cohen. 4:11 Ja'51
Once upon a time. Dobbs. 3:40 My'50
One bright day. Buck. 4:41 My'51
One horse farm. Ipcar. 5:61 0'50
100 best. Science Research Associates. 1:7 My'48
100 most popular books of children's fiction selected
by children. Scanlan. 1:10 Ap'48
One little Indian. Moon. 3:30 Mr'50
1001 riddles for children. Carlson. 3:21 F'0S
One, two, cock-a-doodle-doo. Pease. 3:70 N'50
One world through friendship. Angeregg. 4:10 Ja'51
O'NEILL. Picture story of Hawaii. 3:46 Je'50
.___ . Picture story of the Philippines. 2:3 Mr'49
Open the door. Edey. 2:2 0'49
Orange fairy book. Lang. 2:2 S'49
OREGON STATE DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE. Occu-
pational information and guidance. 1:8 Mr'48
OREGON STATE LIBRARY. Children's classics for the home
library. 1:10 Ap'48
Organdy cupcakes. Stolz. 4:46 My'51
Orlando's home life. Hale. 4:55 Jy'51
ORMONT. Bill Stern's sports quiz book. 4:46 My'51
O'ROURKE. Bonus rookie. 4:21 F'51
. Flashing spikes. 2:3 Jy'49
. Greatest victory. 3:36 Ap'50
. Team. 3:9 D'49
Orphans of the range. Martin. 4:21 F'51
OSSWALD. Come play house. 1:5 Je'48
. Little crow. 4:59 Ap'51
. Shadow the cat. 4:59 Ap'51
OSTROWSKY. Books to grow on. 2:7 Je'49; 3:52 Jy'50
Other lands and peoples series. Holiday House. 1:8
N'48
Other side of Green Hills. Cross. 1:2 D'47
Other young Americans. Goetz. 2:3 Ja'49
Otterbury incident. Day-Lewis. 3:5 D'49
OTTO. My truck book. 5:24 F'50
Our Alaskan winter. Helmericks. 2:4 My'49
Our church for the worship of God. Smither. 2:10 F'49
Our independence and the Constitution. Fisher. 4:27
Mr'51
Our oil hunters. Crump. 2:2 My'49
Our puppy. Nast. 2:5 S'49
Our town has a circus. McSwigan. 5:23 F'50
OURSLER. Modern parables. 4:45 My'51
Out-of-school behavior of 11-year olds. Volberding.
2:7 My'49
Outstanding educational books of 1947. 1:7 Je'48
Over the hills to Nugget. Fisher. 5:4 D'49
OWEN,F. Teen-age baseball stories. 1:5 Jy'48
. Teen-age football stories. 2:5 Mr'49
. Teen-age stories of action. 2:5 Mr'49
___. Teen-age victory parade. 4:29 Mr'51
. Teen-age winter sports stories. 2:5 S'49
OWEN,R.B. Caribbean caravel. 3:30 Mr'50
Owls. Zim. 3:64 0'50
Oxford junior encyclopedia. 2:5 Jy'49; 2:4 S'49
PACK. Saddle for Hoskie. 4:45 My'51
Padre Porko the gentlemanly pig. Davis. 1:2 0'48
Pageant of India's history. Sen. 2:10 F'49
Pageant of Japanese history. Dilts. 1:2 Mr'48
Paintbox summer. Cavanna. 2:2 My'49
Painted ports. Smith. 2:8 Ap'49
PALAZZO. Charley the horse. 5:42 My'50
. Federico, the flying squirrel. 4:45 My'51
. Susie the cat. 2:4 Je'49
PALMER,H.M. Bobby and his airplanes. 2:5 N'49
Tommy's wonderful rides. 2:7 F'49
PALMER,R. Barkingtons. 1:5 Je'48
Palomino and other horses. Dennis. 4:11 Ja'51
Palomino boy. Emblen. 2:5 D'48
PANNELL. Holiday round up. 4:56 Ap'51
_ My American heritage. 2:4 N'49
Pantaloon. Jackson. 4:56 Jy'51
Papercraft. Leeming. 2:5 0'49
PARADIS. 75 ways for boys to make money. 5:46 Je'50
Paradise Square. Bianco. 4:2 D'50
Parallels. Jones and Coleman. 2:15 F'49
PARISH. At the palace gates. 2:5 Jy'49
PARKE. Scratchy. 4:57 Ap'51
PARKER. Red Streak of the Iroquois. 5:51 Jy'50
PARKIN. Red carpet. 1:8 0'48
PARKS,A.W. Davy Crockett. 2:5 Jy'49
PARKS,E.W. Little long rifle. 2:4 Je'49
.Pioneer pilot. 1:6 Mr'48
PARRISH,A. Story of Appleby Capple. 4:22 F'51
PARRISH,J.J. Forest babies. 2:2 N'49
Partners in the saddle. Regli. 5:56 Ap'50
Partners - the United Nations and youth. Roosevelt and
Ferris. 4:22 F'51
Party fun. Daly. 1:2 0'48
PASCHAL. Magnolia heights. 1:6 F'48
. Sylvan City. 5:62 0'50
PASHKO. Boy and his dog. 5:46 Je'50
. Ross Duncan at Bataan. 5:62 0'50
Pass that puckL Flood. 1:5 0'48
Pasteur, Louis. Wood. 1:5 My'48
Pat-a-cake. Mother Goose. 2:7 F'49
Patch. Elting and Gossett. 1:2 S'48
PATRI. How to help your child grow up. 1:6 My'48
Patsy and the pup. Van Stockum. 4:7 D'50
Patsy Jefferson of Monticello. Vance. 2:7 D'48
Pattern for personality. Scott. 4:46 My'51
PATTERSON. Midnight patriot. 2:5 Jy'49
Patton, George. Hatch. 4:4 D'50
PATTON. Little echo in the hills. 5:42 My'50
. Little house on stilts. 2:6 D'48
Paul Tiber, forester. Gleit. 2:4 N'49
PAULI, Golden door. 2:7 N'49
. Most beautiful house in the world. 2:5 Jy'49
PAULL. Horse to ride. 5:18 Ja'50
PAULLIN. No more tonsilst 2:9 F'49
PAULMIER. Goodwill days. 1:8 Mr'48
PAULSON,B. Days of our youth. 2:7 Je'49
PAULSON,J. Fourth down pass. 4:29 Mr'51
Pawnee. Bell. 5:55 Ap'50
PAYNE. Johnny Groundhog's shadow. 1:7 Ap'48
Peachtree island. Lawrence. 1:7 N'48
PEARE. Mahatma Gandhi. 4:15 Ja'51
Pearls are made. Harrison. 4:4 D'50
Peasant boy who became Pope. Lattin. 4:55 Ap'51
PEASE,E.F. Book of horses and their pictures. 5:18
Ja'50
PEASE,H. Bound for Singapore. 1:8 0'48
Dark adventure. 4:5 D'50
PEASE,J.V.D. One, two, cock-a-doodle-doo. 5:70 N'50
Pebble in the sky. Asimov. 4:25 Mr'51
PECKHAM. William Henry Harrison. 4:46 My' 51
Pecos Bill. Felton. 5:15 Ja'50
Peculiar Miss Pickett. Julian. 4:44 My')51
Peddler's girl. Howard. 4:28 Mr'51l
Pedro's choice. Blanton. 2:1 F'49
Peeps Elliott & family. Hall. 5:60 O'50
PEEPSHOW BOOK. Ali Baba and the forty thieves. 5:70
N'50
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PEEPSHOW BOOK. Cinderella. 5:70 N'50
PEET. Dude ranch. 2:6 My'49
Peg-a-Leg, the cobbler of Dunsoon. Cutler. 1:2 Jy'4P
Peggy's wish. Jones. 2:5 0'49
PEMBERTON. Stork didn't bring yout 1:9 N'48
Penguin modern painters. Clark. 1:9 Mr'48
Penny and Pete's surprise. Shuman. 2:5 0'49
Penny goes to camp. Haywood. 1:5 S'48
Penny puppy. Garfield. 5:15 Ja'50
Pennyweather luck. Hubbard. 1:6 N'48
Pennywink carnival. Clark. 4:2 D'50
Pennywinks. Clark. 2:2 N'49
People are different. 2:7 Je'49
People are important. Evans. 4:50 Je'51
People are our business. Williams. 1:7 Mr'48
People who live in books. Duff. 2:9 D'48
Peoples of the earth. Embrie. 2:7 Ja'49
PEPPER. Teen-age blues. 2:7 Ap'49
Peppermint family. Brown. 4:11 Ja'51
Peppermint pond. Farmer. 5:68 N'50
Perception of symbol orientation and early reading
success. Potter. 5:12 D'49
Perhaps I'll be a farmer. Bethers. 5:59 My'50
Perhaps I'll be a railroad man. Bethers. 4:54 Jy'51
Perhaps I'll be a sailor. Bethers. 5:1 D'49
Periodicals and pamphlets for today's problems. Albany
(N.Y.) State College for Teachers. 2:10 Ap'49
Perky little engine. Friskey. 5:50 Jy'50
PERRY. Families of America. 5:9 D'49
Perry, Oliver Hazard. Long. 2:5 N'49
Personal and social values of reading. Smith. 2:7
Ja'49
Pet book for boys and girls. Morgan. 5:9 D'49
Pet tale. Carroll. 5:5 D'49
Pete the crow. Dugo. 5:5 D'49
Peter and his new brother. Frankl. 2:2 Ja'49
Peter Graves. Du Bois. 4:19 F'51
Peter Holt, P.K. Bothwell. 4:2 D'50
Peter Nielsen's story. Thorpe. 5:51 Mr'50
Peter paints the U.S.A. Colby. 1:2 Ap'48
Peter Pan. Barrie. 5:66 N'50
Peter Rabbit and other stories. Wonder book. 2:5 Jy'49
PETERS. Book of the year. 4:6 D'50
Peter's pinto. Buff. 2:2 My'49
PETERSEN. Treasure of Troon. 4:22 F'51
PETERSHAM. Box with the red wheels. 5:9 D'49
SCircus baby. 4:6 D'50
S"Story book" series. 1:9 0'48
PETERSON. How to know the birds. 2:5 Je'49
Pete's puddle. Foster. 4:5 D'50
PETRY. Drugstore cat. 2:7 N'49
Pets for Peter. Werner. 4:16 Ja'51
Petunia. Duvoisin. 4:42 My'51
Phantom backfield. Brier. 1:1 S'48
Phantom roan. Holt. 2:4 N'49
PHELPS,M. Gard and Golden Boy. 5:42 My'50
____ . Regular cowboy. 2:9 F'49
. Toby on the sheep drive. 2:7 N'49
PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Toward the open mintd.
4:9 D'50
Philadelphia teachers select the textbooks they use.
Beull. 2:6 Je'49
Philippe's hill. Kingman. 4:4 D'50
Phonograph records and their use in a school library.
MacBean. 1:8 F'48; 1:11 Ap'48
Piano adventures. Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.
2:5 S'49
PICARD. Mermaid and the simpleton. 4:15 Ja'51
PICKARD. Mr. Hobbs can fix it. 2:3 Mr'49
Picken's exciting summer. Davis. 4:26 Mr'51
Picken's great adventure. Davis. 5:54 Ap'50
Picnic woods. Robertson. 2:4 0'49
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Picture-book dictionary. MacBean. 1:4 D'47; 2:8 Ja'49
Picture book of chemistry. Meyer. 4:29 Mr'51
Picture book of Colorado. Bailey. 5:44 Je'50
icture book of Indiana. Bailey. 4:32 Ap'51
icture book of Michigan. Bailey. 4:40 My'51
Picture book of molecules and atoms. Meyer. 1:5 Mr'48
Picture book of New York. Bailey. 5:44 Je'50
Picture book of North Carolina. Bailey. 4:25 Mr'51
Picture book of Ohio. Bailey. 4:52 Ap'51
Picture book of Pennsylvania. Bailey.' 3:44 Je'50
Picture book of Texas. Bailey. 3:44 Je'50
Picture book of the weather. Meyer. 2:5 My'49
Picture dictionaries. 2:8-10 Ja'49
Picture dictionary for boys and girls. Scott. 3:24
F'50
Picture dictionary for children. Watters and Courtis.
2:9 Ja'49
Picture dictionary of the Bible. Tubby. 2:4 Jy'49
Picture dictionary to read and color. Gatchel and
Madden. 2:10 Ja'49
Picture map of the U.S.A. 1:8 Je'48
Picture maps. Friendship Press. 2:5 S'49
Picture story of Hawaii. O'Neill. 3:46 Je'50
Picture story of the Philippines. O'Neill. 2:5 Mr'49
PICTORIAL MAP COMPANY. These United States. 2:7 Je'49
Pictures of France by her children. Cothren. 3:40 My'50
PIERCE. Youth comes of age. 1:9 N'48
Pierre of Kaskaskia. Belting. 4:33 Ap'51
PIKE. Round the year with the world's religions. 4:537
Ap'51
PILANT. Folklore. 3:57 S'50
SFolklore approach to teaching. 3:57 S'50
SIndiana idea. 3:57 S'50
Pilgrim Kate. Daringer. 2:3 My'49
Piney bear. Ogston. 1:6 Ap'48
Pink maple house. Govan. 4:3 D'50
INKERTON. Good partner. 1:5 S'48
Pinocchio. Disney. 1:6 0'48
Pinocchio. Lorenzini. 2:4 Ja'49
Pinto's journey. Bronson. 1:1 My'48
Pioneer girl. Judson. 1:5 0'48
Pioneer pilot. Parks. 1:6 Mr'48
PIPER. Sudy and Prill. 2:7 N'49
Pippi Longstocking. 4:21 F'51
Pirate brig. Wirt. 3:52 Jy'50
Pirates, pirates, pirates. Fenner. 4:34 Ap'51
Pirates, ships and sailors. Jackson. 3:61 0'50
PISTORIUS. What animal is it? 1:5 D'47
. What butterfly is it? 2:4 S'49
. What wildflower is it? S:63 0'50
Pit pony. Banning. 1:1 Mr'48
Pitch pine tales. Driggs. 4:55 Jy'51
PITTSBURGH CARNEGIE LIBRARY. Book selection policies of
the boys and girls department. 4:59 Ap'51
. Stories to tell to children. 2:7 My'49; 2:6
Jy'49
Pivot man. Friendlich. 2:3 N'49
Planninq for America's children. National Association
of State Directors of Elementary Education. 2:15
F'49
Planning the school library quarters. Nickel. 5326
F'50
Plantonio, the pride of the plain. Jones. 4:35 Ap'51
Plants. Zim. 1:8 Mr'48
Play-alone fun for boys and girls. Horowitz. 4:20 F'51
Play with plants. Selsam. 2:8 N'49
Play with trees. Selsam. 3:56 S'50
Playmaker of Avon. Norman. 2:2 Jy'49
Klays for children. 2:5 0'49
Plays for children's theatre.. Association of Junior
Leagues of America, Inc. 1:7 S'48
Plays for great occasions. DuBois. 4:34 Ap'51
Playtime for you. Schloat. 4:37 Ap'51
Playtime in Cherry Street. Bianco. 2:1 D'48
Plot completion test. 1:5 Jy'48
PLOTZ. Children's books for a quarter or less. 3:32
Mr'50
Pocket Book, Jrs. 3:20 Ja'50; 4:8 D'50
Pocket book of old masters. Wechsler. 2:7 Je'49
Pocket Books. 4:8 D'50
Pocketful of feathers. Meyers. 3:41 My'50
Poetic parrot. Mackay. 4:56 Jy'51
Pogo's farm adventure. Norling. 1:4 Je'48
Pogo's sea trip. Norling. 3:9 D'49
POLITI. Boat for Peppe. 3:63 0'50
. Juanita. 1:7 Ap'48
. Song of the swallows. 2:6 My'49
Pollyanna of Magic Valley. Moffitt. 3:18 Ja'50
Poncho and the pink horse. Smith. 4:57 Jy'51
Ponies and riders. Hurst. 3:69 N'50
Pony express. Adams. 4:1 D'50
Pony for the boys. Tousey. 3:37 Ap'50
Pony school. Brown. 4:2 D'50
Pony that ran away. Lansing. 4:56 Jy'51
Pope Pius XII. Lenn and Reardon. 3:50 Jy'50
Popular scientific recreations. Low. 4:21 F'51
PORTER. Footprints on the sand. 2:5 Mr'49
. Wind's in the West. 3:36 Ap'50
POSELL. This is an orchestra. 3:30 Mr'50
Poster-making in the elementary school. Schoenoff.
2:7 Mr'49
Postman. Marshak. 1:7 N'48
POSTON. Mystery of the eighth horse. 3:24 F'50
POTTER,B. Fairy caravan. 4:37 Ap'51
. Tale of little Pig Robinson. 4:29 Mr'51
POTTER,M.C. Hello, Mrs. Goosel 1:5 D'47
.Perception of symbol orientation and early
reading success. 5:12 D'49
Pottlebys. Crampton. 2:1 Je'49
POWELL. Creative writing in the primary grades - II.
3:58 Ap'50
POWELL-PRICE. Pumpkin palace. 3:42 My'50
POWERS,A. Chains for Columbus. 1:9 0'48
POWERS,M. Little games and parties. 4:29 Mr'51
Practical home economics. 1:8 D'47
Practically seventeen. duJardin. 2:3 N'49
Prairie church. McWhirter. 3:56 S'50
Prairie printer. Medary. 2:2 Jy'49
PRATTEN. Winkie the grey squirrel. 3:63 0'50
Prejudice in textbooks. Stewart. 3:65 0'50
PRESCOTT. Conquest of Mexico. 1:3 Jy'48
PRESTON,E.G. Libraries serve the Richmond schools.
4:24 F'51
PRESTON,H. Smokey's big discovery. 35:6 Ap'50
PRICE,M.E. Myths and enchantment tales. 3:12 D'49
PRICE,O.M. Miracle by the sea. 1:5 D'47
_ Three golden rivers. 1:5 S'48
. Valley of the Dragon. 4:57 Ap'51
PRICE,W.D. Amazon adventure. 3:18 Ja'50
Primitivo and his dog. Hoffman. 5:29 Mr'50
Prince and the porker. Stong. ?:71 N'50
Prince of the ranch. Burt. 3:5 D'49
Princess and the goblin. MacDonald. 4:45 My'51
Princess of the Channel Isles. Hoffmann. 1:3 F'48
Profile of youth. Daly. 4:42 My'51
Promising practices in inter-group education. Edman and
Collins. 1:7 F'48
Promoting growth and development through reading. Witty.
4:24 F'51
PRUD'hOMMEAUX. Sunken forest. 3:9 D'49
Public and the elementary school. National Education
Association. 2:9 N'49
Public library plans for the teen-age. American Library
Association. 2:12 F'49
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Pudgy, the little black bear. Barrows. 2:1 Mr'49
PUKUi. Water of Kane. 4:56 Jy'51
Pumpkin palace. Powell-Price. 5:42 My'50
Punchy, the cat who wanted to be a tiger. Gourfain.
5:45 Je'50
Punt formation. Harkins. 2:2 0'49
Puppetry in the curriculum. New York (City) Board of
Education. 1:5 Jy'48
Purple tide. Silliman. 2:4 S'49
Pussycat's Christmas. Brown. 5:2 D'49
PUTNAM. Lynn, cover girl. 3:63 0'50
Quaint and curious quest of Johnny Longfoot. Besterman.
1:1 F'48
QUEEN. Brown fox mystery. 1:9 0'48
_ White elephant mystery. 3:51 Mr'50
Queen Elizabeth story. Sutcliff. 5:57 S'50
Queen of Gooseland. Stapp. 2:4 S'49
QUEENS COLLEGE RADIO FORUM. What is best in children's
literature? 5:52 Jy'50
Queens Page. Queens Borough Public Library. 4:51 Mr'51
Quest in the desert. Andrews. 5:59 My'50
QUICK. Films interpreting children and youth. 2:10
Ap'49; 2:6 Je'49
Quiet noisy book. Brown. 5:59 0'50
QUILLEN. Textbooks contribute to world understanding.
4:9 D'50
Quiz Kids' book. 1:6 D'47
Rabbits. Zim. 1:9 Ap'48
Race between the monkey and the duck. Hurd. 2:4 Jy'49
RADDALL. Son of the hawk. 5:51 Jy'50
Radio imp. Binns. 5:49 Jy'50
Radio, motion pictures and reading interests. 1:11
Ap'48
Radio plays for young people. Hackett. 3:55 S'50
Radio workshop for children. Callahan. 2:10 Ap'49
RAFTERY. Gray Lance. 3:56 Ap'50
. Snow Cloud. 4:57 Ap'51
Rags, M.D. Dutton. 4:12 Ja'51
Railroad cowboy. Woolley. 4:50 Mr'51
Rainbow book of Bible stories. 2:1 My'49
Rainbow campus. Anderson. 5:58 O'50
Rainbow dictionary. bright. 2:9 Ja'49
Rainbow for me. Kiser. 1:5 0'48
Rainbow gold. Mason. 4:56 Jy'51
Raleigh, Walter. Baker. 4:10 Ja'51; Trease. 4:16 Ja'51
RALSTON. Mystery of the Good Adventure. 4:57 Ap'51
RANDALL. Wild hunter. 4:51 Je'51
Randolph the bear who said no. Nelson. 2:4 Jy'49
Randy and the Queen of Sheba. Johnson. 4:35 Ap'51
Ranger. Meek. 2:6 N'49
RANKIN. Daughter of the mountains. 1:4 My'48
. Gentling of Jonathan. 4:6 D'50
RANSOME. Great Northern? 1:5 Je'48
RARiCK. Three bears visit Goldilocks. 4:37 Ap'51
RAYAN. Higgledy-piggledy room. 2:9 F'49
Read me another story. Child Study Association of
America. 5:5 D'49
Read-to-me storybook. Child Study Association of
America. 1:2 Mr'48
Readability: its application to the elementary school.
Betts. 2:7 My'49; 3:52 Jy'50
Readability of type. Merganthaler Linotype Company.
1:9 Ap'48
Readable books for first and second grades. Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. 2:15 F'49
Reading aloud in the home. Benton. 1:12 N'48
Reading ease, human interest value, and thematic content
of St. Nicholas Magazine. Sward and Harris. 4:52
Je'51
Reading for democracy. National Conference of Christians
and Jews. 1948 1:8 Mr'48; 1949 2:9 D'48; 1950 5:52
Mr'50
Reading in modern education. Witty. 2:12 Ap'49
Reading: In-school goals and out-of-school behavior.
Simpson. 5:38 Ap'50
Reading in the elementary school. National Society fo.
the Study of Education. 2:11 Ap'49
Reading in the high school and college. National Society
for the Study of Education. 1:6 My'48
Reading inadequacy as habit. Weber. 5:20 Ja'50
Reading ladders for human relations. American Council
on Education. 2:6 Jy'49
Reading list on children of various backgrounds for five
to six year olds. American Jewish Committee. 4:52
Je'51
Reading of social studies materials. Witty. 5:32 Mr'50
Reading to understand human differences. Heaton. 4:9
D'50
Real Santa Claus. Walters. 4:7 D'50
Realism in children's books. Whitney. 5:52 Mr'50
Reaper man. Judson. 1:3 S'48
REARDON. Pope Pius XII. 5:50 Jy'50
Rebel and the turncoat. Decker. 2:5 Ap'49
Recent books for junior and senior high school pupils.
1:5 Jy'48
Recent children's books, Fall, 1949. 5:12 D'49
RECHNITZER. Jinks of Jayson Valley. 4:22 F'51
Recommended reference books for the high school library.
Cundiff. 2:6 Je'49
Recordings for children, January 15, 1947 - May 1, 1948.
Illinois State Library. 2:12 F'49; 2:11 Ap'49
Recordings for the elementary school. Leavitt and
Freeman. 2:5 S'49
Records for use in the teaching of dramatics. Voorhees.
1:11 Ap'48
Red carpet. Parkin. 1:8 0'48
Red chair waits. Huggins. 1:5 0'48
Red Embers. Lyons. 1:7 0'48
Red fairy book. Lang. 2:5 D'48
Red feather. Fischer. 5:68 N'50
Red Fox of the Kinapoo. Rush. 2:7 N'49
Red Joker. Johnson. 5:55 Ap'50
Red man's trail. Dean. 2:2 D'48
Red planet. Heinlein. 5:5 D'49
Red Rock II of the K-9 Corps. White and Cunningham.
3:51 Jy'50
Red Rooster. Boutwell. 4:18 F'51
Red Streak of the Iroquois. Parker. 5:51 Jy'50
Red treasure. Martin. 1:4 Ja'48
REED. Little crow. 4:39 Ap'51
.Shadow the cat. 4:59 Ap'51
REELY. Seatmates. 2:4 0'49
Reference resources for young people. 2:5 Jy'49
REGLI. Fiddling cowboy. 2:7 N'49
. Partners in the saddle. 3:56 Ap'50
Regular cowboy. Phelps. 2:9 F'49
REICHERT. My truck book. 1:1 S'48
REINE. Eagle of Guatemala. 1:6 D'47
KEhiHERZ. Trumpets at the crossroads. 1:9 0'48
Relationship of reading to the social acceptability of
sixth grade children. Mitchell. 3:26 F'50
Religious juveniles have own criteria. Maitland. 1:15
N'48
Reluctant heart. Lambert. 4:21 F'51
Reluctant reader. 4:?9 Ap'51
RENDINA. Debbie Jones. 4:6 D'50
Roommates. 1:5 Je'48
RENICK. Dooleys play ball. 2:5 Je'49
. Touchdown for Doc. 2:5 Ja'49
. Shining shooter. 5:42 My'50
Reports from the eighth annual school library conferences
1950. Illinois State Library. 4:51 Mr'51
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Reprints of children's books in series and editions.
Eakin and Janecek. 1:7 My'46
Restless Johnny. Holberg. 5:55 S'50
TAN. Mystery of the haunted cliff. 2:5 Jy'49
. Wanted: two bikes. 2:9 F'49
Return to the level land. Jong. 1:4 F'48
Revere, Paul. Fisher. 4:54 Ap'51
Reviewing and selecting nature books for children.
Gordon. 5:26 F'50
REY. Billy's picture. 1:5 S'48
Reyam plastic products company. 1:15 N'48
REYNOLDS,D. Fire patrol. 5:24 F'50
REYNOLDS,Q.J. Wright brothers. 4:22 F'51
RHYNE. Comic books -- municipal control of sale and
distribution. 2:11 Ap'49
Ricardo's white horse. Kelsey. 1:4 S'48
RICH. Start of the trail. 2:5 Je'49
RICHARD. Club team. 4:57 Ap'51
Ride 'em, Peggyl Bialk. 5:35 Ap'50
Ride out singing. Loomis. 4:44 My'51
Ride out the storm. Bell. 4:52 Ap'51
Rider on the mountains. Lansing. 3:7 D'49
Riding days. Oliver. 1:8 0'48
Riding the pony express. Bulla. 2:2 My'49
RIEDMAN. How man discovered his body. 1:6 D'47
RIENOW. Bewitched caverns. 1:7 Ap'48
.Dark pool. 2:5 Je'49
RIESENBERG. Waterfront reporter. 4:6 D'50
RIESS. Numbers we see. 2:7 Ap'49
RIETVELD. Rocky Point campers. 4:22 F'51
RIGBY. Mustachio. 1:6 D'47
RILEY. Exploring art. 1:4 Ap'48
Riley Dawson. Webb. 5:46 Je'50
RINDEN. Missionary worship programs. 1:8 F'48
. Watch-goat boy. 2:5 Je'49
sng of danger. Bill. 1:2 N'48
|ip and Royal. Scott. 3:65 O'50
Rip Van Winkle. Irving. 2:7 My'49
RIPLEY. Dopey doings. 4:46 My'51
RITCHIE. Treasure of Li-Po. 2:4 S'49
River dragon. Lane. 2:4 Ja'49
River of the wolves. Meader. 1:7 0'48
River Ranch. Gates. 5:4 D'49
River song. 3:12 D'49
Rizzuto, Phil. Trimble. 4:51 Je'51
Road runs both ways. Best. 4:18 F'51
Robbut. Lawson. 2:4 Ja'49
Robert Bruce. Baker. 2:1 My'49
Roberto. Yomen. 1:4 Ja'48
ROBERTS. Make it and make it payl 2:4 0'49
ROBERTSON,G.V. Strange sea life. 3:46 Je'50
ROBERTSON,K. Dog next door. 3:56 Ap'50
SMissing brother. 4:6 D'50
Ticktock and Jim. 1:5 Je'48
STicktock and Jim, deputy sheriffs. 2:7 N'49
ROBERTSON,L. Picnic woods. 2:4 0'49
_____. 
Runaway rocking horse. 2:6 D'48
Robin Hood's arrow. Stone. 1:10 N'48
Robin on the river. Hayes. 5:69 N'50
ROBINSON,G. Father and the mountains. 5:57 Ap'50
_Sign of the Golden Fish. 2:7 N'49
ROBINSON,J.B. Holidays are fun. 3:56 S'50
Robinson, Jackie. Roeder. 5:46 Je'50
ROBINSON,L.F. Goldie and Yellowhammer. 3:9 D'49
ROBINSON,M.L. Back-seat driver. 3:18 Ja'50
ROBINSON,T.P. Trigger John's son. 2:4 0'49
Robinson Carew - castaway. Collins. 2:2 F'49
abinson Crusoe. Defoe. 1:2 S'48
CHESTER. Haunted hangers. 4:22 F' 51
locket in my pocket. Withers. 2:11 F'49
locket ship Galileo. Heinlein. 1:3 F'48
Rocky Point campers. Rietveld. 4:22 F'51
Rocky summer. Kingman. 1:4 S'48
Rod rides high. Chidsey. 5:44 Je'50
Rodeo. Bracken. 5:21 F'50
Rodeo. Rounds. 5:18 Ja'50
RODMAN. Boy's complete book of fresh and salt water
fishing. 5:9 D'49
Rodrigo and Rosalita. Buffler. 2:1 Jy'49
ROEDER. Jackie Robinson. 5:46 Je'50
ROGERS. It took courage. 2:6 Ja'49
Rogers, Will. Garst. 5:40 My'50; Day. 4:33 Ap'51;
Van Riper. 4:46 My'51
Rogue Reynard. Norton. 1:4 Ja'48
ROJANKOVSKY. Favorite fairy tales. 2:5 Jy'49
. Great big animal book. 5:51 Jy'50
. Three bears. 1:7 048
ROLLINS. We build together. 1:1l N'48
Roman moon mystery. Williams. 1:8 Ap'48
ROMINE. Meeting the need for qualified school
librarians. 4:9 D'50
RONSON. Comic corruption. 5:72 N'50
Roommates. Rendina. 1:5 Je'48
ROOSEVELT. Partners - the United Nations and youth.
4:22 F' 51
Roosevelt, Eleanor. Knapp. 5:7 D'49
Rosa and Randy. Eyre. 1:4 N'48
Rosa-too-little. Felt. 5:60 O'50
ROSE. Jack and Jill story book. 2:9 F'49
Rose Bowl All-America. Jackson. 3:16 Ja'50
Rose fairy book. Lang. 1:2 Jy'48
ROSENBLUM. Story of Franklin D. Roosevelt. 2:7 N'49
ROSENHEIM. Kathie, the new teacher. 2:4 0'49
Roses for Bonny-Belle. Kiser. 5:41 My'50
Rosie the rhino. Conger. 1:1 Je'48
Rosita. Brown. 2:1 Ja'49
ROSS,F. Young people's book of jet propulsion. 2:7
Ap'49; 35:1 Mr'50
ROSS,F.A. Land and people of Canada. 1:6 F'48
ROSS,M.I. Green treasure. 1:5 Je'48
ROSS,P.F. Magic forest. 2:8 Ap'49
Ross Duncan at Bataan. Pashko. 5:62 0'50
ROTHERY. Iceland roundabout. 2:8 Ap'49
___ . Maryland and Virginia roundabout. 1:6 Mr'48
Round the year with the world's religions. Pike.
4:57 Ap'51
ROUNDS. 01' Paul the mighty logger. 2:5 Jy'49
SRodeo. 5:18 Ja'50
Stolen pony. 2:6 D'48
Whitey and the rustlers. 4:46 My'51
Rowena Carey. Holberg. 2:5 Je'49
ROWLAND. Austrian colt. 4:6 D'50
ROWLANDS. Cache Lake country. 1:6 D'47
ROWLETT. When Cricket was little. 2:3 Mr'49
Royal game. Weart. 2:5 Mr'49
Royal road. Simon. 2:7 D'48
Royalton raid. Dean. 2:1 Je'49
Ruby Throat. McClung. 3:61 0'50
RUDOLF. Effect of reading instruction on achievement
in eighth grade social studies. 5:12 D'49
RUDOLPH. Great hope. 1:6 F'48
RUE. America, past and present. 1:8 Mr'48
Bibliography in library science reading guidance
and book selection. 2:6 Jy'49
__. Subject headings for elementary school catalogs.
2:7 Je'49
Subject index to books for intermediate grades.
3:26 F'50
Rue plays the game. Blackstock. 1:2 Ap'48
RUFSVOtD. Audio-visual school library service. 2:5
S'49
Runaway apprentice. Evernden. 5:4 D'49
Runaway elephant. Tarry. 5:71 N'50
Runaway rocking horse. Robertson. 2:6 D'48
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Runaway toys. Hogan. 4:44 My'#51
RUNNING. When coyote walked the earth. 5:9 D'49
RUSH. Duff, the story of a bear. 4:57 Ap'51
. Red Fox of the Kinapoo. 2:7 N'49
RUSHMORE. Cowboy Joe of the Circle S. 5:63 0'50
SLost treasure box. 2:8 N'49
RUSSELL. Children learn to read. 5:12 D'49
. Children's librarians rate the difficulty of
well-known juvenile books. 4:52 Je'51
. Contributions of research in bibliotherapy to
the Language-arts program. 4:9 D'50
RYAN. Books link the home with school. 2:11 Ap'49
SACKETT. Everglade gold. 1:9 O'48
SACRAMENTO SCHOOL DISTRICT. Manual and course of study
for elementary school libraries. 2:9 D'48
Saddle for Hoskie. Pack. 4:45 My'51
Saddle of Carlos Perez. Tait. 5:42 My'50
Saddles upt ride 'em high. Warren. 1:10 O'48
SAFFRON. By-line for Josie. 2:8 N'49
Sagebrush filly. Stone. 4:25 F'51
St. Nicholas anthology. Commager. 2:2 D'48
Saints and wee folk. Murphy. 5:43 My'50
Salaries of school librarians in school systems in cities
over 50,000 in population 1948-49. National Education
Association. 2:5 S'49
Sally goes traveling alone. Eppenstein. 1:5 Mr'48
Sally Tait. Sayers. 1:9 N'48
SALTEN. Bambi's children. 4:15 Ja'51
. Jibby the cat. 1:6 Je'48
Salto. Loomis. 5:41 My'50
Saltwater summer. Haig-Brown. 1:5 S'48
Sam and the superdroop. Leaf. 2:5 Ja'49
Sam Patch. Bontemps and Conroy. 4:26 Mr'51
SAMPSON. Ted Williams. 5:46 Je'50
SAMSON. Teen-age aviation stories. 2:4 Mr'49
Sancho of the long, long horns. Bosworth. 1:1 F'48
Sand in her shoes. Lawrence. 2:5 N'49
SANDERS. List of free and inexpensive teaching aids for
the science teacher. 2:10 Ap'49; 2:9 N'49
SANDOZ. Squire of Ravensmark. 2:8 Ap'49
Sandra and the right prince. Anderson. 4:40 My'51
Sandy and Mr. Jalopy. Agnew. 2:1 N'49
Sandy the red deer. Darling. 5:54 S'50
SANGER. Silver teapot. 1:10 O'48
. Wooden mug. 4:22 F'51
Santa Claus book. Smith. 1:11 N'48
Santa's footprints. 1:11 N'48
Santa's toy shop. Disney. 5:68 N'50
Saracen's head. Lancaster. 5:7 D'49
Sari's Mother Goose. 4:56 Ap'51
SATTLEY. Children's books about foreign countries. 2:7
Mr'49; 2:6 Je'49
Saturday Evenig Post sports stories. Smith. 2:4 Jy'49
Saturday's child. Simon. 3:65 O'50
SAUNDERS. Builders of the old world. 1:3 Je'48
Save your eyes. Hill and Crouter. 35:48 Je'50
SAVERY. Dark house on the Moss. 1:6 Mr'48
Sawdust in his shoes. McGraw. 5:41 My'50
SAWYER. Little red horse. 4:6 D'50
SAYERS. Sally Tait. 1:9 N'48
Scamper. Barrows. 2:1 My'49
Scandinavia. Evans. 1:8 N'48
SCANLAN. 100 most popular books of children's fiction
selected by children. 1:10 Ap'48
Scarface. Norton. 1:5 S'48
Scarlet bird. Anderson. 1:1 0'48
Scarlet Jib. Moore. 5:56 S'50
Scarsdale's battle of the books. Shaplen. 4:531 Mr'51
SCHAUFFLER. Goodwill days. 1:8 Mr'48
SCHERF. Do your own thinking. 1:9 N'48
SCHIFFER. My greatest baseball game. 4:57 Ap'51
SCHLEIN. Day at the playground. 4:56 Jy'51
SCHLOAT. Adventures of a letter. 5:9 D'49
. Playtime for you. 4:37 Ap'51
. What shall I do? 2:5 Je'49
SCHNEIDERH. Everyday machines and how they work.
4:29 Mr'51
. How big is big? 4:29 Mr'51
. How your body works. 3:18 Ja'50
. Let's look inside your house. 2:5 Mr'49
SLet's look under the city. 3:57 Ap'50
. Now try this. 1:7 D'47
SCHNEIDER,N. Let's find out. 5:57 Ap'50
.While Susie sleeps. 1:7 Ap'48
SCHOENOFF. Poster-making in the elementary school.
2:7 Mr'49
SCHOFIELD. Motion pictures and filmstrips for English.
3:5:2 Mr'50
SCHOLZ. Fielder from nowhere. 1:6 S'48
SJohnny King, quarterback. 2:4 S'49
SKeystone Kelly. 5:56 S'50
School libraries. Connecticut State Department of
Education. 2:12 F'49
School library a necessity. Sister M. Alma. 4:51 Mr'51
School library - an opportunity for the high-school
principal. Johnson. 3:48 Je'50
School library as the co-ordinating agency for the
curriculum. Spears. 1:15 0'48
School library of today. Nickel. 4:24 F'51
Schoolhouse in the woods. Caudill. 5:5 D'49
Schoolroom zoo. Woolley. 5:57 S'50
SCHRAEGLE. Learning to meet differences in family and
community patterns. 3:52 Jy'50
SCHRODES. Contributions of research in bibliotherapy
to the Language-arts program. 4:9 D'50
SCHROLL. Mr. O'Riley and Brownie. 3:50 Mr'50
SCHULZ. Young consumer. 2:6 D'48; 2:8 Ap'49
SCHURR. Long and the short of it. 4:22 F'51
SCHWALBACH. Fun-time crafts. 2:4 S'49
Schweitzer, Albert. Gollomb. 5:16 Ja'50
Science learning through books in the elementary field.
Zim. 4:9 D'50
SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. Life adjustment booklets.
2:6 Jy'49
____ . Occupational briefs. 1:7 My'48
. 100 best. 1:7 My'48
Science teaching in rural and small town schools. U.S.
Office of Education. 2:5 0'49
SCOGGIN. More chucklebait. 5:18 Ja'50
SCOTT,A.H. Picture dictionary for boys and girls. 3:24
F'50
SCOTT,A.O.S. Wanda Gag. 3:31 Mr'50
SCOTT,C.E. Anthology of children's literature. 1:12
0'48
SCOTT,D.C. Mojave Joe. 4:22 F'51
SCOTT,J. Washing is fun. 5:63 0'50
SCOTT,J.M. Hudson of Hudson's Bay. 4:46 My'51
SCOTT,J.U. Lessons in loveliness. 1:7 D'47
.__. Manners for moderns. 2:5 Je'49
___. Pattern for personality. 4:46 My'51
SCOTT,S. Judy's baby. 2:8 N'49
. Little Wiener. 4:57 Ap'51
___ Rip and Royal. 5:65 0'50
* Sue Ann's busy day. 2:9 F'49
. Tippy. 5:57 Ap'50
SCOTT,W.R. Water that Jack drank. 4:15 Ja'51
Scratchy. Parke. 4:57 Ap'51
Sea and shore. Hylander. 5:45 Je'50
Sea boots. Du Soe. 2:4 Ap'49
Sea change. Worth. 1:4 Jy'48
Sea hawks of empire. Bailey. 2:1 Ja'49
Sea of adventure. Blyton. 1:1 0'48
Sea Star. Henry. 3:5 D'49
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Seabird. Holling. 1:5 S'48
SEAMAN. Vanishing octant mystery. 5:9 D'49
Seatmates. Reely. 2:4 0'49
SECHRIST. Heigh-ho for Hallowe'ent 1:10 0'48
. Once in the first times. 5:10 D'49
Second St. Nicholas anthology. Commager. 4:26 Mr'51SECONDARY EDUCATION BOARD. Junior booklist. 1948 1:8
S'48; 1949 2:5 S'49
. Senior booklist. 1948 1:8 S'48; 1949 2:5
S'49
Secret fiord. Trease. 5:57 S'50
Secret of the bog. Stone. 2:7 D'48
Secret of the buried tomb. Knight. 1:5 Ap'48
Secret of the hidden room. Seymour. 2:4 0'49
Secret of the sand hills. Barne. 5:27 Mr'50
Secret of the whispering willow. Evatt. 3:40 My'50
Secret valley. Bulla. 2:2 N'49
SEE & HEAR. Annual fall inventory of new audio-visual
materials. 1:8 D'47; 4:9 D'50
SEEGER,E. Five brothers. 2:10 F'49
SEEGEh,R.C. American folk songs for children. 2:6 D'48
_ . Animal folk songs for children. 4:15 Ja'51
SEGET. Snowy. 4:38 Ap'51
SEIGNOBOSC. Jeanne-Marie counts her sheep. 4:46 My'51
Selected list of books for boys and girls. Association
of Children's Book Editors. 1:6 My'48
Selected list of books for children. Cincinnati Public
Library. 1:7 S'48
Selected list of books for remedial reading. Sullivan.
2:7 Je'49
Selected list of books for young people. Cincinnati
Public Library. 5:26 F'50
Selected references for high school physics. Cahoon.
1:7 Je'48
Selection of books for boys and girls, 1949. Newton
S(Mass.) Free Library. 3:48 Je'50
Selection policies for children's books. Gross. 4:39
Ap' 51
SELF. Treasury of horse stories. 4:57 Ap'51
Self-survey of a school program for teaching reading.
Dolch. 5:20 Ja'50
SELIGMAN. Baby is born. 2:4 Je'49; 2:2 S'49
SELLEGER-ELOUT. Marian and Marion. 2:6 My'49
SELLEW. Adventures with the giants. 5:57 Ap'50
SELSAM. Play with trees. 5:56 S'50
. Play with plants. 2:8 N'49
SEN. Pageant of India's history. 2:10 F'49
Senior booklist. Secondary Education Board. 1948 1:8
S'48; 1949 2:5 S'49
Senior year. Emery. 2:5 My'49
Septimus, the St. Bernard. Collins. 5:22 F'50
SEREDI. Chestry oak. 1:9 N'48
Serena and the cookie lady. Klem. 2:5 Je'49
SEUSS,Dr. pseud, see GEISEL,T. S.
Seven sneezes. Cabral. 1:6 0'48
SEVENTEEN MAGAZINE. Club notes. 2:5 0'49
SYour new emotions. 2:5 0'49
Seventeen reader. Ivens. 4:535 Ap'51
Seventh step. Girvan. 2:5 Ap'49
Seventh's staghound. Downey. 2:3 F'49
75 ways for boys to make money. Paradis. 5:46 Je'50
SEVERN. Cruise of the Maiden Castle. 2:4 0'49
. Treasure for three. 5:42 My'50
SEWELL,A. Black Beauty. 5:24 F'50
SEWELL,H. Golden Christmas manger. 2:10 D'48
Sex education. Brickman. 1:11 0'48
SEYMOUR. Secret of the hidden room. 2:4 0'49
Shadow of the hawk. Trease. 2:4 S'49
Shadow the cat. Osswald and Reed. 4:59 Ap'51
Shaggy Man of Oz. Snow. 5:24-F'50
SHANE. New baby. 1:6 Je'48
SHAPIRO. Joe Magarac and his U.S.A. citizen papers.
2:10 F'49
SHAPLEN. Scarsdale's battle of the books. 4:51 Mr'51
SHARP. Daffy. 4:22 F'51
. Gee Whillikins. 4:15 Ja'51
. Where is Cubby Bear? 3:57 Ap'50
SHATTER. Survey of student reading. 4:52 Je'51
Shell collector's handbook. Verrill. 4:50 Mr'51
Shelter and housing. 4:31 Mr'51
SHEPHERD. How to interest students in a variety of
better magazines. 5:12 D'49
SHERMAN,E. Let's look ahead. 3:56 S'50
SHERMAN,E.B. Bright college year. 3:65 0'50
SHERWAN. Smart little mouse. 4:15 Ja'51
She's my girl' Headley. 5:5 D'49
Shifting winds. Ware. 1:5 My'48
Shining shooter. Renick. 3:42 My'50
Shipmates down urder. Collins. 5:59 My'50
SHIPPEN. Bright design. 2:3 Jy'49
SLightfoot. 3:71 N'50
.Moses. 5:18 Ja'50
Ships that made U,S. history. Mitchell and Wilson. 5:30
Mr'50
Shoe for my pony. Friskey. 3:50 Jy'50
SHOEiAKER. Best in baseball. 5:24 F'50
Shooting the news. Floherty. 2:5 N'49
Shortstop shadow. Brier. 4:2 D'50
Shorty makes first team. Jackson. 5:45 Je'50
Shotgun Shaw. Keith. 3:16 Ja'50
SHOUISKY. Ali of Baku. 2:6 My'49
Showcase for Diane. Freer. 4:55 Jy'51
Showdown. Longstreth. 4:14 Ja'51
Shrine of liberty. Hall-Quest. 2:5 Ja'49
SHRODES. Contributions of research in bibliotherapy to
the Language-arts program. 4:9 D'50
SHUMAN. Penny and Pete's surprise. 2:5 0'49
SHURTLEFF. AWOL the courier. 4:38 Ap'51
_ Two against the north. 5:10 D'49
Shy little horse. Wonder book. 2:5 Jy'49
SICKELS. Anthology of children's literature. 1:12 0'48
. North American folklore. 5:12 D'49; 5:57 S'50
Sign of the Golden Fish. Robinson. 2:7 N'49
SILLIMAN. Bucky Forrester. 4:46 My'51
. Daredevil. 1:7 Mr'48
. Golden Cloud. 4:6 D'50
. Purple tide. 2:4 S'49
Silver fleece. Means. 5:51 Jy'50
Silver quest. Meigs. 2:4 Je'49
Silver spurs for cowboy boots. Garst. 2:2 0'49
Silver teapot. Sanger. 1:10 0'48
Silver wolf. Allen. 4:52 Ap'51
SIMMONS. Old flag's secret. 1:10 0'48
SIMON. Royal road. 2:7 D'48
_ . Saturday's child. 3:63 0'50
SIMPSON. Reading: In-school goals and out-of-school
behavior. 5:38 Ap'50
Sing a song of funnies. Fein. 4:5 D'50
Sing-along Sary. Moore. 4:536 Ap'51
Sing me to sleep. Star Songs. 2:9 D'48
SINGMASTER. I heard of a river. 2:10 F'49
. Isle of Que. 1:6 S'48
SISTER M. ALMA. School library a necessity. 4:31 Mr'51
16mm films used in the teaching of dramatics. Neusbaum.
1:11 Ap'48
Sixty snappy quizzes for boys and girls. Leonard. 3569
N'50
Sixty swell playmate games for boys and girls. Horowitz.
5:69 N'50
Size of it. Berkley. 35:58 0'50
SKAAR. All about dogs, dogs, dogs. 1:7 D'47
. Nothing but cats, cats, cats. 1:7 D'47
.Very little dog. 5:10 D'49
.What do they sayl 5:65 0'50
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Skeleton island. Dale. 5:49 Jy'50
Skid. Hayes. 1:4 0'48
Skiing for beginners. Brown. 4:26 Mr'51
Skit and Skat. Dennis. 4:42 My'51
Skitter cat book. Youmans. 1:8 Mr'48
SKREBITSKY. White birds island. 2:4 Mr'49
Sky high. Hodges. 1:. F'48
Sky pioneer. Bartlett. 1:1 F'48
Sky river. Fa Shun. 3:45 Je'50
Skylark farm. Beckman. 4:2 D'50
Skymountain. Walden. 3:64 0'50
Skyroad to mystery. Knight. 2:4 N'49
Sleeping giant and other stories. Estes. 1:4 N'48
Sleepy to the rescue. McReynolds. 5:8 D'49
Sleigh bells for Windy Foot. Frost. 2:5 Ja'49
Slip. Erickson. 1:4 N'48
SLOAN FOUNDATION. Better food, clothing, and housing
through education. 1:6-7 Je'48
SLOBODKIN. Bixxy and the secret message. 3:10 D'49
. Hustle and Bustle. 1:9 N'48
. Mr. Mushroom. 3:46 Je'50
Small child's book of verse. Doane. 2:5 F'49; 2:5
Ap'49
Smallest boy in the class. Beim. 2:1 N'49
Smart little mouse. Sherwan. 4:15 Ja'51
Smart Mr. Tim. Jarratt. 2:4 N'49
Smeller Martin. Lawson. 4:5 D'50
SklTH,B.F. Library guidance in reading. 3:43 My'50
SMITH,B.L. Superintendent evaluates the library. 4:17
Ja'51
SMITH,C.F. Painted ports. 2:8 Ap'49
SklTH,D.V. How literature is taught in secondary schools
of today. 4:47 My'51
SMITH,E.S. Stories of love. 4:54 Ap'51
SMITH,E.Y. Jennifer gift. 5:57 Ap'50
. Jennifer wish. 2:8 Ap'49
. Moppet. 4:6 D'50
SMITH,H.R. Laughing matter. 5:19 Ja'50
SMITH,I. Lucky days for Johnny. 5:65 0'50
. Santa Claus book. 1:11 N'48
SMIT,K. Stories of Annabelle. 4:46 My'51
SMITH,M.T. Famous pets of famous people. 5:51 Mr' 50
SMITH,N.B. Personal and social values of reading. 2:7
Ja'49
0 Some effects of reading on children. 1:9 S'48
SITH,R. Saturday Evening Post sports stories. 2:4
Jy'49
SMITH,T.K. Poncho and the pink horse. 4:57 Jy'51
SMITHER. Our church for the worship of God. 2:10 F'49
Smoke above the lane.- De Jong. 4:42 My'51
Smoke patrol. Atwater. 2:1 N'49
Smokey's big discovery. Preston and Barr. 5:56 Ap'50
Smoky Valley claim. McBride. 4:28 Mr'51
Smudge. Newberry. 1:8 0'48
Snakes. Zim. 5:11 D'49
SNEDEKER. Luke's quest. 1:6 F'48
SNO°,D.J. Eli Whitney. 2:6 Ja'49
__ . John Paul Jones. 4:22 F'51
SNOW,J. Shaggy Man of Oz. 5:24 F'50
Snow Cloud. Raftery. 4:57 Ap'51
Snow dog. Kjelgaard. 1:6 N'48
Snow White and the seven dwarfs. Disney. 2:7 F'49
Snowboot, son of Fire Eye. Lindman. 35:50 Jy' 50
Snowplow that tried to go south. Walters. 5:71 N'50
Snowshoe paws. Johnson. 2:4 My'49
Snowy. Vlasak and Seget. 4:38 Ap'51
So we sing. Levy. 5:*56 S'50
Socio-economic influences on learning. Davis. 4:25
F'51
Sociometry in group relations. Jennings. 2:12 F'49
Some effects of reading on children. Smith. 1:9 S'48
Somebody else's shoes. Lowe. 2:5 Ja'49
Something old, something new. Fisher. 5:4 D'49
Son of the coach. Harkins. 3:69 N'50
Son of the hawk. Raddall. 3:51 Jy'50
Son of the valley. Tunis. 2:9 Ap'49
Song of Robin Hood. Malcolmson. 1:5 D'47
Song of the pines. Havighurst. 2:4 N'49
Song of the seasons. Webb. 5:71 N'50
Song of the swallows. Politi. 2:6 My'49
Sonny-boy Sim. Baker. 2:1 My'49
Sons of the Volsungs. Hosford. 2:4 My'49
SOONG. Art of Chinese paper folding. 1:7 Ap'48
SOS Helicopter. Bain. 1:1 Ap'48
Sources of free and inexpensive teaching aids. Miller.
2:10 D'48
South Pole husky. Strong. 5:31 Mr'50
Southpaw from San Francisco. Harkins. 1:5 N'48
SOUTHWfELL. Getting a job in television. 1:7 Mr'48
SOWERS. Elephant boy of the teak forest. 2:8 N'49
Space cadet. Heinlein. 1:5 N'48
SPAETH. Dedication. 3:42 My'50
SPALDING. Babes and cradles just outside the door.
2:9 Ap'49
Sparrow Hawk. LeSueur. 5:61 O'50
SPEARS. School library as the co-ordinating agency for
the curriculum. 1:13 0'48
Special day plays. Curtis. 1:8 D'47
SPENCER,C.* pseud, see YAUKEY,G.S.
SPERRY. Black Falcon. 3:10 D'49
. Voyages of Christopher Columbus. 4:22 F'51
SPERZEL. Effect of comic books on vocabulary growth and
reading comprehension. 1:10 Ap'48
Sphink. McClung. 2:6 N'49
Spice hot Hewes. 1:4 Mr'48
Spoodles, the puppy who learned. Black. 1:2 Ap'48
Spooks and spirits and shadowy shapes. Doremus. 2:5
0'49
Spooks of the valley. Jones. 1:5 My'48
Sport quiz book. Stern and Ormont. 4:46 My'51
Sports stories. Illinois State Library. 5:72 N'50
Spot, the Dalmatian pup. L'Hommedieu. 4:21 F'51
Spring comes riding. Cavanna. 5:67 S'50
Spring shower of books. Indiana Department of Education.
2:6 Jy'49
Square dances of today. Kraus. 4:35 Ap'51
Squeeze play. Lochlons. 3:56 S'50
Squire of Ravensmark. Sandoz. 2:8 Ap'49
Squirrely of Willow Hill. Hader. 5:69 N'50
Stable for Jill. Ferguson. 4:55 Jy'51
STAFFELBACH. For Texas and freedom. 1:5 Jy'48
Stagecoach robbery. Archer. 5:15 Ja'50
Standards for choosing books about other countries.
Wofford. 1:5 Ja'48
Standish, Myles. Stevenson. 5:10 D'49
STAPPA.D. Escape on skis. 2:5 0'49
Mountain tamer. 1:7 Je'48
STAPP,E.B. Isabelle's goose village. 4:50 Mr'51
___ o Queen of Gooseland. 2:4 S'49
Star on her forehead. Hayes and Kennedy. 5:61 O'50
STAR SONGS. Sing me to sleep. 2:9 D'48
Starlings. Bronson. 1:1 My'48
STARRAK. Leisure-time activities of Iowa high school
students. 5:48 Je'50
Stars above. Newcomb. 5:18 Ja'50
Stars in our heaven. Lum. 2:5 My'49
Start of the trail. Rich. 2:5 Je'49
State birds and flowers. Earle. 4:42 My'S51
State champs. Burgoyne. 4:55 Ap'51
Statistics of public school libraries, 1947-1948. U.
Office of Education. 5:20 Ja'50; 5:64 0'50
Steam shovel family. Eberle. 2:2 Ja'49
Steam shovel that wouldn't eat dirt. Walters. 2:5
Mr'49
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STEEPLE. Child's first book of Bible stories. 4:46
My' 51
STEFFERUD. How to know wild flowers. 4:30 Mr'51
STEINER. Kiki dances. 3:10 D'49
_ Kiki skates. 4:6 D'50
_ . Little train that saved the day. 2:6 Ja'49
. Lulu's play school. 1:10 N'48
STEiNETZ. Stories. 2:6 Jy'49
STERN. Favorite baseball stories. 4:38 Ap'51
Favorite football stories. 4:51 Je'51
.Sport quiz book. 4:46 My'51
STLRNER. Radio, motion pictures and reading interests.
1:11 Ap'48
Stevedore. Fulton. 1:2 Jy'48
STEVENS. Lion Boy's white brother. 4:46 My'51
. Mark of the leopard. 1:6 F'48
STEVENSON,A. Anthony Wayne. 2:4 Mr'49
. Booker T. Washington. 4:15 Ja'51
. Buffalo Bill. 1:4 My'48
. Myles Standish. 5:10 D'49
STEVENSON,R.L. Child's garden of verses. 1:4 My'48;
4:57 Jy'51
. Kidnapped. 2:6 My'49
STEWART,A.B. Young Miss Burney. 1:7 F'48
STEWART,E.L. Billy buys a dog. 4:16 Ja'51
STEWART,M.S. Prejudice in textbooks. 3:65 0'50
STILWELL. Chin Ling, the Chinese cricket. 1:7 Mr'48
Stolen pony. Rounds. 2:6 D'48
STOLZ. Organdy cupcakes. 4:46 My'51
___ . To tell your love. 4:7 D'50
STONE. Robin Hood's arrow. 1:10 N'48
.Sagebrush filly. 4:23.F'51
.Secret of the bog. 2:7 D'48
Stone soup. Brown. 1:1 F'48
STONG. Prince and the porker. 5:71 N'50
1STOOPS. Occupational information. 1:11 Ap'48
. Suggestions for career days. 1:8 F'48
Stories. Steinmetz. 2:6 Jy'49
Stories from Dickens. McSpadden. 2:6 N'49
Stories in rocks. Williams. 2:8 D'48
Stories of Annabelle. Smith. 4:46 My'51
Stories of love. Hazeltine and Smith. 4:54 Ap'51
Stories of neighbor nations. Elms. 1:2 Ja'48
Stories to tell. Enoch Pratt Free Library. 2:6 Jy'49
Stories to tell to children. Pittsburgh Carnegie
Library. 2:7 My'49; 2:6 Jy'49
Stork didn't bring yout Pemberton. 1:9 N'48
Storks of Lillegard. Frisch. 4:5 D'50
Storm of Dancerwood. Chipperfield. 2:1 0'49
Story behind great stories. Montgomery. 1:6 Mr'48
Story behind modern books. Montgomery. 3:30 Mr'50
"Story book" series. Petersham. 1:9 0'48
Story of an idea with seven league boots. Ashworth.
5:26 F'50
Story of Appleby Capple. Parrish. 4:22 F'51
Story of Arturo Toscanini. Ewen. 4:27 Mr'51
Story of cloth. Eberle. 2:1 Jy'49
Story of Deerslayer. Beals. 4:40 My'51
Story of Florida. McNeer. 1:4 Ja'48
Story of France. Doorly. 2:4 Ap'49
Story of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Rosenblum. 2:7 N'49
Story of Hans Andersen. Meynell. 4:45 My'51
Story of Irving Berlin. Ewen. 3:35 Ap'50
Story of Joseph. Lau. 3:56 Ap'50
Story of Lewis Carroll. Green. 4:12 Ja'51
Story of Madam Hen and little Horace. Heaton. 1:3 Je'48
Story of medicine. Garland. 2:2 Je'49
Story of modern Israel for young people. Zeligs. 3:64.
0'50
Story of Noah. Webb. 5:25 F'50
Story of our calendar. Brindze. 2:1 0'49
Story of our time. 4:57 Jy'51
Story of Phillis Wheatley. Graham. 3:23 F'50
Story of Serapina. White. 4:47 My'51
Story of sound. Geralton. 2:3 D'48
Story of the amulet. Bland. 5:21 F'50
Story of the Negro. Bontemps. 1:1 My'48
Story of the southwest. McNeer. 1:7 N'48
Story of the world. Nehru. 4:56 Jy'51
Story of Virginia. Turpin. 3:10 D'49
Story of your bread. Hollos. 2:5 F'49
STORY PARADE. Adventure stories from Story Parade.
4:24 F'51
Storytelling. Butler. 3:45 My'50
Storytime favorites. Wonder book. 2:5 Jy'49
STOWE. It's a date. 4:7 D'50
Stowe, Harriet Beecher. Widdemer. 3:11 D'49
Straight furrow. Yaukey. 3:25 F'50
Strange sea life. Robertson and Graham. 3:46 Je'50
Straw ox and other tales. Kissen. 3:7 D'49
STREATFEILD. Movie shoes. 2:5 Je'49
Strengthening democracy. 5:26 F'50
Stretch Smith makes a basket.' Lochlons. 2:4 My'49
Strike-out king. DeVries. 2:2 Je'49
Strike up the bandl Graham. 3:25 F'50
STRONG,C.S. South Pole husky. 5:31 Mr'50
STRONG,J. Favorite folktales and fables for boys and
girls. 3:71 N'50
. Legends children love. 5:71 N'50
STRONG,P. Honey for tea. 4:16 Ja'51
Stuart, Gilbert. Holberg. 1:5 0'48
STUART. Hie to the hunters. 5:51 Jy'50
Stubborn donkey. Grautoff. 3:5 D'49
STUBBS. Needle. 4:16 Ja'51
Stubby, the little train that ran away. Christensen.
2:2 F'49
STUCKI. Uncle Sam's child. 2:8 N'49
Student dancer. Woody. 4:51 Je'51
Studies of the Soviet Union. Illinois Council for the
Social Studies. 1:10 Ap'48
Stuyvesant, Peter. Widdemer. o 3:42 My'50
Subject headings for elementary school catalogs. Rue.
2:7 Je'49
Subject index to books for intermediate grades. Rue.
3:26 F'50
Subject index to children's magazines. Wisconsin
University, Library School. 2:7 Ja'49
Subnormal boy and his reading interests. Gunzburg. 2:9
D'48
Sudy and Prill. Piper. 2:7 N'49
Sue Ann's busy day. Scott. 2:9 F'49
Sue Barton, neighborhood nurse. Boylston. 3:2 D'49
Suggestions for career day. Los Angeles County Schools.
1:10 Ap'48
Suggestions for career days. Stoops. 1:8 F'48
SULLIVAN. Selected list of books for remedial reading.
2:7 Je'49
Su-Mei's golden year. Bro. 5:66 N'50
Summary of reading investigations. Gray. July 1947 to
June 30, 1948 2:7 My'49; July 1, 1948 to June 30, 1949
3:43 My'50; July 1, 1949 to June 30, 1950. 4:47 My'51
Summer at Yellow Singer's. Bailey. 1:1 Jy'48
Summer green. Coatsworth. 2:2 D'48
Summer library service in Alton. Anthony. 3:43 My'50
Summer time. Judson. 2:2 S'49
Summer to remember. Karolyi. 2:2 Mr'49
Summerfield farm. Black. 4:41 My'51
Sun in the morning. Cadell. 3:53 S'50
Sun up. Tresselt. 3:25 F'50
Sundae with Judy. Friedman. 2:4 Ap'49
Sunken forest. Prud'hommeau. 3:9 D'49
Sunnycove. Walden. 1:6 S'48
Sunshine. Bemelmans. 3:44 Je'50
Sunshine for Merrily. Kiser. 2:4 My'49
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Superintendent evaluates the library. Smith. 4:17 Ja'51
Supplement to reprints of children's books in series and
editions. Eakin. 2:6 Je'49
Surfman. Meek. 5:62 O'50
Surprise at Sampey Place. Wright. 5:57 S'50
Surprise balloon. Brock. 2:2 Ap'49
Surprise doll. Gipson. 5:23 F'50
Surprise for Min Deh. Millen. 2:6 Ap'49
Surprise for Nancy. Barr. 4:25 Mr'51
Surprise for Susan. Hitte. 5:61 0'50
Survey of student reading. Shatter. 4:52 Je'51
Susan's year. Johnson. 1:4 S'48
Susie. Justus. 1:4 Ap'48
Susie the cat. Palazzo. 2:4 Je'49
SUTCLIFF. Queen Elizabeth story. 5:57 S'50
Swamp boy. Cormack and Bytovetzski. 2:2 D'48
Swamp fox. Brown. 4:11 Ja'51
Swamp shadows. Dunsing. 1:2 S'48
Swan of Denmark. Manning-Sanders. 5:51 Jy'50
Sward. Reading ease, human interest value, and thematic
content of St. Nicholas Magazine. 4:52 Je'51
Swayne. Great-grandfather in the honey tree. 5:10 D'49
Swift. Gulliver's travels. 2:6 My'49
. Gulliver's travels in Lilliput. 5:19 Ja'50
Swimming hole. Beim. 4:25 Mr'51
SWINNERTON. Cats and Rosemary. 2:7 D'48
Sword in the sheath. Norton. 2:7 N'49
Sword with the golden hilt. Evernden. 4:55 Jy'51
Sylvan City. Paschal. 3:62 O'50
SYME. Bay of the north. 3:31 Mr'50
SZENES. Calf that flew away. 4:7 D'50
SZENES,A. see also DUGO,A.
T-bone; the baby-sitter. Newberry. 3:62 O'50
T-quarterback. Emery. 5:4 D'49
TABA. Adolescent character and personality. 2:6 Jy'49
. With focus ohn human relations. 5:65 0'50
TABER. Daisy and Dobbin. 2:9 Ap'49
. First book of cats. 5:57 Ap'50
First book of dogs. 5:19 Ja'50
Taffy's foal. Bialk. 2:2 Ap'49
Tai-Lee's precious seed. Beck. 1:2 Jy'48
TAIT. Saddle of Carlos Perez. 5:42 My'50
Tale of little Pig Robinson. Potter. 4:29 Mr'51
Tales for telling. Watson. 4:57 Jy'51
Tales my father told. Campbell. 2:1 Ja'49
Tales of a Korean grandmother. Carpenter. 1:2 Mr'48
Tales of enchantment from Spain. Eells. 5:45 Je'50
Talking tree. Desmond. 5:14 Ja'50
Tall book of make-believe. Werner. 5:38 Ap'50
Tall-enough Tommy. Becky. 1:1 N'48'
Tall stallion. Hoffman. 4:50 Je'51
Taming of giants. Gordon. 4:3 D'50
Tammy Chipmunk and his friends. Allen. 4:10 Ja'51
TARRANT. Joan in flowerland. 5:57 Ap'50
TARRY. Runaway elephant. 5:71 N'50
TATHAM. First book of automobiles. 2:5 0'49
. First book of boats. 5:19 Ja'50
. First book of trains. 2:11 F'49
TAYLOR. Child's book of carpentry. 1:8 Ap'48
Teach me to pray. Martin. 4:28 Mr'51
Teach me to read. Winters. 4:58 Ap'51
Teacher-librarian's handbook. Douglas. 5:26 F'50
Teachers' aids annual. 1:10 Ap'48
TEACHERS COLLEGE LIBRARY. Library consultant service
leaflets. 2:11 Ap'49
Teaching current events. 1:8 F'48
Teaching piano to your child. Freedman. 1:2 Je'48
Teaching reading at the high school level. Buswell.
5:52 Mr'50
Teaching through the elementary school library.
Walraven and Hall-Quest. 1:9 Mr'.48
Team. O'Rourke. 5:9 D'49
Teddy bear of Bumpkin Hollow. Boucher. 1:1 S'48
Teen-age adventure stories. Coombs. 2:4 Mr'49
Teen-age animal stories. Carter. 2:1 0'49
Teen-age aviation stories. Samson. 2:4 Mr'49
Teen-age baseball stories. Owen. 1:3 Jy'48
Teen-age blues. Pepper. 2:7 Ap'49
Teen-age Boy Scout stories. Crump. 2:5 Mr'49
Teen-age football stories. Owen. 2:5 Mr'49
Teen-age gridiron stories. Furman. 4:19 F'51
Teen-age historical stories. Carter. 1:2 Jy'48
Teen-age sea stories. Thomas. 2:4 Mr'49
Teen-age stories of action. Owen. 2:5 Mr'49
Teen-age victory parade. Owen. 4:29 Mr'51
Teen-age winter sports stories. Owen. 2:5 S 49
TEILHET. Ab Carmody's treasure. 1:10 N'48
Television works like this. Bendick. 2:1 S'49
Tell me about prayer. Jones. 1:6 N'48
Temporary guide for the instructional materials program, k
4:52 Je'51
Ten American cities, then and now. Baker. 2;1 N'49
Ten articles on writing and publishing. Colty. 1:7 F'48
Ten Beaver road. McLelland. 1i6 Ap'48
Ten days till harvest. Ball. 2:1 S'49
Ten delightful parties for little children. Horowitz.
4:27 Mr'51
Ten sure-fire parties for boys and girls. Horowitz.
4:27 Mr'51
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. These United States.
1:11 Ap'48
Tennessee through the printed page. Tennessee Department,
of Education. 5:72 N'50
TENSEN. Come to the farm. 2:8 N'49
. Come to the zoo. 1:5 Jy'48
TERRETT. White Cheyenne. 5:51 Mr'50
Terry and Bunky play baseball. Fishel and Hare. 1:2
D'47
Terry and Bunky play basketball. Fishel and Hare. 1:4
Ap'48
Terry and Bunky play hockey. Fishel and Hay. 2:5 My'49
Teru. Crockett. 4:19 F'51
Texas Pete, little cowboy. Barr. 4:25 Mr'51
Texas star. Meadowcroft. 4:29 Mr'51
Texas tomboy. Lenski. 5:56 S'50
Textbooks contribute to world understanding. Quillen.
4:9 D'50
Thackeray, of the great heart and humorous pen. Benet.
1:1 Mr'43
Thad Owen. - ilson. 5:51 Jy'50
Thankful people. Bass. 4:54 Jy'51
That girl of Pierre's. Davis. 1:5 N'48
That lively man, Ben Franklin. Eaton. 1:5 N'48
Theft of the golden ring. Lawrence. 1:5 My'48
Their search for God. Fitch. 1:2 Ja'48
Then came Timothy. Frost. 5:60 0'50
There's always a book for you. Burton. 2:9 N'49
These United States. Pictorial Map Company. 2:7 Je'49
These United States. Tennessee Department of Education.
1:11 Ap'48
They live in Bible lands. McGavran. 5:69 N'50
Thidwick the big-hearted moose. Geisel. 1:4 0'48
Third wish. Hull. 4:28 Mr'51
Thirsty village. Blatter. 4:18 F'51
13 Danish tales. Hatch. 1: F'48
13th is magic. Howard. 4:20 F'51
This boy Cody. Wilson. 5:57 S'50
This is an orchestra. Posell. 5:50 Mr'50
This is Mexico. McNally. 1:4 Ja'48
This way, please. Boykin. 2:1 S'49
Thistly B. Tudor. 2:5 0149
THOMAS. Teen-age sea stories. 2:4 Mr'49
THOMPSON,M.W. Hillhaven. 2:9 Ap'49; 2:5 Je'49
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OMuPSON,G.G. Factors related to age-grade trends and
sex differences in children's preferences for comic
books. 4:52 Je'51
ISOMPSON,J.E. Book of fascinating facts for boys and
girls. 4:25 F'51
* Jolly jokes and jingles for boys and girls.
35:71 N'50
THORNE-THOMSEN. In Norway. 1:5 My'48
THORPE. Peter Nielsen's story. 5:51 Mr'50
Three bears. Rojankovsky. 1:7 0'48
Three bears visit Goldilocks. Rarick. 4:37 Ap'51
Three conquistadors. Garst. 1:5 Mr'49
Three golden rivers., Price. 1:5 S'48
Three Henrys and Mrs. Hornicle. Agnew. 3:66 N'50
Three little bunnies. Dixon. 5:59 0'50
Three little Chinese girls. Lattimore. 1:4 S'48
Three little kittens. Wonder book. 2:5 Jy'49
three little pigs. Disney. 1:6 0'48
Three little puppies. Dixon. 4:34 Ap'51
Three little Steps and the party. Becker. 5:49 Jy'50
Three little Steps and the spotted horse. Becker.
3:49 Jy'50
Three ring circus. Brock. 5:58 0'50
Three royal monkeys. De la Mare. 2:5 Ap'49
Three ships came sailing in. Mason. 5:41 My'50
Three silly kittens. Austin. 4:40 My'51
Three-two pitch. McCormick. 1:4 Je'48
Through forest and stream. Yarneil. 2:5 N'49
Thunder in the mountains. Hooke. 1:5 My'48
THURSTON. Adventures of Skoot Skeeter. 4:50 Mr'51
Ticktock and Jim. Robertson. 1:5 Je'46
Ticktock and Jim, deputy sheriffs. Robertson. 2:7 N'49
Tico-Tico. Tucci. 4:16 Ja'51
Tidewater valley. Lundy. 2:5 N'49
T~hMANN. Boy named John. 2:9 D'48
tigerl Tigert Case. 5:59 0'50
Tim to the rescue. Ardizzone. 5:13 Ja'50
Timberland adventure. Bronson. 5:59 O'50
Time for poetry. Arbuthnot. 4:57 Jy'51
Timothy Turtle. Graham. 2:5 Ap'49
Timothy's angels. Benet. 1:1 Ap'48
Tim's place. Evans. 4:54 Ap'51
Tiny animal stories. Kunhardt. 1:4 Je'48
Tiny movie stories. Disney. 5:28 Mr'50
Tippy. Scott. 5:57 Ap'50
To church we go. Trent. 2:11 F'49
To tell your love. Stolz. 4:7 D'50
Toby, a curious cat. Black. 1:1 S'48
Toby has a dog. Justus. 5:23 F'50
Toby on the sheep drive. Phelps. 2:7 N'49
Told under the Christmas tree. Association for Childhood
Education. 1:11 N'48
TOLKIEN. Farmer Giles of Ham. 4:23 F'51
TOLLER1ES. Big-time baseball. 5:55 S'50
Tom and Jerry. MGM Cartoons. 4:56 Jy'51
T6mas and the red headed angel. Garthwaite. 4:12 Ja'51
Tommy and the telephone. MacGregor. 1:5 Ja'48
Tommy's wonderful rides. Palmer. 2:7 F'49
Toni Frissell's Mother Goose. 1:8 N'48
Tony Gay on the Longhorn Trail. Warren. 2:8 N'49
TOMPKINS. Let's read about Alaska. 4:51 Je'51
"Too good to miss". Worcester, Mass. Council for
Children's Reading. 1:9 S'48
Too little fire engine. Flory. 3:54 S'50
Too many cherries. Carmer. 2:1 0'49
Tools for human relations education. Trager and Everitt.
4:9 D'50
TOOZE. Monkey see, monkey do. 3:24 F'50
Tophill road. Garrett. 5:40 My'50
TORREY. Merriweathers. 2:8 N'49
Toshio and Tama. Halladay. 2:2 S'49
Totem casts a shadow. Bell. 2:1 Ap'49
Touch of parsley. Eells. 1:5 0'48
Touchdown for Doc. Renick. 2:5 Ja'49
Touchdown glory. Archibald. 2:1 N'49
Touchdown twins. Harkins. 1:5 D'47
Toughey. Burleson. 3:44 Je'50
Tournament forward. Jackson. 1:5 S'48
Tournament trail. Koch. 3:36 Ap'50
TOUSEY. Davy Crockett. 2:5 Mr'49
. Horseman Hal. 4:16 Ja'51
. Kit Carson. 5:24 F'50
" Pony for the boys. 5:57 Ap'50
Toward one world. Fisk University. 1:5 Ja'48
Toward the open mind. Philadelphia Public Schools. 4:9
D'53
Towards the evaluation of reading aims: reading for
information. Vogt. 3:20 Ja'50
Towboat pilot. Melton. 4:29 Mr'51
Tower by the sea. De Jong. 4:2 D'50
Tower of darkness. Hawton. 4:54 Ap'51
Town and country games. North. 1:6 Mr'48
TOWNSEND. Blueprint of a dream. 4:7 D'53
Toymaker's book. Maginley. 2:8 F'49
TRACEY. Fun, incorporated. 1:10 N'48
TRACHSEL. Elizabeth of the Mayflower. 4:23 F'51
TRACY. Fighting sheepman. 4:57 Jy'51
Traded twins. McLean. 4:45 My'51
TRAGER. Tools for human relations education. 4:9 D'50
Trail led North. McKeown. 2:2 Jy'49
Trail of courage. Watson. 2:6 Ja'49
Trailblazer to television. Korn. 4:20 F'51
Train and engine books for children. Association of
American Railroads. 2:10 Ap'49
Train stories. Garfield and Knittle. 5:15 Ja'50
Trapped by the mountain storm. Fisher. 3:68 N'50
Travelogue story book of the nineteenth century.
Haviland. 3:65 0'50
TREASE. Shadow of the hawk. 2:4 S'49
SSir Walter Raleigh. 4:16 Ja'51
SSecret fiord. 5:57 S'50
Treasure bayou. Litten. 2:5 N'49
Treasure cave. Lane. 3:50 Jy'50
Treasure chest. Disney. 2:2 Ja'49
Treasure chest of sea stories. Herzberg. 2:5 F'49
Treasure for three. Severn. 5:42 My'50
Treasure mountain. Lampman. 2:5 0'49
Treasure of Li-Po. Ritchie. 2:4 S'49
Treasure of Troon. Petersen. 4:22 F'51
Treasure trouble. Lambert. 2:5 Je'49
Treasury of horse stories. Self. 4:57 Ap'51
Treasury of Jewish folklore. Ausubel. 1:1 N'48
Treasury of sea stories. Aymar. 2:1 S'49
TREAT. Duke of the Bruins. 5:71 N'50
Tree by the waters. Karsavina. 1:5 Je'48
Tree of books. Gloucester, Mass. Board of Education.
2:10 Ap'49
Tree of freedom. Caudill. 2:5 Ap'49
Trees of the countryside. McKenny. 5:56 S'50
TREGARTHEN. Doll who came alive. 4:57 Jy'51
. White ring. 2:6 Je'49
TRENT. Always there is God. 3:57 Ap'50
First Christmas. 1:12 N'48
___. To church we go. 2:11 F'49
TRESSELT. Follow the wind. 4:7 D'50
* "Hi, Mister Robin". 5:46 Je'50
* Johnny Maple-Leaf. 2:11 F'49
. Sun up. 5:25 F'50
* White snow, bright snow. 1:7 D'47
. Wind and Peter. 1:8 Ap'48
TREVOR. Deep wood. 1:7 D'47
SHeather Hill. 1:9 0'48
Tricky. Franklin. 2:4 Ap'49
Trigger John's son. Robinson. 2:4 0'49
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TRIMBLE. Phil Rizzuto. 4:51 Je'51
TROESTER. Everyday games for children. 5:57 S'50
Trolley car family. Clymer. 1:2 Mr'48
Trudy Terrill, high school freshman. Bryant. 1:2 My'48
TRUE. Number men. 2:11 F'49
Trumpets at the crossroads. Reinherz. 1:9 0'48
TRYON. Guideposts in child growth and development.
5:43 My'50
TUBBY. Picture dictionary of the Bible. 2:4 Jy'49
TUCCI. Tico-Tico. 4:16 Ja'51
TUDOR. Dolls' Christmas. 5:71 N'50
.Thistly B. 2:5 0149
Tulip time. Gringhuis. 4:50 Je'51
Tumbleweed boy. Hull. 2:5 Ap'49
Tune is in the tree. Lovelace. 5:56 S'50
TUNIS. Champion's choice. 2:5 N'49
.Highpockets. 1:7 Mr'48
.Son of the valley. 2:9 Ap'49
. Young Razzle. 2:4 Jy'49
Turn here for Strawberry Roam. Myers. 5:41 My'50
Turn in the road. Dickson. 5:14 Ja'50
Turning point. Fitzgerald. 2:2 Je'49
Turnipseed Jones. Mammen. 3:56 Ap'50
TURPIN. Story of Virginia. 5:10 D'49
Turtle River filly. Armstrong. 4:1 D'50
TUTT. Across the shining mountains. 4:38 Ap'51
Tuttle. Marohn. 2:6 N'49
T-V and teen-agers. Lewis. 2:7 My'49
Twelve days of Christmas. Karasz. 5:11 D'49
24 horses. Cavanah. 4:2 D'50
26 letters. Ogg. 2:7 Ap'49
Two against the north. Shurtleff. 5:10 D'49
Two arrows. Meigs. 5:8 D'49
Two for the show. Lawrence. 2:5 N'49
Two little gardeners. Brown and Hurd. 4:54 Jy'51
Two little miners. Brown and Hurd. 2:5 S'49
Two little trains. Brown. 5:2 D'49
Two Reds. Lipkind and Mordvinkoff. 5:61 0'50
Types of experiences children should have. U.S. Office
of Education. 1:9 Mr'48
Typography and readability. Burtt. 2:6 Jy'49
UCHIDA. Dancing kettle. 2:4 Jy'49
Ukelele and her new doll. Grant. 4:54 Ap'51
ULREICK. Kitten who listened. 5:63 0'50
Uncle Andy's island. Molloy. 5:30 Mr'50
Uncle Sam's child. Stucki. 2:8 N'49
Uncle Sylvester. Howard. 5:55 Ap'50
Underground escape. Nevin. 2:7 N'49
Understanding creative growth. Arts in Childhood. 4:9
D'50
Understanding science. Crouse. 1:2 N'48
Understanding the Japanese. Yaukey. 3:43 My'50
Unexpected summer. Mallette. 2:5 0'49
Union Pacific railroad illustrated booklets on show
places of the West. 1:8 S'48
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION CENTER. Information folders.
1:9 Ap'48
UNESCO book list for boys and girls. Kansas University.
1:7 My'48
UNESCO's work in education. 4:9 D'50
United Nations map of the world. Bullock. 1:7 Je'48
U.S. Navy occupational handbook. Bureau of Naval
Personnel. 2:6 Je'49
U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION. Intellectual abilities in
the adolescent period. 2:7 Mr'49
. Motion pictures on democracy. 35:57 S'50
Science teaching in rural and small town schools.
2:5 0'49
.Statistics of public school libraries, 1947-1948.
5:20 Ja'50; 3:64 0'50
. Types of experiences children should have. 1:9 Mr'48
UNWIN. Doughnuts for Lin. 4:7 D'50
Up and down the river. Caudill. 4:41 My'51
Up hill. McKean. 1:4 D'47
Up in the attic. Williams. 1:7 0'48
UPDEGRAFF. Blue dowry. 1:8 Ap'48
UPHAM. Little Brown Monkey. 5:25 F'50
Uprooted peoples of the U.S.A. 1:8 Je'48
Upstate, downstate. Jagendorf. 3:16 Ja'50
URBANCEK. Mathematical teaching aids. 5:43 My'50
URMSTON. Betsy and the proud house. 1:7 D'47
. New boy. 3:46 Je'50
Use of readability formulas in selecting textbooks.
Kerr. 2:7 My'49
Use of visual aids in the teaching of arithmetic.
Grossnickle and Metzner. 5:57 S'50
Use your library. Evans. 1:12 N'48
Using audio-visual materials with children. American
Childhood Education. 1:9 Mr'48
Using current materials. Junior Town Meeting League.
4:59 Ap'51
Using periodicals. Weeks. 4:9 D'50; 4:31 Mr'51
Using what we know about children in teaching reading.
Childhood Education. 5:19 Ja'50
Valley of the Dragon. Price. 4:57 Ap'51
Valley of the singing bluebells. Brittain. 5:58 0'50
VAN DERSAL. Wildlife for America. 2:2 S'49
VAN RIPER. Lou Gehrig. 2:4 S'49
. Will Rogers. 4:46 My'51
VAN STOCKUM. Canadian summer. 1:8 Ap'48
. Patsy and the pup. 4:7 D'50
VAN TIL. Democracy demands it. 5:26 F'50
VANCE. Lees of Arlington. 5:19 Ja'50
.Marie Antoinette. 3:71 N'50
. Patsy Jefferson of Monticello. 2:7 D'48
Vanishing octant mystery. Seaman. 5:9 D'49
Vavache, the cow who painted pictures. Attwood. 5:59
My'50
Verdi, force of destiny. Humphreys. 2:4 D'48
VERNE. Five weeks in a balloon. 4:57 Jy'51
VERRILL. Shell collector's handbook. 4:50 Mr'51
_ Young collector's handbook. 2:7 D'48
Very little dog. Skaar. 5:10 D'49
Vie, a dog of the prairies. Hinkle. 2:4 N'49
Video in education. Gould. 5:43 My'50
Viking dog. Balch. 2:1 My'49
Vinnie Ream and Mr. Lincoln. Hubbard. 5:6 D'49
VINTON. Black Horse company. 5:31 Mr'50
Violet fairy book. Lang. 1:5 Ja'48
Violets are blue. Kennedy. 4:44 My'51
VIPONT. Lark in .the morn. 4:47 My'51
Visibility unlimited. Grace. 3:28 Mr'50
Visit to grandma. Biffi. 4:11 Ja'51
Vison the mink. George. 2:2 Je'49
VLASAK. Snowy. 4:58 Ap'51
Vocations for girls. Lingenfelter and Kitson. 4:56
Jy'51
VOGT. Towards the evaluation of reading aims: reading
for information. 5:20 Ja'50
VOIGHT. Apple tree cottage. 5:10 D'49
. House in Robin Lane. 4:47 My'51
VOLBERDING. Out-of-school behavior of 11-year olds.
2:7 My'49
VOORHEES. Records for use in the teaching of dramatics
1:11 Apr48
VORONKOVA. Little girl from the city. 1:6 S'48
VOSS. Handcar Joe. 5:57 Ap'50
Voyage of the Luna I. Craigie. 5:22 F'50
Voyages of Christopher Columbus. Sperry. 4:22 F'51
VREELAND. 'Lars and Lisa in Sweden. 5:71 N'50
Vulpes, the red fox. George. 1:4 Ap'48
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WADSWORTH,L.A. Bamboo key. 1:10 0'48
WADSWORTH,W.C. Number 9, the little fire engine. 4:16
Ja'51
Wagon to a star. McGuire. 4:56 Jy'51
WAGONER. Abigail Adams. 5:10 D'49
Wahoo bobcat. Lippincott. 4:15 Ja'51
Wait for Marcy. duJardin. 4:2 D'50
Wait till the moon is full. Brown. 2:1 F'49
Wald, Lillian. Williams. 2:10 Ap'49
WALDEN. Skymountain. 3:64 0'50
* Sunnycove. 1:6 S'48
WALDMAN. Famous American athletes of today. 5:19 Ja'50
. Giant quarterback. 4:16 Ja'51
Talk in the city. Dawson. 5:45 Je'50
Walking hat. Hall. 5:55 Ap'50
Walker, Doak. Bracken. 4:26 Mr'51
WALLACE. Big-league rookie. 5:42 My'50
WALPOLE. First book about God. 5:37 Ap'50
____ Golden dictionary. 2:9 Ja'49
. Why should I? 3:19 Ja'50
iALRAVEN. Teaching through the elementary school library.
1:9 Mr'48
WALSH. Widow woman and her goat. 2:6 My'49
WALTERSG. Snowplow that tried to go south. 3:71 N'50
SSteam shovel that wouldn't eat dirt. 2:5 Mr'49
WALTERS,M. Real Santa Claus. 4:7 D'50
WANKLYN. Bobtail Shawn. 3:19 Ja'50
Wanted: two bikes. Retan. 2:9 F'49
WARD,L. John Wesley. 4:45 My'51
WARD,L.C. Forty-two ax handles. 5:57 S'50
WARE. Shifting winds. 1:5 My'48
WARNER BROS. CARTOONS, INC. Bugs Bunny's birthday. 4:50
Mr'51
. Bugs Bunny's book. 4:51 Je'51
WARNER BROS.- CARTOONS, INC. see also McKIMSON,T.
WARNER,P.M. Biddy Christmas. 4:38 Ap'51
WARREN. Saddles upt ride 'em high. 1:10 0'48
. Tony Gay on the Longhorn Trail. 2:8 N'49
Warren of West Point. Emery. 4:5 D'50
Warrior forward. Friendlich. 5:60 0'50
Washing is fun. Scott. 5:65 0'50
Washington, Booker T. Stevenson. 4:15 Ja'51
Washington, George. Foster. 2:5 N'49
WASHINGTON (STATE) INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT. Avenues and
vistas for bringing library materials to children and
young people. 2:7 My'49
Washington adventure. Banks. 4:1 D'50
Washington city of destiny. Hager. 2:2 S'49
Watch for a tall white sail. Bell. 1:1 Mr'48
Watch-goat boy. Rinden. 2:5 Je'49
Watch your step. Floherty. 5:45 Je'50
Watchdog. Bannon. 1:1 Jy'48
Water of Kane. Pukui. 4:56 Jy'51
Water that Jack drank. Scott. 4:15 Ja'51
Waterfront reporter. Riesenberg. 4:6 D'50
Watergate. Best. 4:41 My'51
WATKINS. Crocodile crew. 5:11 D'49
. Hurricane's secret. 3:64 0'50
WATKINS-PITCHFORD. Little grey men. 2:8 N'49
WATSON,H.O. Black horse of Culver. 3:71 N'50
_ White Boots. 1:10 N'48
WATSON,K.W. Tales for telling. 4:57 Jy'51
WATSON,S.R. Famous engineers. 4:51 Je'51
WATSON,V.C. Trail of courage. 2:6 Ja'49
WATTE•S. Picture dictionary for children. 2:9 Ja'49
WATTS. Dozens of cousins. 5:58 Ap'50
Wayfaring lad. Bolton. 1:1 My'48
Wayne, Anthony. Stevenson. 2:4 Mr'49
WAYNE. Clutch hitter. 4:51 Je'51
Ways you can help your child with reading. Casey. 5:64
O'50
We build together. Rollins. 1:15 N'48
We like to do things. Mason. 3:24 F'50
We merrily put to sea. Du Bois. 5:59 0'50
We 'read" 144 periodicals a week. Dresden. 1:12 N'48
WEART. Royal game. 2:5 Mr'49
WEBB,A. Song of the seasons. 3:71 N'50
WEBB,C. Animals from everywhere. 4:38 Ap'51
.North Pole before lunch. 4:38 Ap'51
.Story of Noah. 5:25 F'50
WEBB,J.P. Riley Dawson. 3:46 Je'50
WEBB,M.A. Games for younger children. 1:7 D'47
WEBBER. Bits that grow big. 2:4 Jy'49
. It looks like this. 5:11 D'49
WEBER,C.O. Reading inadequacy as habit. 5:20 Ja'50
WEBER,L.M. Beany Malone. 1:5 My'48
.Leave it to Beanyl 5:42 My'50
WECHSLER. Pocket book of old masters. 2:7 Je'49
WEEKS. Using periodicals. 4:9 D'50; 4:31 Mr'51
WEIL,L. Bill the brave. 1:7 Mr'48
WEIL,T. Eagle in the valley. 4:50 Je'51
WEIR. Great big noise. 2:8 D'48
___ Wonderful plane ride. 2:2 N'49
WEISGARD. Who dreans of cheese? 5:38 Ap'50
Weizmann, Chaim. Baker. 4:18 F'51
IELCH,E. Cradle of our nation: Philadelphia. 2:9 N'49
WELCH,J.L. Animals came first. 1:12 N'48
WELDON. Babe Ruth. 1:5 My'48
WELTFISH. In Henry's backyard. 1:1 0'48
WERNER. Albert's zoo. 4:51 Je'51
SChatterly squirrel. 5:51 Jy'50
SChristopher Bunny. 5:16 Ja'50
Fuzzy duckling. 2:5 S'49
SGolden book of nursery tales. 1:4 Jy'48
SGolden book of words. 5:25 F'50
SGoodmorning and good night. 2:5 S'49
SMarvelous merry-go-round. 5:64 0'50
Mr. Noah and his family. 1:7 0'48
SPets for Peter. 4:16 Ja'51
. Tall book of make-believe. 5:38 Ap'50
Wesley, John. McNeer and Ward. 4:45 My'51
,VESSELLS. Little golden book of singing games. 1:7
Mr'48
West wind. Dunlop. 5:54 S'50
Westminster nursery books. Klein. 4:13 Ja'51
Whaler 'round the Horn. Meader. 4:28 Mr'51
What am I? Leon. 2:3 S'49
What animal is it? Pistorius. 1:5 D'47
What are we afraid of? Martin. 2:7 Ja'49
%hat book is that? Harshaw and MacBean. 1:5 N'48
What butterfly is it? Pistorius. 2:4 S'49
What can I do now? Dow. 4:19 F'51
What do they say'. Skaar. 5:63 0'50
What every young rabbit should know. Denison. 2:5 F'49
What is best in children's literature? Queens College
Radio Forum. 5:52 Jy'50
What shall I do? Schloat. 2:5 Je'49
That ve do day by day. National Dairy Council, Chicago.
1:8 F'48
What wildflower is it? Pistorius. 3:6, 0'50
What's that? Newberry. 2:3 Mr'49
WHEELER,B. Let's make a puppet' 2:53 F'49
:HEELER,0. Frederic Chopin son of Poland. Early years.
2:4 Jy'49; Later years. 3:25 F'50
WHEELWRIGHT. Gentlemen, hushl 2:7 D'48
When children play. Geddes. 4:54 Ap'51
When coyote walked the earth. Running. 5:9 D'49
When Cricket was little. Rowlett. 2:5 Mr'49
When I grow up. Mace. 4:14 Ja'51
When shall we begin to teach reading. Garrett. 2:5
S'49
When you were a baby. Eng. 2:5 N'49
Where is Cubby Bear? Sharp. 5:57 Ap'50
Where the carp banners fly. McGavran. 2:5 S'49
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Where things come from. Lowe. 2:7 F'49
Where's the bunny? Carroll. 5:53 S'50
While Susie sleeps. Schneider. 1:7 Ap'48
Whistling stallion. Holt. 4:55 Ap'51
WHITCOMB. McClurg's new graded list of books for
elementary schools. 2:7 Je'49
. McClurg's graded list of books for elementary
schools. 4:52 Je'51
WHITE,A.H. Story of Serapina. 4:47 My'51
WHITE,D.N. About books for children. 1:15 N'48
.Books before five. 5:57 S'50
ivHITE,M.L. Eliminating the "Fourth-grade hump" in
reading. 5:20 Ja'50
WHITE,R. Candy. 2:9 N'49
Haunted hound. 4:7 D'50
AiHITE,W.R. Red Rock II of the K-9 Corps. 5:51 Jy'50
White birds island. Skrebitsky. 2:4 Mr'49
White Boots. Watson. 1:10 N'48
White Cheyenne. Terrett. 3:31 Mr'50
White elephant mystery. Queen. 3:51 Mr'50
White ring. Tregarthen. 2:6 Je'49
White snow, bright snow. Tresselt. 1:7 D'47
hiite terror. Floherty. 1:2 F'48
White winter. Meigs. 1:8 0'48
WHITEHEAD. Why not? 4:58 Ap'51
Whitey and the rustlers. Rounds. 4:46 My'51
Whitney, Eli. Snow. 2:6 Ja'49
,HITNEY. Ever after. 1:10 0'48
. Island of dark woods. 4:47 My'51
___ . Linda's homecocing. 3:51 Jy'50
_ 
Mystery of the gulls. 2:6 My'49
. Realism in children's books. 3:52 Mr'50
Who dreams of cheese? Weisgard. 5:58 Ap'50
Who lives in the farm? Elting. 5:22 F'50
Why cowboys sing, in Texas. Henderson. 5:55 S'50
Why not? Whitehead. 4:58 Ap'51
Why should I? Walpole. 3:19 Ja'50
Why the bear has a short tail. Wonder book. 2:5 Jy'49
WIDDEi1ER. Harriet Beecher Stowe. 3:11 D'49
. Peter Stuyvesant. 3:42 My'50
. Wishing star. 1:6 S'48
Widow woman and her goat. Walsh. 2:6 My'49
WIESE,B. Library and extra-class activities. 5:43
My'50
4IESE,K. Fish in the air. 1:5 My'48
WIGGINS. Black Hills gold. 5:51 Jy'50
Wild animals of the Southwest. Franklin. 5:54 S'50
Wild birthday cake. Davis. 2:1 Jy'49
Wild folk at the pond. Fenton. 2:3 D'48
Wild horse. Balch. 1:1 My'48
Wild horse island. 4:33 Ap'51
Wild horse roundup. 4:14 Ja'51
Wild hunter. Randall. 4:51 Je'51
Wild little honker. Hogner. 4:44 My'51
Wild trek. Kjelgaard. 5:41 My'50
Wild west. Manso. 3:51 Jy'50
Wild wild west. Daugherty. 2:1 Mr'49
Wild world tales. Kane. 2:2 Jy'49
Wildlife for America. Graham and Van Dersal. 2:2 S'49
WILL pseud. see LIPKIND,W.
William the Silent. Baker. 1:1 F'48
WILLIAiaS,B. Great Houdini. 5:42 My'50
. Lillian Wald. 2:10 Ap'49
. No pattern for love. 4:57 Jy'51
. People are our business. 1:7 Mr'48
WILLIAMS,G. How to keep from growing old. 2:4 S'49
WILLIAMS,H.K. Up in the attic. 1:7 0'48
WILLIAMS,H.L. Stories in rocks. 2:8 D'48
WILLIAMS,J. Magic gate. 2:9 N'49
. Roman moon mystery. 1:8 Ap'48
Williams, Ted. Sampson. 3:46 Je'50
WILLIAMSON. First book of bugs. 3:11 D'49
Willow Brook farm. Christ. 2:1 Je'49
WILSON,C.G. Winds blow free. 3:58 Ap'50
WILSON,D. Mystery in spangles. 3:64 O'50
WILSON,H.H. Herbert. 3:43 My'50
.Island summer. 2:5 Mr'49
. Thad Owen. 5:51 Jy'50
WILSON,L. This boy Cody. 5:57 S'50
WILSON,..N. Ships that made U.S. history. 5:50 Mr'50
Wilson, Woodrow. Hatch. 1:4 Mr'48; Monsell. 4:15 Ja'51
Wind and Peter. Tresselt. 1:8 Ap'48
Wind runner. Barrington. 4:32 Ap'51
Windfall fiddle. Carmer. 5:59 My'50
Windmill mystery. Barne. 3:55 Ap'50
Window on the sea. Newcomb. 2:8 F'49
Winds blow free. Wilson. 3:38 Ap'50
Wind's in the West. Porter. 5:36 Ap'50
Wings in the 7oods. McClung. 1:5 S'48
Winkie the grey squirrel. Pratten. 5:65 0'50
Winning basket. Yarnell. 2:6 Je'49
Winning dive. Bonner. 5:54 Ap'50
Winter comes to Meadow Brook Farm. Keeler. 5:25 F'50
Winter flight. Gall and Crew. 2:1 Jy'49
Winter wedding. Harper. 4:4 D'50
WINTERS. Teach me to read. 4:38 Ap'51
WiRT. Brownie Scouts at Snow Valley. 5:51 Mr'50
Brownie Scouts in the circus. 5:51 Mr'50
Dan Carter and the river camp. 3:51 Mr'50
Dan Carter - Cub Scout. 5:31 Mr'50
Pirate brig. 3:52 Jy'50
WISCONSIN ELEMENTARY PRINCIPAL'S ASSOCIATION. Evaluation
study of elementary films used in the course of regu-
larly conducted classroom work. 2:7 Je'49
WISCONSIN JOINT COMMITTEE FOR BETTER RADIO LISTENING.
Let's learn to listen. 2:7 Je'49
WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY, LIBRARY SCHOOL, Subject index to
children's magazines. 2:7 Ja'49
Wise one. Conibear and Blundell. 3:22 F'50
Wish for tomorrow. Miller. 1:8 N'48
Wish on an apple. Garst. 1:3 0'48
Wishes come true. Brown. 2:2 My'49
Wishing boy of New Netherland. Dilliard. 4:19 F'51
Wishing star. Widdemer. 1:6 S'48
Wishing Starrs. Kiser. 4:4 D'50
Wishing water gate. Lyon. 3:17 Ja'50
Witch of Scrapfaggot Green. Gordon. 1:2 My'48
With focus on human relations. Taba and Elkins. 5:63
O'50
With justice for all. Catton. 1:7 S'48
With might and main. Fenner. 2:4 F'49
With my whole heart. Heron. 4:27 Mr'51
WITHERS. Rocket in my pocket. 2:11 F'49
WITTY. Helping children read better. 4:17 Ja'51
. Improving the reading of gifted children and
youth. 4:52 Je'51
. It's fun to find out film-story books. 4:39
Ap'51
Promoting growth and development through reading.
4:24 F'51
: Reading in modern education. 2:12 Ap'49
. Reading of social studies materials. 5:52 Mr'50
. You and the Constitution of the United States.
1:6 S'48
WIWER. Beginners' guide to bibliography. 1:9 Mr'48
Wizard of Oz. Baum. 4:10 Ja'51
WOFFORD. Standards for choosing books about other
countries. 115 Ja'48
Wolf king. Lippincott. 2:2 S'49
WOLFE. Leader's guide. 2:7 Je'49 Q
WOLLNER. Children's voluntary reading as an expressic
of individuality. 5:20 Ja'50
Woman with a sword. Noble. 2:6 D'48
Wonderful adventures of Nils. Lagerlof. 1:4 F'48
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Wonderful baker. Hunt. 5:29 Mr'50
Wonderful house-boat-train. Gannett. 5:15 Ja'50
$onderful plane ride. Weir. 2:2 N'49
Wonderful poodle. Bischoff. 5:1 D'49
4OOD,G. Johann - the woodcarver. 4:16 Ja'51
WOOD,L.M. Louis Pasteur. 1:5 My'48
0OODCOCK. Guess who lives here. 2:5 S'49
Wooden mug. Sanger. 4:22 F'51
WOODS. Nursery school handbook for teachers and
parents. 1:11 O'48
WOODY. Boarding school. 2:5 0'49
. Student dancer. 4:51 Je'51
WOOLLEY. David's railroad. 2:5 Jy'49
. Ginnie and Geneva. 1:7 S'48
. Railroad cowboy. 4:30 Mr'51
. Schoolroom zoo. 5:57 S'50
WORCHESTER,MASS. COUNCIL FOR CHILDREN'S READING. "Too
good to miss". 1:9 S'48
Words. Ernst. 5:40 My'50
WORK. Mr. Dawson had a farm. 4:47 My'51
Working together for the world we want. New York
Herald-Tribune. 2:7 Je'49
WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA. Freedom Train. 1:9 Ap'48;
1:9 S'48
World round. Hogan. 5:16 Ja'50
World understanding begins with children. Goetz.
4:9 D'50
Worlds in the sky. Fenton. 5:60 0'50
WORTH. Sea change. 1:4 Jy'48
;RIGHT,F.F. Number eleven Poplar Street. 2:8 D'48
.Surprise at Sampey Place. 3:57 S'50
. Your loving sister, Pat Downing. 2:8 D'48
WRIGHT,J. Chanps on ice. 4:23 F'51
.On the forty-yard line. 2:6 Je'49
[IGHT,W.W. Rainbow dictionary. 2:9 Ja'49
Iright brothers. Reynolds. 4:22 F'51
Writing for children. 4:47 My'51
Wronghand. Wyatt. 2:4 S'49
WURTZ. Bibliography of reading lists for retarded
readers. 3:52 Mr'50
WYATT. Buffalo gold. 2:6 My'49
SWronghand. 2:4 S'49
UYCKOFF. Mercer boys at Woodcrest. 2:8 D'43
. Mercer boys' cruise in the Lassie. 2:8 D'48
. Mercer boys' mystery case. 2:8 D'48
SMercer boys on a treasure hunt. 2:8 D'48
SMercer boys with the Coast Guard. 2:3 N'49
WYNTREE. Lisbeth and the clam. 4:51 Je'51
dARNELL. Through forest and stream. 2:5 N'49
t . Winning basket. 2:6 Je'49
YATES,E. Amos Fortune, free man. 3:45 My'50
. Children of the Bible. 4:7 D'50
.Christmas story. 5:11 D'49
ATES,R.F. Boys' book of model railroading. 4:52 Je'51
. Boys' book of rockets. 1:7 Mr'48
. New television. 1:11 N'48
YAUKEY. Japan. 1:8 N'48
_ . Let's read about China. 4:52 Je'51
S. Low countries. 35:25 F'50
, . Straight furrow. 5:25 F'50
. Understanding the Japanese. 5:43 My'50
rear in the city. Mitchell. 1:7 0'48
Year on the farm. Mitchell. 1:4 Je'48
Xellow fairy book. Lang. 2:5 D'48
So ho for Strawberry Roaml Myers. 4:56 Ap'51
YOMEN. Roberto, the Mexican boy. 1:4 Ja'48
YOST. American women of nursing. 1:8 Ap'48
You and atomic energy and its wonderful uses. Lewellen.
2:2 S'49
You and the Constitution of the United States. Witty and
Kohler. 1:6 S'48
You can teach for world citizenship. Arndt and Everett.
4:9 D'50
You can't tell about love. Olds. 3:30 Mr'50
YOUMANS. Skitter cat book. 1:8 Mr'48
YOUNG,B. Christopher 01 1:8 Mr'48
YOUNG,W.E. Norman and the nursery school. 3:25 F'50
Young Brahms. Deucher. 3:22 F'50
Young bush pilot. Hambleton. 5:50 Jy'50
Young collector's handbook. Verrill. 2:7 D'48
Young consumer. Schulz. 2:6 D'48; 2:8 Ap'49
Young Miss Burney. Stewart. 1:7 F'48
Young Nathan. Brown. 2:1 S'49
Young people's book of jet propulsion. Ross. 2:7 Ap'49;
5:51 Mr'50
Young Razzle. Tunis. 2:4 Jy'49
Young readers animal stories. Furman. 4:45 My'51
Young readers baseball stories. Coombs. 3:67 N'50
Young readers mystery stories. Coombs. 4:55 Jy'51
Young rider's picture book. Golden Grose. 4:27 Mr'51
Young Thack. Gould. 3:5 D'49
Youngest general. Gottschalk. 2:4 My'49
Your America. Kohl. 2:2 S'49
Your career in banking. Campbell. 1:2 Ap'46
Your career in show business. Denis. 2:7 My'49
Your child's leisure time. Letton. 5:52 Mr'50
Your kind indulgence. Malvern. 1:6 Ap'46
Your loving sister, Pat Downing. Wright. 2:8 D'48
Your new emotions. Seventeen Magazine. 2:5 0'49
Your part in your child's education. Lane. 1:12 0'48
Your plans for the future. Detjen. 1:3 Ap'48
Your young life. Hall. 2:2 0'49
Yours till Niagara falls. Morrison. 5:56 S'50
Youth comes of age. Pierce. 1:9 N'48
Youth, communication and libraries. Henne, Brooks, and
Ersted. 2:12 F'49
You've got to be carefully taught. Committee on Inter-
group Education. 5:52 Jy'50
ZAFFO. Big book of real boats and ships. 4:52 Je'51
. Big book of real fire engines. 5:57 S'50
. Big book of real trains. 5:25 F'50
ZARCHY. Here's your hobby. 4:50 Mr'51
.Let's go camping. 4:57 Jy'51
.Let's make a lot of things. 1:6 My'48
ZELIGS. Story of modern Israel for young people. 3:64
0'50
ZIM. Birds. 5:31 Mr'50
. Codes and secret writing. 2:6 Ja'49
. Frogs and toads. 3:32 Mr'50
S Goldfish. 1:8 D'47
__.* Great whales. 4:58 Ap'51
*__. Homing pigeons. 2:4 S'49
_.* Insects. 4:52 Je'51
.__. Owls. 5:64 O'50
Plants. 1:8 Mr'48
. Rabbits. 1:9 Ap'48
__.* Science learning through books in the elementary
field. 4:9 D'50
, Snakes. 5:11 D'49
ZWWLGMEYIER. Johnny Blossom. 2:8 D'48
